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ABSTRACT 

i'arioris modcls have bccn proposed to describe the formation of galasu halos, in- 

cliding nionrilithic or rriiiltiphase collapse, niergers and accretion. \ i Ï th  the aini of 

probing the dynaniical and chemical enrichment history of the nearby spiral galasy 

1131. a spectroscopic study h;is been concliicted of its globular cluster system. Obser- 

vations m r e  obtaineci using the CVitle Field Fibre Optic Spectrograpli (CPYFFOS) a t  

the \Villiarn Hcrschel Telescope. ancl using the .LIOS/.\RGT;S intcgral field spectro- 

graph at the Canada-Fraace-Ha~ifaii Telescope. This work has yieldecl precisc radial 

vclocities (goorl to icI2 kms-') and metallicities (goorl to rt0.26 des) for over 200 

'1131 globular clusters. many of tvhich have no prior spectroscopic data. 

Analyses of the spatial. kinematic and nietal abunclance properties of the 1131 

cliisters are macle ancl clisciissed in the coritest of the proposed ga luy  formation 

moclels. The hI31 globular cluster metallicity rlistribiition is found to be bimodai. 

with peaks at [Fè/H] z -1.4 and -0.5. 4i31's metal-rich globiilar clusters appear to 

constitute a distinct kinematic subsj-stem which is centrall-concentrated. consistent 

with nietnbership in a bulge popdation. There is a measurable metallicity gradient 

within the inner metal-poor cluster system, and both metallicity populations clemon- 

strate significant rotation. 

In addition, the best current sample of 4131 globular cluster data is used to search 

for the presence of substructure in the three-parmeter space of position. velocity. 

and metaIIicit- Convincing et-idence of at  least four grotips is found. These globular 

cluster groups may represent the rernnants of recent sateHite mergers. an observation 

which wouid favotir a hierarchical formation scenario for U31. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: GALAXY ST'RUCTURE 
AND FORMATION 

Today we recognizc the SIilky \Vay as a spiral galuy. an enorrnous system composed 

of hunclrecis of bilIions of stars and copious amounts of gai, dust and dark (unseen) 

matter. Most of the luminoris mattcr of the Gahxy is found rithin a Rattened disk- 

like component which extends out many tens of thousancls of light yerirs in radius. 

\Vithin the cIisk. spiral arms wind outwards from the central regions of the G u l ~ u y  

and niark regions of ongoing star formation. At the centre lies the Galactic bdge. 

a triaxial spheroicl of older stars which juts out above and belon- the Iurninous disk. 

IVitliin the bulge is founcl the nucleus. an active region at the heart of che G a b y  

whose mysteries are graduailu being unveiled thanks to obsenxtions in the radio. 

infrareci. x-ray and y- regions of the eIectromagnetic spectrum. 

The Earth orbits the Sun. an average star in rnany respects. which itseIf is hardly 

a speck in the t-ast wash of starlight of the Galactic disk. Our tirirnbLe position is 

roughiy two-thirds of the may out from the GaIactic centre. sl ight[~ above the ciisk 

a t  the outer edge of the Sagittariiis spirul a m  of the 41ilky Way- The luminescent 

band ive cal1 the SIiIl-iy Way represents the collective appearance of the stars: glowïng 

gaseous nebulae and silhouetted clouds of obscuring dtist which constitute the disk 

of our Gala-. The stars visible to the naked eye typically lie only a fem hundred 

Iight p a r s  distant. dthough the stellar disk of the Niky \Va>- esends considerably 

further. Surrounding the disk is a relatkery sparsel-popuhted hdo of older stars and 

dark rnatter which is not readily observable by the bacbard astronomer- Indeed. very 

IittIe tlsibIe eridence can be seen of this expansive Galactic halo, although the ancient 
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stars of the halo proritle us with an important key to unlocking the history of the 

Galaxy. Direct obsen.ations within Our IocaI environment (the solar neighbourhoocf) 

have proviciecl us with a significant amount of first-hand data about the structura1 

components of our G a l q  Considerable information has also been gleaned from 

observations of other nearby galaxies. 

Our ciirrent vision of the Gala. has been established thiinks co the mamentous 

efforts of a myriad of stronomers throughout human history But what c m  ive infer 

about the Gal i~~y ' s  formation and evolii t iona~ history'? These compelliiig questions 

t'orrn the bclsis of the upcoming chapters. This introciuctory chapter provicles a Look 

at what WC know of galactic structure and the processes that shape it. Chapter 2 

introduces the particular interest of this study - the Andromeda Galasy and its 

globrilar citisters - and piits this work in the broader contest of relatecl stuclies. 

Chapters 3. 4 and .j present a description of the astronomical data sets obtainec1 

and the analytical procedure used to address the question of galasy formatiori. -4 

kinertiatic and rnetal abundance arialysis of the best amilable spectroscopie sample 

to-date of the dynatnical and chetnical enrichment probes of the Andromeda Cala'cy 

is provideci in Chapcer 6. Chapter i incorporates an esamination of the possibility 

that thc Andromeda G a l a ~ y  Formecl at least in part from the merger and accretion 

of dwarf satellites. A surnmary of the results and the conclusions OF this study arc 

presented in Chapter S. -4 glossary of terms and units is provided a t  the end O €  this 

document. 

1.1 A Brief History of Galactic Astronomy 

In the year 2610, Galileo first turned his teIescope towards the Slilky ClTay and dis- 

covered that it contained an astonishing number of stars. The shape and nature of 

the Gdaxy (which %as then thought to be the Cniverse) remained a great mystery 

at  chat tirne. Centuries later, with the deve-elopment of potverfi11 instruments and the 
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refinement of astronomical techniques. ive have now established the basic structure 

and composition of our Galaxy and others. This section provides a ver? brief synopsis 

of the history of the human endeavour to understand the galasu in   hi ch ive livc'. 

Cntil the 18th century. a rnajority of the galactic theories were bascd primarily 

on reli,~ious or philosophical speculation. Some of these theories (gencraliy iinsiic- 

cessfulIyj atternpted to explain the observed concentration OC stars in the band of 

the SIiIky Way. Totvards the y a r  1773. lrnmanuel Kant espressed Iiis vision of a 

iiniverse consisting of a multitiide of stars orbiting a common centre. an idea mhich 

ivas siirprisingly not t ir  off the mark! Almost prophetically. he reaçoned that if the 

'IIilky Way was a flattened disk of stars. other similar stellar aggregations might also 

occur. 

Diiring the late 18th centiiry. astronomer William Herschel hacl access to the 

Iargest and niost po~verful telescopes of chat time. His careful study of the distribution 

of stars reveakd that the !dilky L'a? was intleetl a flattenecl systern. as Kant hacl 

speculated. Herschel also discovered many nebulous objects. sonie of ahich coulct 

be resolved into stars thernselves: he hypothesized that these curious objects formed 

distant stellar sÿsterns, possibly ones of even greater size than the 51ilky Way- These 

stcllar nebirlae were later idencifiecl as star clusters within our Galxxy. buc Herschel's 

work represents one of the first systematic scientih studies of gdactic astronorny. -4s 

an interesting note. in 1845 William parsons (Earl of Rosse) was the first to itlentify 

spiral structure in some of Herschel's unresolved nebiilae. 

By 1901, the cefinement of the techniques of astrometry - the measurement of 

stellar positions and motions - perrnitted J. C. K a p t e l  to infer that the MIky Kay 

was a Battened stellar system roughly 2 kpc thick and 10 kpc in diameter ... the so- 

called "Kaptep Universe" (Kap tep  l~ van Rhijn 1920). K a p t e p  astuteIy recognized 

that absorption by interstellar dust rould dim the light from stars, making them 

For a more detaiIed description of the fascinating history of galaccic astronomj-, the reader Ïs 
referred to the vorks of Berendzen. Hart & SeeIey (1976) and Binney Sc Merrifield (1998). 
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appear more distant than they actuaIIy n-ere. Unfortunatel': Kapteyn coiild neither 

confirm the presence of nor compensate for the eflects of absorption (iiûpteyn 1909). 

The general thinking at that time rvas that the Siin was centrally located in the 

Galas i  Harlow Shapley an American astronomer. studied the distances and posi- 

tions of globiilar star clusters and discovered that the clusters formed a distribution 

centrect on n point in the direction of the consteIlation of Sagittariiis. at a distance 

of 20 kpc from the Earth (Shapley 1918). His conclusion was that these stellar sis-  

tems wcre associated with the Milky Wczy and reflectecl its geometry: the Sun ancl 

Earth were located towards the edge of the Mlky C V q .  the true centre of which was 

revealcd by the centroid of the gIobular duster c1istribur;ion. Shapley's assertion that 

the Galasy mas ten times larger than comrnonly believed met with intense criticism. 

However. a direct rcsult of this rescaling of the SIilky \Vay also led Shapley to concliidc 

that the spiral nebulae first observed by Lord Rosse could not be cxternal systems. 

During that same period. Herber D. Curtis was stuclying these spiral nebulae. 

From his investigation of GaIactic novae. Curtis believed thesti spiral nebulae to 

be dis tant stellar sys tems or "island universes" (Curtis 19 Li). He also siipported 

Iiapteyn's idea of a s m a h  Xlky  Way. Shapley atid Curtis presented their tiews on 

the size of the Siilky w- and the nature of the spiral nebulae at the so-callecl "Great 

Debate" of 1920 (Cirrtis 1921: Shapley 1921). Shapley, as it turns oiit. \vas essentially 

correct in his distance estimates to the globular clusters (fortuitously. various errors 

in his method of distance determination canceled out). Curtis. on the other hand, 

mas correct in his conclusion that the spiral nebulae were distant systems, although 

bis distance estimates were somewhat too lom. The obscuring effects of i n t e r s t e k  

absorption were stiI1 confounding the astronomerç of that day. 

It has therefore been less than a ceritury since ,palaicies were first identified as 

sÿstems of comparable structure. scde and composition to our own Alil/ \jay sys- 

tem. In 1924, Edwin HubbleS obsenrations of stars in a spiral nebula in the 
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constellation of Andromeda using the 2.5 rn telescope at 1Iount LVilson conclusively 

showed that this mas a distant object outside the liilky iL*ay which was itself com- 

poser! of stars. gas ancl d u t .  The zlndromeda Xebula iras thereby identifiecl as a 

spiral galas?. conceivably of sirnilar size. shape and composition to the 41ilb Way 

(Hubble 1929). Hubble's early concept of galaxies as isolated island universes has 

since been replaced by the recognition that they arc dynamic. evolving stnictures 

which are strongly infiuenced by their environments. 

1.2 Spiral Galaxies and the Milky Way 

Since the days of Herschel. the use of star count data has been of great value in the 

stiidy of Grrlactic structure. This technique involves coiinting the nurnber of stars of 

a given type or colour per unit area of the sky in magnitude bins. Determinations of 

stellar composition and kinernatics based on spectroscopic rnensurerncnts have aiso 

played a valuüble role in forrning our current picttire of the Mil- Way gaiaq- jsee 

Gilniore, King k vin der Kruit 1989). Increiisingly precisc photomet- and proper 

motion measurernents of stars in the solar neighbourhood from ground- ancl space- 

hasecl astromctry missions like the Hipparcos satellite have already helpecl to provide 

a better understanding of local stellar dynarnics and ages (e.g. Binney et ai. 2000). ancl 

CO establish a firnier ba is  for the Galactic and estragalactic distance scde (eg .  Reid 

1997). Many of the tlifficuities associated with investigating the structure of the 51iIliy 

W ~ J -  stem frorn our location within its murky disk. Self-disçovery Las also largely 

been accomplished through surface photometry from orbiting infrared satellites. In 

particular, at  near-infrared wavelengths (A - 2 - 4 pm). the effects of obscuring dust 

in the plane of the Galavy are rninimized and stars stand out rnost clearly against the 

background. AI1 of these techniques (and others) have been instrumental in proteding 

us with Our current concept of Gala. .  structure. 

In ma- respects. the Mlky Way is a typical spiral ga Iaq  of Hubble morpholog- 
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ical type Sbc, It has a pronounced disk with conspicuous spiral arrns and a fairly 

prominent central bulge. The globular star clusters found in its bulge. disk and halo 

constitucc the besc-studied samplc of old stellar aggregations. 

1.2.1 The Galactic Disks: Thick and Thin 

The Galasy's thin disk component h a  a roughly exponential density distribution in 

bot h height (2) and radius ! R). with scales of a fem hundrecl parsecs (pc) and several 

kiloparsecs. respectively. Meta1 abundances' are typically solar. with argiiable signs 

of a gradient in the radial direction towards lower values a t  large R (sep Chiappini. 

Matteucci IE= Romano (2001) and rcferences therein). 

Regions of high-density gas and star formation delineate the spiral arms of the 

Galasy (see esarnple in Figure 1.1). The Sun ancl Solar System are at a Galactocentric 

radius of &, - 8..5 kpc cvithin the thin disk. on the eclge of one of spiral arnis roughly 

14 2 4 pc above the plane of the Gala-. (Binney et al. 2997). -4lthough the overaII 

system is rotating, it is not doing so as a solid body: the angular velocity of the disk 

stars clecreases with increasing Galactocentric distance. The period of revoliition for 

the Sun about the Galactic centre is - 250 4Iyr. Studies of the kinematics of the 

disks in other galaxies reveal that stars in these cornponents folIow roughly circuIar 

orbits with low velocity dispersion (Le. srnaII random motion). 

Burstein (1979) noted the presence of a second disk component in certain lentic- 

ular galaxies. This so-called "thick disk:' is a flattenecl distribution of stars a i t h  an 

eirponential Iuminosity profile which is more e'itended than the thin disk cornponent. 

Similar thick disk features have since been found in many disk galaxies, including the 

Milky CVay (Gilmore & Reid 1953). Based on star count data, the scale heights of the 

thin and thick disks in the solar neighbourhood are 330f  3 pc and - 750 kpc, respec- 

tively (Chen et aI. '2001). The mean meta1 abundance of the stars in the thick disk is 

In astronomy, a metal generalIy reiea to any element heavier than helium. The terms metalticitg 
and abundance NiII be used to refer to metal abundance. 
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Figure 1.1: The Miilcy Way Galaxy might resemble the generai form of this spuai galaxy, 
NGC 2997, if we were able to view it b o n  fiom the outside. The centrai 
bulge and spiral arms of this ga& are evident in this photograph (from the 
Digitued Sky Survey). 

found to be distinct from that of the stars in the thin disk. Thick disk members tend 

to have relatively low metal abundances, with chernical abundance patterns compa- 

rable to the inner (metal-richer) halo and to the metai-poor bulge stars (Prochaska 

et ai. 2000). Liu & Chaboyer (2000) reported a gap in the ages of the nearby thin 

and thick disks, such that the thick disk appears to have formed ;L t Gyr earlier. 

The origin of the thick disk is still in question. This component couid have formed 

fiom processes such as the dissipational collapse of the halo (Jones & Wyse 1983), or a 

gradua1 heating of aa early thin disk resulting fiom a merger event (Quinn, Hemquist 

& Fdagar 1993; Seiiwood, Nelson & Demaine 1998). Gilmore, Wyse & Jones (1995) 

probed the chemicai abundance distribution in the stars found 500 to 3000 pc above 

the Galactic plane at the solar radius &. Based on their findings, they argued that 

the thick disk could not have formed due to dissipationai settling on account of its 

lack of any notable gradient in metai abundance. 
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1.2.2 The Buige and Nucleus 

The detailed structure of the innermost regions (s 3 kpc) of thc 1Iilky \ \ - y  is asen-  

sibly cornplex and remains poorly understood. At the middle of the Galas? lies the 

nucler~s. currently quiescent although it is believed ttiat niiclear activity is episodic 

(Binney k ,Lierrifield 1998). There is a compact. variable radio sorrrce S g r  -4' at the 

very centre of the Mlky Way which is thought to betray the presence of a supermas- 

sive black hole (Genzel k Town~s 1987: Blitz et al. 1993: Ghez et al. 1998). 

The buige itself is triaxial with a i s  ratios 1.0 : 0.G : 0.4 and a semi-major-ais 

length of rouglily 2 kpc (Binney et al. 1997). It is surrounded by an clliptical nuclear 

ctisk which extends out to roiighly 3.5 kpc on the major asis. Early 2.4 pn mea- 

surements (H-akLzwa et al. 1979) and near-infrared COBE/DIRBE images (Neilancl 

et al. 1494) revealed a !dilky Way bulge chat is rnarkedly ..boxy" or "peariut-shapcd'*. 

a shape often explained in terms of perturbations on the orbits OF biilge stars due CO 

the presence of a bar at the Galactic centre (Combes et al. 1990; Binney et al. 1991). 

A COBE/DIRBE image showing the plane ancl bulge of the hlilky Rày is provided 

in Figure 1.2. 

The stars in the inner region of the Milky Way demonstrate a sizeable range 

of metal abundances and are predominantly old (although see Feltzing k Gilmore 

2000). A kinematic study of giant stars within the inner Galaxy by Ninniti (1996) 

revealed that the metal-poor stars have a high velocity dispersion (y 120 kms-lj 

and no significant rotation? and hence may represent an extension of the halo. The 

bulge itself is a rotating system (Minniti et al. 1992) which demonstrates a gradient 

towards decreasing metal abundance a t  larger radii (Minniti et al. 1995). 

It has been suggested that most of the gas in the o u n g  GaIaxy ended up sinking to 

the centre of the potential weil. forming the bulge via dissipationa1 colIapse (Minniti 

The COBE datasets vere developed by the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center under the 
guidance of the COBE Science Working Group and vere provided by the Xationai Space Science 
Data Center. 
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Figure 1.2: Mareci image of the Milky Way Galaxy obtained by the COBE satellite and 
DIRBE at 1.25, 2.2, and 3.5 pm wavelengths4. The plane of the Galaxy is 
horizontal across the middle. The thin disk and central bulge stars are apparent, 
with the plane of the Galaxy cutting horizontaüy across this image. 

1995, 1996; Sommer-Larsen et al. 1997). A striking similarity between the metal 

abundances of the thick disk and bulge seems to point towards a coevai origin of 

these two galactic components (Prochaska et al. 2000). For fuaher details about the 

structure and dynamics of the Galactic bulge, the reader is referred to the work of 

Beaulieu et al. (2000) and references therein. 

1.2.3 The Galactic Halo 

The Galactic disk is surrounded by an expansive (- 100 kpc radius) sphericai halo 

of stars, giobular ciusters and dark matter. Spiral galaxies rotate about an axis 

through the centre of the bulge and perpendicular to the diik. -4 balance between 

the centripetal and gravitational forces prevents the galaxy from collapsing in upon 

itself. Away from the plane of the disk, however, the steiiar population is "pressure- 

supported", with a large velocity dispersion. Outwards from the axis of rotation, the 

Light from the stars in the gaiaxy is found to decrease, whereas the rotation velocity 
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does not drop off substantiaIly (Rubin et al. 1985: Kent 1986). This is one indication 

of the presence of large quantities of dark matter in galactic halos. the esact na:iire 

of n-hich remains a current topic of hot debate. From dynarnical observations. it 

appears that dark rnatter ma>- accoiint for -- 90% of the total m a s  of the Cniverçe 

(çee reviem bu Trimble 1957). 

The haio is metal-poor. on average. and is believed to be the olclest component of 

the Galuy. The inner rcgion of the halo has  an age similar CO chat of the thick clisk. 

an indication that if the thick disk formed from the gravitational collapse of the halo, 

the collapse of thcl protogalactic cloud took place on ri timescale of less chan 1 Gyr 

(Liu Sc Chaboyer 2000 Chiappini. Matteucci Sr Romano 2001). 

The kinernatics of the halo are dominatecl by random motions. .4lthougti the 

stellar halo represents a rnere 1% of the total luminous mass of the ltilky Way, its 

residents can be used as dynamical tracers of the m a s  of the Galasy's dark matter 

halo. The most prominent objects found in galactic halos are the globular clusters. 

1.3 The Galaxy's GIobular Cluster System 

When LViIliam Herschel first resolved some of the Milky Wkfs globular clusters icto 

individual st i~rs.  it led him to consider the possibility that the more distant. un re  

solved nebirlae might themselves be distinct stellür systems. GlobuIar cluster systenis 

(GCSs) are now knom to be associated with galaxies of al1 types and sizes, The 

Mlky TIVay's GCS includes nearly 150 knom mernbers ahich are located at positions 

ranging from the Galactic centre to the outer halo (Harris 1996). Globuhr cliisters 

(GCs) are gravitationally bound spherical aggegations of several tens of thousands 

to a few million stars. Their high intrinsic brightness rnakes globular clusters prime 

targets for observation? even at great distances. For sorne excellent reviews c;n the 

subject of gIobuIar cIusters, the reader is referred to the works of Harris (1991, 1998) 

and Ashman & ZepF (2993)- 
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1.3.1 Age and Metaiiicity 

In general. globular clusters are oIc1. Chaboyer et al. (1996) calciilated a nieari age 

of the oldesc Galactic globular clusters of 11.3 k 1.3 Gyr. There is no tliscernible age 

gradient in the giobular clusters betmeen galactocentric radii of -4 - 100 kpc. im- 

plving chat the bulk of the cluster system formation occurred roughly simuitaneousIy 

throiighout the Galactic halo (Richer et al. 1996: Harris et al. 1991: Rosenberg et al. 

1999). Age determinations are normally performed from the comparison of theûret- 

ical stellar-evolutionary rnodels with the observed properties of the globulu cluster 

coioiir-magnitude diagram (e.g. Sarajedini St King 1989). 

.A mode1 of GC formation has been devisecl by Harris Sc Puclritz (1994) ancl 

4IcLaughlin k Piidritz (1996) in which giobular clusters formed within the cores 

of self-gravitating supergiant molecular clouds (SGMCs) in the forming protogaix- 

ies. These SGhICs represenE larger (IO9 .IdQ, 1 kpc diameter) versions of the giant 

molecular clouds observed in spiral galavies in the current cpoch. 

Globular clusters ages and nretallicities are knonn to span a relatively broaci range, 

although their tnetallicities do not generally exceed solar. There are signs of a weak 

rnetallicity gradient within the inner Milky 1% globular cluster systeni towards d e  

creasing values at large radii (Harris & Canterna 1979; Pilachowski 1984: Zinn 1985: 

although see aiso Mfaro: Cabrera-Cano 9t Delgado 1993). 

The SIiIky tCjy GCS has a ridistinctly bimodal metallicity distribution. reveding 

the presence of a metal-rich and a metal-poor component in the population (Zinn 

1953; Armandroff 1989). The metailicity distribution of the metal-poor Millq- 1% 

GC population peaks ai roughLy the same d u e  as that for the halo Eield stars. but 

has less estended taib (Laird et al. 1988). The metal-poor GCs are thought to have 

formed on a reIatively short timescale, roughiy that of the free-fa11 collapse time of the 

proto-Galauy (Richer et al. 1996; Chiappini, hlatteucci St Romano 2001). The metaI- 

rich GCs of the Miiky Way are a few G-n younger than the low-metdiciq chsters; 
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they have ages of 9 - 10 Gp. comparable with that of the olcl stellar resicfents of the 

disk (Salaris k Weiss 1998). 

1.3.2 Spatial Distribution 

It was Shapley (1915) who first recognized that "the globiilar clusters ortttine the 

estent and arrangement of the total galactic organization" . The spatial distribution 

of the Milky Uay globular cluster system is roughly spherically symmetric abolit the 

Galactic centre as shown in Figure 1.3. The spatial clensity distribution of the GCS 

is iveIl-matched by a p - R-3.5 radiai profile over most of the Galactic halo (Harris 

L99S). This is comparable to the distribution of halo RR Lyrae stars. which follom n 

p - R-3." profile (Preston, Shectman 14t Beers 1991). The metal-rich globiilar clristers 

of the htilky LViy are noticeably more centrally concentrated than the metal-poor 

GCs, n property which is also clemonstrated in Figure 1.3. 

1.3.3 Kinematics 

The spatial distribution and kinetnatics of old stellar systerns are dcterniinccl bu the 

properties of the parent p r o t o g a l q  and the physics of galasy formation. That is, 

the position. orbital energy and anguiar nromentum of a givcn globular cluster n-iil 

clepend on factors such as the shape and depth of the potential ive11 in wtiich it is 

formed, its maximum distance from the centre of the protogalaxy, its initial angufar 

mornentum and the evolution of its orbital path. The propenies of globular cluster 

systems in the current epoch can thus betray the nature of ga la . -  formation and 

evoIutionacy processes. 

Within the Milky LVay GCS, the metal-poor ciusters form a dynamicaily hot 

system with Ion. systematic rotation and a high velocity dispersion. These objects 

are typically associated with the halo due to their kinematic properties and less 

concentrated spherical spatial distribution. The metai-rich clusters. on the other 
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Figure 1.3: The spatial distribution of the outer (Mt)  and iriner (right) glabtilar clusters of 
the Milky Way. Their positions have been projected onto the YZ plane. and oitr 
perspective iç that of looking dong a line of sight directed towards the Galactic 
centre (from a long way out). Filled syrnbols rcpresent metal-rich cl~içters ancl 
open symbols are the metal-poor GCs. 

hand, form a centrall-concentrated, fiattened distribution with a mean net rotation 

about the GaIactic centre. These higher metallicity clusters are typically associated 

with either the thick disk (Zinn 1955: =\rmandroff 1989) or the bulge/bar ('clinniti 

1995: Côté 1999: Forbes. Brodie Sr Larsen 2001). 

1.4 Galaxy Formation 

The mechanisms involved in gala~y formation remain one of the major unsolved 

problems in astronorny. Over the p s t  several decades, various groups have pro- 

posed modeIs mhich endeavor to explain the observed properties of p l u i e s  and their 

globular cluster systems. One eady formation mode1 From Eggen, Lynden-Bell Ss 

Sandage (1962) argued for a single, large-scale collapse of material to form gaIactic 

systems Like the 41ilky Way- A principd competing mode1 proposed by Searle k Zinn 
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(1978) maintained that formation occurred through random mergers of Fragrneritcd 

gas clouds over the course of billions of uears. implying a bierarchical origiri. -\ci- 

ditional scenarios such as muhiphase in sttu formation (Forbes ec a[. 1997). major 

mergers (Schweizer 1987; -4shman S: ZepE 1992) and tida1 stripping/capcure (Coté. 

Marzke k \P'est 1998) have aIso been put forth to interpret the birnocialicy seen in 

the globular cluster metdlicicy and colour distributions of many galaxies (C.E. Larsen 

et al. 2001: Forbes & Forte '2002). 

1.4.1 Monolithic Collapse 

In their landniürk paper of 1962. Eggen. Lynden-Bell Sr Sandage (henceforth ELS) 

interpreted a correlation between the eccentrîcity of stellar orbits with t i l t r a d e t  

excess (hence metallicity) of halo stars as evitlence For an early, rapirl, hornogerieous 

dissipative colIapse of proto-Gaiaccic material from the halo onto the grilzictic plane. 

ELS observed that stars i l t h  the lowest metal abundance move on the niost radial 

orbi~s,  with high eccentricities and low ang11;ir momenta. For a particiilar star. the 

values of orbital eccentricity and angular momenturn are not significantly changed if 

the potential in rvhich the star is moving gradually (Binney tk Tremaine 2987 

$3.6). Therefore. either stars of Izw metallicity formed on highly eccentric orbits in 

the first place. or the Sl i lk  C V q -  experienced a rapid. violent change in its potential 

cluring its formation history. 

Based on their observationsl ELS illustrated a formation sceriario for the 'Ililiq 

Way as follows. The proto-Gaiasy was born of a spinning, spherical cloud of rnetaf- 

poor gas in approsimate free-fall. The first generations of stars in the Gala..- formed 

of this rnetal-poor gas on the most ptunging of haio orbits wïth high eccentricities. 

This explaineci their observed lack of metal-poor stars with low-eccentricity orbits, 

As  the %stem cooIed and collapsed due to gravitational forces. its spin increased 

to consene angular momenturn. The mean metal abundance in the proto-GaIactic 
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cloiid increased as supernovae and stellar n5nds enriched the environnient with heavy 

elements fused within stellar interiors. Afcer the proto-Gala- hacl stirrink in racliris 

bu a factor of IO or so. its collapse mas halted by rotation as the nietal-rich cloiitl 

flattened out into a rotationally-supported thin disk. Later generations of more metal 

enricbed stars formed on circula orbits within this tlisk. The ftrst generation of stars 

ancl globular clusters continued on cheir radial orbits initiatcd during the pimeval 

collapse. forming the extencled component knowri as the halo. The ELS scenario 

therefore suggests a stellar formation sequenre with increasing systematic rotation. 

decreasing randorn velocities and incrertsing metal abundance as the proto-Galactic 

niaterial became enriched by supernovaedriven wintls. 

Fragmentation into distinct regions of star forrnatioti coulcl have resiiltetl from 

gravitational and thermal instabilities in a collapsing proto-Galaçtic pas cloiitl (Fa11 

& Rees 19SS). The more diffuse sub-systems which rnay have been created during 

the early stages of Galaxy formation would have been preferentially rlisturbed or 

destroyed by the effects of dynamical friction7 tidal interaction. disk shocking and 

star formation feedback processes. The gas originally tied up in these sub--stems 

may have settled into the massive differentially-rotating disk (Sommer-Larson et al. 

1997). The more compact globular cliisters had a better chance for sumival in the 

early Galaxy. 

Subsequent determinations of the angttiw momentuni distributions within the 

structural subsystems of the Galéixy have shown thar. there esist distinct similari- 

ties between the thick and the thin disk components (anguIar-mornentum-supported 

systems) , and between the bulge and halo (pressure-supported systems) . These 

two angular rnornentum distributions differ from each other considerably, however. 

An escessively large collapse factor nrould have been required in order to form a 

centrifugally-supported disk (Gihore 1996). The halo's hdf-mass radius is smaIIer 

than that of the disk, and hence the halo couid not have collapsed enough to form 
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the present-day disk. Therefore. an alternative interpretation to the ELS nioclel lacer 

suggested that the metal-poor halo underwent an e a r l ~  rapid. monolithic collapse to 

form the biilge. not the disk. and that the thin/thick disk ancl halojbiilge components 

are essentially inclependent (Ibata S- Gilmore 19%: Chiappini. .\[atteucci ,k Romano 

2001). 

Further problenis ~ ~ i t h  the monolithic collapse scenario soon emergeci. ELS pro- 

vided a timescale for collapse and halo [ormation of - 10' years. on the order of the 

free-Fa11 time. At that time, the age spread arnong halo globular clusters was beIieved 

to be significantly longer (e.g. Rood S; Iben 196S), at odds with the ELS view. Also, 

as observational data for halo objects became more readily available. there \\as little 

evidence for a correlation betwee~i stellrir chernical and kinematical properties. 

The apparent correlacion betsveen the orbital eccentricity and rnctallicity of halo 

stars fo~ind by ELS was confirmed by Twarog J i  Xnthony-Twarog (1994. see their 

Figure 10). Hoivever. a recent study of the kineniatics of metal-poor stars in the 

GaIaxy by Chiba & Beers (2000 j niaintained tliac the correlation fountl by ELS rra 

principally the result of a sarnple selection bias. Lionetheless. Chiba & Beers did 

identib a small concentration of lower metallicity halo stars on high-ellipticity orbits 

which m q  have originated in the gaseous infail within the proto-Çralaiy. 

1.4.2 Random Mergers 

The gdaxy formation piccure evolved during the 1970s. In a quote from a 1977 

conference, Toomre effective- summarized the emerging vient at that tirne: 

It seems almost inconceivabte that there m n ' t  a great deal of rnerging 

of sizeable bits and pieces (including quite a few iesser galaxies) early 

in the career of every major gaia,uyl no matter what it nonr looks like. 

The process would obviouslj* have yielded halos from the stars already 

born, n-hereas any leftover gas m u i d  have set tled quickly into new d i s b  
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embedded within such piles OF stars. 1Iore or less siniultaneoiisly thoiigh. 

any conipact and presuniably more metal-ricti partners ur gala'ry corcs 

should have sunk quice deep into this brew beforc losing cheir separate 

iclentities. thereby contribirting to what Ive cal1 central bulgeç. In short. 

vague though it al! secms. 1 reatly do suspect that the fcw mcrgers we 

are still privileged t o  witness are just the sratistical dregs of a once very 

comrnon process. 

Current theories for the formation of the ç'niverse suggest that early structure 

forrned and grew tttirough the amplification O €  srnaIl density fliictiracions broiight 

about by giivitational forces. In this hierarchical formation schcnie. over-dense re- 

gions in the earty Lniwrse amalgamated to form largcr structures. It might then 

follom that our Galit~y and others formed. at l e s t  in part, in a simiIar tiieriirchical 

fashion (e.g. Cole et al. 2000). in this "building biock!' sctnario. small objeccs tvouki 

form first and merge CO form progressivery Iarger structures. Galaxies coulcl thus bc 

assernbled by the accretion of many satellites of varying mass and size. 

In 197.8. Searle k Zinn (henceforth SZ) proposed an alternative to the ELS pic- 

ture wherein the G a l a q  ha10 formed largely by the protracted accretion of çmaller. 

inclependentl-formed fragments. These fragments were gas-rich and meeal-poor. nith 

sizes comparable to dwarf galaxies and masses of - 10*.'1L,. Interactions of the in- 

falling gas ciouds dissipated their kinetic energy and produced transient high-density 

regions appropriate for star formation. The stars which Formed in tbis manner dis- 

persed and fell into djnarnica1 equilibrium n.ithin the Gdaq, producing the outer 

haIo. The enriched gas expellecl from these clumps could have been swepc into the 

fiattened Galactic disk and then recycled to produce the metal-rich. younger stellar 

popuIation. 

At that t h e .  it had been noted that the metalIicities of the halo cluster population 

varied considerably and shorved no corretation with galactocentric radius- The SZ 
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pictiire seemed to account for this perceiwd lack of a radial abiindance gracli~nc in 

the halo globular clusters as &*el1 for the large (several Gyr) sprearï in the infcrred 

ages of Galitctic globuhr clusters. Since the mean meta1 abundance of each accrecing 

çlunrp shodd be regulated by the interna1 enrichment h i s t o -  of the fragment itself. 

it ~votrlcl staad to reason chat GC chernical and dynamical properties in an accreted 

halo n-ould be Iargely indepenclent. Chiba k Beers (2000) have confirmed a lack 

of carrelation between the kinernatics and metallicity within their large sample of 

halo stars, in agreement with the expected resil1ts of a formation clriven by ranciom 

rnergers. 

hprovements in sample size and iu measurements of the metal abundançes of 

Galactic globular clusters have shomn that there is, in fact. a iwak but measurable 

gradient ~oir-nrds decreasing metailicity at Iarge radii in al1 but the oiitermost halo 

(Harris & Cnnterna 1979; Pilachowski 1984: Zinri 198.5)- There are also sigs of a 

metaIIicity gradient in che halo fieId stars (Yoss. Xeese 8.c Hartkopf 1997). However. 

the discovery of a metaUicity gradient. in and of itself, is not sufficient to confinn an 

earIy dissipational colapse. Such a gradient couId be mimicked by a hierarchicctl halo 

formation if the metallicity of the accreting fragments correlates witti their n u s  and 

niean density (Freeman 1996). In such a case. the material Erom tiisriipted fra,ments 

rnay become segregated as the more metal-rich debris from the clenser Fragments 

preferentially set tles towards the inner halo. Leaving the more rnetal-poor fragments 

within the outer balo. DetaiIed chernical and kinernatical information is thus recpirecl 

to distinguish between forniation models. 

Some studies of the stellar halo have uncovered a cornponent mhich is in retrograde 

motion with respect to the Sun's motion in the disk (Majemki 1992: Carney et ai. 

1996). Such kinematics irnply that the b u k  of the stars in this region of the halo 

may have formed as a result of the accretion of fra,ments either during or follonfng 

a dissipative settling of the disk component. The ELS collapse scenario couLd not 
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account for che contrast in the mean angular momenta of the galaccic disk ancf halo. 

The metal-poor thick disk may have originated bu the heating/disruptiori of early 

tkin disk stars by accretion events. Alternativelj-. it rnay be the clebris remaining fiorri 

cünnibalized low-mecalliciry satellite galasies. ~vhose orbits have becotne circularizet1 

due to the effects of dynarnical friccion (Freeman 1996). 

The mere esistence of the thin disk in the SfiIky IVay bas previously been cited as 

evidence against a large contribution of material to the Ga1a.y~ by satellite accretion 

(Qriinn, Hernquist Sr Fullagru L993). However. Johnston, SpergeI k Hernquist (1995) 

argried that the contribution of halo shocking of dtvarfs with large orbital pericentres 

corild effect ively destroy the satellites tvith negligible effects on the Mlky CVay disk. 

The disruption of dwarf galaxies with ..C[ < O . O ~ L \ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  codd thus occur within the 

Galactic hdo  without dynamicrtlly heating t h e  disk (!v[ateo 1996). 

The mode1 of globuiar duster Formation in SGkLCs fits in weIl with the SZ view 

(Harris k Pudritz 1994: STcLaughlin S- Pudritz 1996). These rnolecular clouds are 

Foiind to be of the correct range in müss and Censity CO resembie the primordial 

fragments postulateci by Searle k Zinn. The apparent age range in the outermost 

halo could be esplained as a consequence of this model: the cimescille for growth of 

SGhiCs sbould increase in the low-densitu outer regions of the Galzuy. 

Côté et al. (2000b) proposed chat the Galactic bulge may have forrned as the 

dominant building block of the proto-Gakq with its own original compIernent of 

rnetal-rich globular cluster?. Their Gala-xy formation picture incorporates a halo 

constructed by numerous (- IO3) disrupted pro to-Galactic fragments, the more mas- 

sive fragments having spawned the metal-poor globular clusters. 

In addition to the globuIar star clusters: the most notable inhabitants of the outer 

Galactic halo are the dwarf galasies. In particulai there are observed signs of disrup 

tion of the Sagittarius d m r f  g a l q  within the bounds of the Milky Way. impIying 

"here is an observed relatioaship between gai- luminosity and the mean metallicitj- of its 
GCS (e.g. Bradie 8 Euchra 1991). 
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that satellite accretion m a -  be an important and onpoing process (Ibata et al. 1994. 

~ 9 7 ) .  There are four globular clusters mhich are believed to be associated n.it h the 

Sagittarius dtvarf g a I a v  based on cheir spatiûl position and kinernatic properties. 

These clusters have a large spread in ages (van clen Bergh 1998). a fact which seerns 

to link the formation of the Sagittarius dtvarf to che outer halo of the SIiIky LVay 

1.4.3 Other Scenarios 

1s it possible that the Gala. .  formed entirely from either a rapid radial collapse 

or random accretionf There is consiclerable evidence that supports the iclea that 

the 41ilky Way halo Fomed at l e s t  in part in a hierarchical or episodic manner. 

To summarize, this evicience includcs the lack of a significant abundance gradient 

throughout the entire GaIactic halo (Parnientier et al. '2000), a notable clecrease in 

the radial cornponent of the velocity ellipsoid of the stellar halo beyond the solar circle 

(Sommer-Larsen et al. 1997), the detection of a possible spread in cliister and stellar 

ages within the outer halo (Sarajedini et al. 1997: Rosenberg et al. 1999: Stetson et a1. 

1999), the detection of stetlar and g1abular cluster strearns (e-g. Siathewson, Schwarz 

,!L Murray 1977 hiajetvski 1994: Lundcn-Bel1 St Lynden-Bell 1995: Bullock. Kravtsov 

k Weinberg 2001) and the apparent disntption of the Sagittarius dtvarf galczsy in the 

halo of the Milky Way (Ibata, Gilmore 9i Invin 1994: Dohm-Palmer et al. 2001). 

Mateo (1996) discussed the possibility that the Galactic halo was formed in its 

entirety from the accretion of dmarf satellites. Mateo compared the steI1ar popula- 

tions. variable stars, globular clusters and dark matter content of the present-day 

dwarf galaxies and the Galactic halo. and was unable to rule out such a formation 

scenario based on the amilabLe data. Tt is possible that a significant portion of the 

MiIky Way halo could have fotmed from g d a ~ e s  similar to the current complement 

of local dwarf galaxies (Unavane, Wyse & Gilmore 1996; although see also van den 

Bergh 1994). 
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-1 hybrid of the ELS infa11 and SZ merger models for ga1x.y- Formation is ccrtain1;- 

plausible. The Galactic stellar halo is radially anisotropic within the solar circle. bi~t  

changes to cangencial anisocropy at large radii (Sommer-Lasen ec al. 1997). The 

inner halo is flattened ~ i t h  a prograde rotation of 30 to $0 kms-'(Somnier-Larçen 

et al. 1997: Chiba S- Beers 2000). If the Ltilky Way formed solely from a radial infall, 

one would expect the entire ha10 to dernonstrate radial anisotropy. The kinematics of 

the outer halo are therefore consistent with a random merger scenario, while the radial 

anisotropy of the inner halo hints at a dissipational collapse. This Iine of euidence 

suggests that a cornplete picture of the formation of the Galzuy reqiiires a possible 

merger of both the collapse and accretion scenarios. The inner halo may have formed 

from a rapitl, dissipatiw coIlapse of gas, while the outer halo may have been largcly 

built from the random accretion of fragments. 

In an effort to esplain the observed properties of massive early-type ga1a.y GCSs 

such as their multimodal metaIlicity distributions, GC population sizes and spatial 

ciensities. Forbes. Brodie Sr Grilhiair (1997) proposed t h  the rnajoricy of gIobuIar 

clusters formed in situ in two phases. In this scenario. the rnetal-poor clusters formed 

within the early collapse of the protogztlaxy, while a second (and possibly third) 

episode of star formation jieldetl later generations of clusters from enriched gm. The 

detailed mechanisrn bu mhich these later episodes of star formation could have been 

sparked remains unclear. 

Galasies do not generally form and evoive in splendid isolation; interactions 

and mergers can seriously complicate the evolutionart. history of many systerns. 

There is evidence for the formation of o u n g  globular clusters in merger remnants 

(e.g. Schweizer & Seitzer 1993; Wbitmore & Schweizer 1995). HST observations have 

[ent further credibiiity to the theory of hierarchical formation through g a k y  merg- 

ers in the early Universe. Pascharelle et al- (1996) detected a group of high-redshift 

galaxies n-hich are apparently in the process of rnerging to form a larger gaIa.xy. 
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.4shman k Zepf (1992) suggest that at least some fraction of a globirlar cluster sus- 

tem is formed during spiral-spiral mergers or interactions. They use this niedianisni 

to esplain the overly-populous GCSs of some large galasies in the centres of gal;~\y 

çlusters, as iveU as the Iarger GC populations of elliptical çalasies compared to spiral 

(the thinking being that at  least some elliptical galasies are the result of mergers 

becween gas-rich spiral A number of interesting coiinter-arguments to the 

Ashrnan 8.z Zepf galaxy merger mode1 are discussed by Forbes, Brodie Si Grillmair 

(1997). 

It may also be possible to explain the bimodality detected in GC metallicity 

distributions without relying on GC formation in mergers or additional bursts of star 

formation. Coté, Slarzke 8~ CCést (1998) argued that the capture of globulür cluscers 

by giant elliptical galaxies either through mergers or tidal stripping provides a good 

match to the observed properties of their GCSs. In this scenario. the metal-rich GCs 

represent the original population of the luminous host gala'cy, mhereas the nietal-poor 

component is captured during the naturd evohtion of cluster galaxies. 

Persuasive evidence which would allow us to distinguish between the various for- 

mation rnodeis - or indeed to suggest a clear hybrid of (or alternative to) the classical 

formation scenarios (e-g. tan den Bergh 1996) - is i~nfortunately Iacking. It is clear 

that an estensive database of high-precision data for the kinematic and chemical trac- 

ers of a large number of host galaxies would provide usehl ammunition in our efforts 

to solve this currently intractable problem of galavy formation. 

From an observational perspective, our position in the disk of the 41ill-q CVay is 

both an advantage and a disadvantage. It permits a close-up look at the stars of 

the solar neighbourhood, a stellar component which might othem-ise be too Faint 

or obscured €rom viem in distant galaxies. However, our location prevents us from 

obtaining a full portrait of the overall structure of the GaIaq. hterstellar absorp- 

tion adds to Our troubles. hindering observations in the disk a t  optical mavelengths. 
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Searby galasies often provide us with a much better look at the overall striictrm of 

galactic systems. but the finer details of their stellar systerns are rarely discerriible. 

Globular cliisters are among the rnost luminous. ancient galactic resiclents. As the 

relic siirvivors of galasy formation. globular clusters therefore allow us co probe the 

early processes which shaped their host gaiaies. In this respect. the globurar cluster 

systern of the nearby ?Lndromeda Gaiêxy protides us with an ideal target of s t u d .  



2. TARGET AND METHOD: PROBING THE 
M31 GLOBULAR CLUSTER SYSTEM 

2.1 The Andromeda Gaiaxy (M31) 

The Androcneda Galai~y - also known as BI31 ancl SGC 224 - has long provided 

astronomers with an escellent target for the investigation of the structure. dynamics. 

and stellar content of esternal galasies. Its prosimity and size make the components 

of this ga luy  readily accessible for observation. 5131 provides a nearby look at a 

spiral g a l a ~ y  from whicti rnuch cari be learned of ocher spirals, such <as oirr orm Milky 

LVay. 

4131's rich histov of stticiy has generated a corisicIerable amount of data, Below, 

a Few key aspects of this galap+'s structure are presented. with a particitlar eniptiasis 

on its globular cluster system. For a more cornprehensive description of the exten- 

sive research tvhich has been done on 1131: the reader is directed to the book The 

Andromeda Galanj by Hodge (1902). 

2.1.1 Generai Attributes 

The Mlky Way and 3131 are the two dominant galaxies Iocated in a loose collection 

of galasies knom as the Local Group. Each of these massi$-e g a h i e s  has its own 

complement of dtvarf galaxies; 3131's dmarf satellites in particular wi1I be discussed 

in Chapter 7. The Andromeda Gala-- is approachïng the S1ilky Way at a rate of 

roughly 60 k ~ s - ~ ,  and these two large systems may eventuaI1y merge (Dubinski, 

Mihos & Hernquist 1996; Forbes et aI. 2000). 
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Table 2.1: Andromeda Gala.. general properties 

Parameter Value 
Right Ascensiori ( o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ )  0 0 ~ 4 0 ~ 0 ~ 1  
Declina tion (hB 1950) +40c.j9'43" 
.\ torphological type S-4b 
Distance a 770 kpc 
Apparent L -  magnitude" 4.16 f 0.19 
Total ( B  - L') colour 0.92 f 0.02 
Angular cliameter 190' x 60' 
Position angle ' 38' -- -0 inclination angle 1 1 . 1  

Heliocentric Radial \:elocity (u,) -300 k 4 km s-l 

a) Freetlman St Madore 1990; b) Hodge 1992 and refercnccs 
therein: c) Kent 19Y9. 

The basic components of hl31 are very similar to those of the Xlky  iVq-1 it lias 

a biilge, disk, halo and a relatively large population of globular clusters. Table 2.1 

provides a list of M31's general paramcters (with data from de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991 

(henceforth RC3) and NEDL, except where specified othenvise). The orientation and 

tilt of c he disk of t he galaxy respect to our line of sight are denionstratecl scliematically 

in Figure '2.1. 

2.1.2 The Disk of M31 

SI31 has an e-xponential disk .V 0.8 kpc thick which accounts for most of the gal- 

a.~? light (de l~*aucouleurs 1958). The luminosity distribution and colour-magnitude 

diagrams for the field stars in the disk of M31 are similar to those of the sohr  neigh- 

bourhood rvïthin the MiIky Way (Hodge 9r: Lee 1988). Hydrogen gas is concentrated 

in a thin disk which extends out to a radius of roughiy 40 kpc Efom the g a l a q  centre 

(Hodge 1992). A number of studies have probed the neutral hydrogen (HI) content 

The KASA/IPAC Wragaiactic Database, operated by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California 
lnstitute of Technology? und& concract with the Xational Aeronautics and Space Administracion. 
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North 

C 

Figure 21: Sketches showing the orientation of the disk of M31. The drawinp at the top 
dcmonçtrates the inchation of the gdaxy with respect to the line of sight. The 
hatched area represents positiom at which abjects will suffer p a t e r  obscuration 
and reddening due to the diik of the galaxy. The l~wer  drawing shows M31's 
position angle on the sky? with the line of sight diiected into the page. 
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Figure 2.2: The observed variation in position angle of ellipses fit to the isophotes of M3L 
(reproduced from Hodge Sr Kennicutt 1982). 

of 5131 and have lecl to the recognition of the gala'cy's spiral arm structure (Crani. 

Roberts & LVhitehiirst 1980: Sofiie & Kato 1951: Braun 1990). It lias been siig- 

gesteci that the spiral pattern in 5131 rnay have been both createcl anddistortetl by 

an interaction tvith its nearby satellitet hi32 (Braun 1991). 

The interstellar medium within the disk of M32 incorporates a substantial amount 

of dust. A stiicly or the differential recldening in  1131's GCS by lue Si Richter (1985) 

revealeci that the cliisters on the northwest sicle of the galrisy are niore severel- 

reddened than those on its southeast side. an indication that the nortliwest side of 

the disk is closer to us dong the line of sight (sec upper diagram in Figure 2.1). 

-4 plot of the variation in the position angle of elliptical isophotes fitted to the 

surface brightness of 'Y131 as a function of galactocentric distance is shown in Fig- 

ure 2.2. Position angle (P.4) refers to the angle measured eastward of north to the 

major a i s  of the ellipse (see lower sketch in Figure 2.1). HI studies and optical sur- 

face photornet- have botb revealed a warp in the disk of M31. resulting in a change 

in the position angle of the light distribution beyond LOO arcminutes (Walterbos tk 

Kennicutt 1988). 

Rotation cunres for hl31 have beeo measitred using velocities from HI (21 cm) 

emission and optical spectroscopy. Rubin k Ford (19'70. 1971) compiled detailed 

rotation curves for the bulge and disk of 3131 and found a masimum disk rotational 
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velocity of 270 +r 10 km s-' at a galactocentric radius of roiighiy 10 kpc. The rotation 

curve remains Bat out to large radii. a discovery which marked one of the early 

indications of the presence of massire &dark halos in g a h i e s  (sec review in Rirhin 

L99.5). Based on fits of m a s  rnodcls tu veloci- measrrrements. lient ( 1959) obtainert 

a disk niass-to-light ratio of J l / L  - 20. 

.Jose' & Arimoto (L992) described the formation of XJl 's  disk in terms of a bi;wcl 

infilll scenario (Larson 1976), proposing that its timescalc of formation variecl from 

0.7 Gyr at  the centre to a Gyr a t  a radius of 10 kpc. This mode1 rnight account for 

the observecl radial coluur/rnetallicity gradients wivithin the disk (Hoessel k Melniçk 

1980; Brewer, Richer k Crabtree 1995). 

2.1.3 The Bulge of MN 

The nuclear bulge of M31 c~ntribtttes 30 - -10% of the visual light of the galaxy. The 

effective radius of the bulge is 2.0 kpc. and its surface brightness profile is reaionably 

w l l  represenced by an rL:'  iaw (U'aiterbos 8~ Kennicutt 1988). The bulge is thought 

to be triasial in shape due to the apparent position angle of its major asis of P.4 = 50". 

significantly larger than P.\ = 38" found for tlie disk (Figure 2.2). This cornponent 

may have been formed from gas which itras ejected from stellar winds and supernorae 

based on its relativeiy high meta1 abundance ('CValterbos Sc Kennicutt 1988: van cten 

Bergh 1999). 

HST obsewations of M31 by Lauer et aI. (1993) revealed the presence of a dou- 

ble nucleus in the innermost regions of the ga1a.s~. The? suggested that the second 

cornponent represents the remains of a galactic nucleus in the final stages ofcannibal- 

ization by the M31 nucleus. There are strong indications of the presence of a massive 

(- 3 x 107M,,) black hole at the centre of M31 (Kormendy 1988: Tremaine 1995: 

Kormendy St Bender 1999). Spectroscopy of 4131's double nucleus reveals a steep 

rise in the rotation curve and velocity dispersiont consistent with an eccentric ctisk of 
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stars orbiting a concentrat.ect central mass. ?iumerical simuIations by Bekki (2000) 

tlemonstraced chat the present 5132 nucleus could have been torrnecl bu a merger 

betwecn a central bIack hole anci a compact stellar system. 

There is a steep initial rise in the rotation ciin-e of the galasy to a velocity of 

270 k r n ~ - ~  due to the rotation of the bulge (Kent 1989). The JI31 bulge also has a 

relatively high velocity dispersion. measured at a, = 156 = 23 krns-! (Lawrie L983: 

sce also Whitmore 1980 and rcferences therein). Kent (1989) morleletl the M31 bulgc! 

as an isotropic, oblate. rotating spheroitl and estiniated its rniiss to be 4.0 x 10" Ais. 

This yields a mas-to-light ratio of .U/L - 5 .  an indication ttiat there is very Little 

dark matter within the bulge of 5131. L'nlike the Miliq- CVat: there cloes not appear 

to be a bar at the centre of LI31 (Monison 1996: although see Loinard et al. 1999). 

2.1.4 The HaioofIVI31 

.LI31 is surrounded by an estended halo of globular clusters and field stars. The 

.LI31 halo. like the bulge. is composed of predominantly old stars, indicating that 

star formation oçciirred early and rapidly within the protognlax- There are s i g s  

that the inuer halo of M32 may be sornewhat flattenecl, akhough the difficultx in 

distingirishing the separate componencs of the galaxy m l  compIicate these rttsults 

(Pritchee k van den Bergh 1994). =\dditional information on the stellar popirlations 

of 5131 is üvai1abIe in a s u m m a l  by van den Bergh (1991). 

A recent publication by Durrell, Harris k Pritchet (2001) outlined a scenario 

n-herein M31 formed via the gaseous amalgamation of dwarf-sized fragments which 

themselves undenvent early star formation. The metal-poor halo stars and globular 

chsters could have originated from the early accretion of these fragments. The halo 

of the ga1a.p may have then proceeded to form stars and some of the more metal-rich 

GCs. They proposed that the inner metal-rich popuIation fomed from the infall of 

enriched gas tomrds the buIge. 
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2.1.5 M31 R:Iass Estimates 

Ir is possible to infer the mass of a system bascd on che clynamics of its components. 

A number of studies have provided dynamicnl mass estimates For 1131 out to varioiis 

ratlii (see Table 8.1 of Hodge 1992. and Table 6 of Evans 8 . ~  hïlkinson '1000). 

In a recent studir, Evans St Wilkinson (2000) calculated the mass of the Andromeda 

Gatx-y using the positions ancl raclinl velocities of its satellite g a k y  companions. 

outer globular clusters and planeta- nebulae to probe the gravity field at  large radii, 

.-lpprosimating the halo by an isotropic velocity distribution, their niodel yiclded a 

galix? m a s  of -bI,L[3L y 12.3:;' x 10LL Sb and an extent of - 90 kpc for the halo 

basetl on an adopted distance of 770 kpc to 1131. Despite the large uncertainties. 

this value is aImost certainly smaller than their mass estimate for the Milky Way of 

?.[brrr 2 191:$ x 10" JIG, which itself hcts a total espanse of - 170 kpc. 

Côté et al. (2000) presented a mass determination of 4131 based on the clynamics 

ofits ciwarf satellites at  de-projected galactocentric distances of 100 6 R,, 5 500 kpc. 

They found a mass of zz (7.9i0.5) x 10LL MG under the assumption of isotropic 

orbits. in reasonable agreement with the Evans 9: Wilkinson resuit. 

2.2 The Particular Interest: M31's Globular Cluster 
System (GCS) 

The particuIar interest of the curent study is the globular duster system of M3Z. 

An analysis of the kinernatics and abundances of a large sampIe of the kI31 GCS 

tvill be performed within the contest of the gaIaxy formation scenarios discussed in 

Chapter 1. A brief summacy of the significant works which have contributed to the 

identification and study of the M31 GCS wiii non; be presented. Following that, a 

justification of the target seIection and an outline of the niethodoiogy tvill be given. 
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2.2.1 Previous Investigations 

In a pioneeririg stiidy in 1932, Hubble was the first to identif? globiilar cii~srers in 

5131 based on their photornetry and structiire. Hubble found 1-10 objccts u-hich 

hart the appearance of nebiiloiis stars" resembling the most condensed of the Slilky 

IC'ay globular clusters known at that tirne. On the b a i s  of their niimber and spatial 

distribution, Hubble proposed that these globular riebulae were associated witli M31 

itself. To serve as further evidence of this association, Hubble cited the observation2 

chat a .'typical example" of one of these objects (his 30. 62) had a radial velocity 

of -210 k r n ~ - ~ .  The uncertainty on this result was of order 100 kms-', making it 

consistent with M31's systemic velocity of -300 km s-'. 

Early investigations of the globular clusters of SI31 were performecl by Seyfert Sr 

Xassaii (1945), 5[ayall S;: Eggen (l953), Hiltner (1960), Iiron & Maya11 (1960) and 

van den Bergh (1969). Significant attempts to catalogue the positions and rnagni- 

tildes of a growing number of M31 clrister candidates were made hy t:eteSnik (1962) 

and Sargent et al. (1977). Sargent et al. listed 355 globular cluster candidates based 

on photographic observations €rom the 4-m telescope at the Kitt Peak National Ob- 

servatory. 

Subsequent searches have aclcled more GCs to this list? revealing an M31 clus- 

ter popiilacion roughly three tinies the size of the Sfilky Way GCS. Xs part of a 

major photographic survey in search of more .LI31 globular cluster candidates. Bat- 

tistini et ai. (1980, 1987, see also Buorianno et al. 1952) published a catalogue of 333 

"probable" clusters found within a 3" x 3" area centred on the g a l a q  (the Bologna 

Catalogue, see review by Fusi Pecci et al. 1993). Their list also inclucled positions for 

more than 150 additional "plausible" candidates. The Bologna group later identified 

several more GC candidates within the inner regions of hl31 (Battistini et aI. 1993). 

Based on a spectmm obtained by M. L. Bumason using a small-scaie spectrograph and the 
100-inch reflector at Vount WiIson. 
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-1 photographie and spectroscopic study by Crampton et al. (19%) addccl 109 

new GC candidates around M31. and provided intrinsic colour estirnates for a l a r g ~  

sampte of the Bslogna Catalogue objecrs. -4 lenpthy series of papers by Sharov k Lyu- 

cyi (1953 compilation) ancl Sharov. Lyiityi Sr Esipov (1983. 1954. 1987. 199:. 1996) 

have provided photoelectric photometry for various samples of hi31 globular cltrs- 

ters, CCD (charge-couplecl device) photometry published by Racine (1991). Racine 

k Harris (199'1). and Reed. Harris S- Harris (1992. 1994) has furthcr improved iipon 

the sampIe of candidate magnitudes and coloiirs, also permitting a better culiirig of 

non-clusters frorn the database. Other stiidies have discovered clozens of adclitional 

candidates (Aurière, Coupinot. S: Hecquet 1992: Mochejska et al. 199s). and furcher 

4131 globular cluster searches are ongoing (Lee et al. '2001). 

A reiatively small sample of the hi31 globiilar cluster systern has also been o b  

senped in the ncar-infrared (Frogel. Persson 3z Cohen 1980; Sitko 1984: Bonoli et al. 

1987. 1992 Cohen S: LIatthews 1994). -4 recent publication by Barmhy et al. (2000) 

prcsentcti a compilation of the ciirrent best List of photometry for the 1131 GCS. bring- 

ing the tally to 435 clusters and cluster candidates. Barmby et al. have also aclded 

CO or improved iipon the existing photornetry of several hundred of these objects in 

both the optical and near-infrared. 

The M31 GCS has also been ad-studieci spectroscopicall~~, yielding cluster line- 

of-sight velocities and abundance estimates to varying degrees of precision. SIeasrire- 

ments and analyses OF the heliocentric radial velocities and absorption line strengths 

of - 150 M31 globular clusters have been published based on the sirbstantial works of 

Huchra, Stauffer S- Van Speybroeck (1982), Brodie Sr Huchra (2990. 1991), Huchra. 

Brodie Sr Kent (1991), and Huchra et al. (1996). Radial velocities for 65 clusters have 

also been provided bu Federici et al. (1990, 1993). with roughly 40% of their tarpets 

overlapping with the Huchra et ai. samples. Two high-resolution spectroscopic stud- 

ies have provided precise velocities for a handful of M31 gIobular clusters: Peterson 
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(1989: 14 GCs) and Dubath k Grillrnair (1997; 9 GCs). 

Considering the now-sizeable database of globular cltister candidates. tion-erer. 

the l I 3 1  GCS has suffered a siirprîsing lack of spectroscopie observations. 

2.2.2 Method: Spectroscopy of the M31 GCS 

Spectroçcopy can provide u s  with critical insights into che properties of stars and 

steliar systenisJ, It  allon-s tw to inwstigate the cheniical compositian of objects as 

well as rneasure their radial veIocities. Changes in cheniical composition of giobular 

clristers in particular are closeIy tied wit h galaxy formation and evolu tion. To a large 

estent. the kinematics of these ancient stellar systems reflect the initial conditions and 

the physicai processes n-hich occurrecl within the forming protogala~y. The dynamical 

state of a GCS also permits a glirnpse at the underlying m m  distribution of its parent 

galaq-. Tt h s  been noted often that globiilar clusters niakt! ideül probes of çala'iy 

structure and formation mechanisms. and that the? hold the kcy to uncovering the 

fossi1 record of their parent ga1a.y. 

The radia1 vdocity of a target can be measured by cross-correlating its spectrum 

~ i t h  that of a ternptate object of known i-elocity: and tleeermining the Doppler shift 

(Ton- S-- Davis 1979). The metd abundance of a target is obtained from the strengths 

of absorption or emission features in its spectrum. Metallicitp generally refers to the 

logarithmic abundance of iron relative to hydrogen as expressed in term of soIar 

abundance: 

The p r i m q  difference between g1obuh.r cluster integrated spectral types Iies with 

metal abundance, yet there is some age dependence, Metal-poor GCs can have metal- 

licities as  Iow as [Fe/H] = -2.5, mhile the rnost metal-rich GCs have d u e s  approach- 

ing soIar ([Fe/H] = O). There are metal-rich stars in the bdge with metallicities as 

Information on the history O€ spectroscopy can be obtained in the delightfui summary by Rubin 
(1993) and the work of Heanishaw (L986). 
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high as [Fe/H] = +I. Ybunger stars tend to he someivhac more metal-rich on av- 

erage. yet there is a sizeable spread in [Fe/H] For any given age. Stars with ages 

2 10 G y  are relatirely metal-poor. n i th  [Fe/H] 5 -0.5. Stars younger than - 5 GJT 

generally have [Fe/HI 2 -0.5. haring been Forrned from die rnaterial enriched by 

niicleosyntliesis ivithin prcvioiis generations of stars. 

Difficulties arise in defining a mean metallicity of composite systems siich as glob- 

ular clusters. It becornes necessary to define a class of featiires present in the in- 

tegrated spectra of Iate-type (old) stellar systems which provide sensitive gauges of 

mean chernical abundance. The relative strcrgths OF these Iine indices will be used 

to intercornpare and rank the members of the hl31 GCS in this çtucly. Since most of 

the spectral features stiidied rvill not directly rneasure the abiindance of iron (:YFe) 

or hydrogcn (iVFI). an estirnate of [Fe/H] is made based on calibrations with local 

objccts. 

The SIilky \.c'.&y's globular cluster susteni has so Far been the only one for which 

ire have been able to obtain rlctailed kinematic. chernical. and age information. un- 

Fortunatel- our GaIasy is home to a mere 2.30 or so gIobular clusters. niany of mtiich 

suffer from line-of-sight problems and significant distance uncertainties. The 1131 

GCS, tiowever. provides us with an obtlous and desirabIe sample: 

1. h131b proximity (TT0 kpc) makes it the most accessibIe large system outside of 

the Siilky Way. 

2. With roughly 135 confirmed candidate members (Barmby et ai. 2000) the LI31 

GCS is sufficiently populous that it provides a more statistically significant 

sampie size. 

3. Unlike the -il&- Way GCS, the hl31 population can be obsemed over essent idy 

the fuII e~%ent of the gaiaw, with Less severe effects of contamination d o n g  the 

Line of sight - 
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4. .-\II of the Ai31 clusters lie at  roughly the sarne distance. and are thiis not siibject 

to such large inditidual distance iincertainties as are the Galactic globulars. 

Previoiis stiiclies have uncoveretl both similaricies and differ~nces between the 

Ai31 and 11ilky \kay globular cluster systems. Djorgovski et ai. (1997) esplored the 

correlations of various interna1 parameters for 21 5131 GCs with those of 41iIky Way 

clusters. Apparent correlations between projccted central velocity dispersion and 

absolute cluster magnitude. central and half-light averaged surface brightness (in 1 * 

and i< bands) were foiinci to be similar between the 41ilky \Cjy and 1131 globular 

cluster systems (see Figure 2 of Djorgovski et al. 1997). This would seem to inclicate 

a common physical origin. and hence similar formation mechanisms in both galaxies. 

Djorgovski et al. daim that the obsewed correlations arc more likety to have arisen 

from the conditions and physical processes at  the tinie the clusters were formed rather 

t hari from clynarnical evolution. 

Frogel. Persson k Cohen (1980) verified that the broad-banci optical ancl infrared 

coloirrs of the GaIactic and '1131 globular cluster populations are indistingiiishable. 

A later investigation bu Elson AL CValterbos (1958) also found no significant differ- 

ence in the incrinsic L-BI,' colours within the Sliliq LVay and '1131 cluster -stems. 

A recent compilation of the avaiiable 4131 globular cluster photornetry by Barniby 

et al. (2000, 3001) revealed that the (projected) inner GCS of 4131 is on average 

C' .Y 0.5 mag brighter than its outer clusters. They also found a ciifferencc in the 

lurninosity distribution of the 5131 metal-rich and metal-poor clusters. such that the 

tow-metallicity population is fainter by - 0.4 mag in C'. Barmby, Huchra 5: Brodie 

( X i O l )  attributed these differences to the effects of dynamical destruction within the 

inner galaxy, as well as to a younger mean age for their metai-rïch cluster sample. 

The mean estimated age of a smaii sample of 12 M 3 1  globular clusters studied by 

de Freitas Pacheco (1997) is 15 s2.8 Gyr. comparable to ages determined for GaIactic 

giobuiar clusters. 
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Esisting spectroscopic r~srilts for t he 1131 GCS have also revealed sorne remiirk- 

able sirnilarities mith the Galactic population. Zinn (1985) found t hat the  Galactic 

GCS demcitisrrated clear evidence for birnodaIity in its metailicity cliscributiori. ancl 

proposed that it could be considercd as two distinct si~bsystems: a flactenecl. metal- 

rich. rapidly-rotating. kinematically cold disk systern, and a spherical, mecal-poor 

Iiülù with [orner net rotation and higher velocicy dispersion. Signs of birnoclality have 

ais0 been founcl in the 5131 cluster merallicity distribution (Ashrnan k Birri 1993) 

and in metalIicit-sensitive coloor distributions (Barrnby et al. 2000). Separating 

cIieir sample of - 150 5'13 1 clusters into metallicity sub-systems almg the samc Iines 

as the 4I i Ib  iViy GCS, Huchra. Brotlie Si Kent (1991) fourid that the metal-rich 

chrsters mithin R - 7' of the galasy centre form a rapidly-rotating (100 - 200 km s-') 

ciisk-like sptern. mhereas the metal-poor clusters within this radius exhibit no net 

rotation. Bevond this radii~s, they mere irnable to distingiiish the metal-rich from 

mecül-puor populations on the ba is  of kinernatics. 

In 1989. Arrnanclroff confirmed the presence of a modest rnetal1icity gradient 

within the disk clusters of the hlilky i b .  The first extensim spectroscopic sur- 

vey of the M31 GCS was performed by van den Bergh (1969); van den Bergh found 

no significaot rnetallici~y gradient with positionl but did report a wide range of abun- 

dances at an. given radius (see also Spinrad and Schrveizer 1972). More recentl. 

Huchra et al. (1952. 1991) and Sharov (1988) have shorvn evidence for a. weak but 

rneasurable rnetallicity gradient with projected radius within the M31 GCS. A sim- 

ilar finding rvas reported by Barrnby e t  al. (3000) based on their large sample of 

metal-sensitive colours. Huchra, Brodie Sc Kent (1991) discovered a mean M31 GC 

metdlicity of [Fe/H] = -1 -2, dight Iy higher than t hat for the hfiiky 1% 

Lnterestingly, t the metallici ty distribution of the globular cluster system in 4131 

also differs from that of its halo stars in the sense that the GCs are found to be 

sÿsternaticdly more rnetal-poor (van den Bergh 1969; DuneII et  al. 1994: 2002). This 
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resembles the case in many gant elliptical galaxies but is dissimilar to ~ h e  situation 

in the SIilky Ray. a fact rvhich rnay point to a disparate origin for the halos of 

these neighbouring galaxies. The apparent deEciency in the lriminosity c~istribution 

of rnetal-poor ha10 stars ma? indicace chat significantly more chemical enrichment 

occiirred in SI31 prior to the formation of the bulk of the halo. I k r e  these ha10 stars 

fornied in situ or were tlieu incorporated later à In Searle-Zinn? 

2.2.3 Substructure in the M31 GCS? 

In the hierarchical mode1 olgaIaxy formation. one might reasonably espect to see some 

residual evidence of past formation activity, siich ris in star counts. kinematics. ancl 

rrletal abiinciances. HeImi cE; White ('2001) performed simulations of satellite g a l a ~ y  

clisriiptions within a potential siniiIar to that of the Milky Way. They found that czfter 

- 10 Gyr, the ma-imum ciensity of satellite debris rvas significantly lover than that O €  

the progenitor and was comparable to the local density of the steliar halo. LittIe or na 

eviclence remained of the spatial distribution of panicles, although strong correlations 

did persist in velocity space. Stellar debris resuiting frorn the disintegration of a dwarf 

galaxy with a low initial velocity dispersion (- 10 krnseL) can remain coherent dong 

the satellite's orbital path over timescales of 109 ;sr (Johnston et al. 1993). 

Sot only have steilar st reams been discovered within the Milky CVay and, more re- 

cent l -  mithin .CI31 (Ibata et al. 2001b), but strearns of globular clusters have aiso been 

found within the !dilky Way halo GCS (Majewski 1994; Lynden-Bell and Lynden-Bell 

1995). These could represent the remains o l  a g a l a ~ y  formation era dorninated by 

satellite accretion. 

Two studies have uncovered tentative evidence for kinematic and chemical sub- 

clustering within the globular cluster popdation of the Andromeda Galaxy A for- 

midable effort by Xshman Sr Bird (1993) suggested the presence of signifkant sub- 

structure mithin the M31 GCS. Their analysis grouped globular clusters based an  the 
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cleviations from global mean velocities and velocity dispersions betwen cach cluster 

and its -1; nearest neighbours. Ashman fc Bird proposed that some fraction of the 1131 

halo GCS is clustered into srnaIl groups of half-a-dozen or so globulars each. They 

interpreced these ciuster ,iroups as being the surtiving remnants of a hietarchical halo 

formation. 

Saito k Iye (2000) reported the discove- of an inner subsystem of 5131 globular 

cluscers wvhich clistinguish themselvcs froni the remaincler of the GCS bascd on their 

kineniatics. meta1 abundances (€rom Barmby et al. '2000). and spatial location. They 

postulatcd that this siibsystem may have esperienced a scparate forrnation history. 

and pertiaps resitlted from the merger of a dwarf gala- after the formation of the 

bulk of the LI31 GCS. 

Regrettably, ive ciirrently only have projected positions and line-of-sight velocities 

for a modesc sample of clusters. Furtherrnore. the iincertainties associated tvith es- 

isting GC velocities and metaIIicities are, in many cases. prohibitively large, [n light 

of these Limitations. we muse approach such grouping analÿses with trepidation. .Are 

these bona fide GC groups that are physically associated? Do they represent the relic 

globular chster systems of accreted drïarfs? 1s it even reasonable to be searching 

for residual evidence of cannibaIized fragments within the globular cluster systems of 

niassive galasies like h131? These are al1 valid questions. 

The h131 gIobular clusters provide us with ideal targets for a statisticaIly mean- 

ingful study of galaxy formation and evoiution scenarios. Clearly. an espandecl and 

improved database of ciuster velocities and abundances is required in order to pro- 

vide a more comprehensive examination of the kinematics and abundance properties 

of the 1131 globular cluster system. Twvo large sets of spectroscopic observations of 

'1131 GCs have been obtained with this objective: 258 targets were observed using 

the iWE"EOS spectrograph at the William Herschel Telescope, and 198 clusters were 

observed a t  the Canada-France-Hawaii TeIescope using the !dOS/ARGUS integral 
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fieId spectrograph. Thesc data sets and the analysis thereof are clescribeci in the 

upcoming chapters. The final sample of SI31 GCS data d l  be examineci for signs 

of clistincc metailicity popiilations. gradients. kinematic anomalies and substnicture 

mhich. if present. may point to the formation and enrichment processes mhich have 

occurred in '1131. 



3. THE WHT SPECTRA: DATA ACQUISITION 
AND ANALYSIS 

3.1 The WYFFOS Observations 

A large saniple of 5132 globular clusters rvere observed at the William Herschel 4.2 m 

telescope1 (LF-HT) in La Palma. Canary Islands. during the four nights of yoveniber 

3 to 6. 1990 (observer: Terry Bridges). The WYFFOS Wicle Field Fibre Optic 

Spectrograph (Bridges 1998) rri used with two gratings to providc n total spectral 

coverage of - 3100 - 5600 A. The W24OOB 2400-line grating yielded a clispersion 

of 0.8 -k/pixel and a spectral resolution of 2.5 -4 over the range 3700 - 4500 A. 

This wavelength range was seiected CO investigate the CS Feattire a t  3583 -4. the 

H Si h: Lines of calcium, HJ. the CH G-band and the 4000 .$ continuum break. 

The numerous lines in this spectral range Facilitated the velocity determinations via 

cross-correlation (Section -I.I.Zj. The R1200R 1200-line grating obsenations Liad a 

dispersion of 1.5 A/pixeI and a resolution of 5.1 -4 over the spectral range -1400-5600 .A 

to add absorption features such as H3. the Mgb triplet and two iron lines near 5.300 A. 

Magnesium and iron lines typicdly serve as good indicators of metallicity, while the 

H 3  Iine is a known age discriminator ( e g .  Brodie & Huchra 1990; FVorthey 1994). 

Operated by the Isaac Newton Group in the Spanish Observatorio del Roque de los hluchachos 
of the Instituto de Astrokica de Canarias. 
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3.1.1 Target Selection and APM Coordinates 

Tarpets were selected from the Battistini et a1. (1980. 1987. 1993) sample of '1131 

globular cluster candidates. with some additional central targets from itnpublishcd 

CCD photometry by John Hiichra (private commiinication) . The Bnttistini et aI. 

best sample incliides 331 globular cliister candidates d o m  to a limiting magnitude of 

C'= 18 and out to â galactocentric radius of about iS kpc: of these. 237 are confinned 

clusters as determincd froni high-resolutiou spectroscopy, image structure. and/or 

photometric colours. 

Cliister positions accurate to 0.2 arcsec were determinecl from automatic plate- 

measiiring machine (=\PM) scans of deep photographie plates of a 6" x 6" area around 

5131. The plates were obtained by Mike imin and were analyzecl by Terry Bridges. 

The .\PSI facility is nrn by the Institute of Astronomy in Cambridge and uses a fast 

laser microdensitometer to obtain accurate astrornetry. The acciiracy of these .4PM 

cIiister coordinates represents a significant improvement over preexisting h131 GCS 

positions, which have typically been rneasured to the nearest arcsecond. 

Galactocentric coordinates for the GCs were derivecl from stanclard spherical 

trigononietry, using an adopted 5131 central position of cro = 0 0 ~ 4 0 ~ 0 ~ 1 .  (i, = 

+-loO.mw (B 1950): 

.Y = CL sin (P.4) + C2 cos (P.4) 

Y = -Cl cos (P.4) +- C2 sin (P-4) 

CI = [sin (CU - cro) cos61 

C2 = [sin 6 COS do - COS (a - ao) COS 6 sin do] 

The S coordinate represents the position along the major LUS of the gala':, increas- 

ing towards the northeast dong the  major auis. T h e  Y coordinate is the distance 

from the major a'us above and beIow the galactic pIane, with positive varues torvards 

the northwest. Target right ascensions (a) and decIinations (a) were converted into 
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Table 3.1: Target catalogue references 

Code Reference 
B Battistini et al. 1980, 1987 
S Sargent et al, 1977 

B-4 Baade Jr Arp 1964 
BoD Battistini et al. 1987 (Table \?) 
D.40 Crampton et al. 1935 
NB Battistini et al. 1993 
V VeteSnik 1962 

clegrees. and the posicion angle (P.4) of the major axis iras taken co bc 35" (Kent 

19s9 j. 

?;rtrnerous groiips have contributed to the identification of the globular cliister 

members of 5131 ( c g .  Hubbie 1932; VeteSnik 1962; Baade and Arp 1964: Sargent 

et al. 1977: Crampton et al. 1985: Battistini et al. 2950, 1957. 1993). The ultirnate 

result of this combined effort is that most of the clusters are known by more than one 

riartic. a. fact which has the potential to cause confusion. The letters preceding the 

identification number in the 5132 target names given hereafter indicate the relevant 

catalogue reference provided in Table 3.1. 

3.1.2 W F O S  Fields 

At the CVHT: six ciiffereut CVYFFOS fibre configurations were selected in order to 

target a total of 288 globular cluster candidates over the full estent of the major 

a i s  of M32. There are 1 l.C active fibres within the Io CVYFFOS field: each of which 

subtend an angle of 2.7 arcsec. For comparison, the SI31 globulars subtend angles 

of 2 - 3 arcsec, an excellent match for this instrument. .ln overiay of the Ck3FFOS 

target fields is s h o m  on a Digitized Sky Survey2 optical image of the galztq- in 

' The Digitized Sky S w ~ y  vas produced at the Space Telescope Science hstitute under U.S. 
Govenunent gant ZTXG W-2266. The images of these surveys are based on photographie data 
obtained using the Oschh Schmidt TeIescope on Palomar ?dountain and the Lx Schmidt Telescope. 
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Table 3.2: LiHT observing l o ~  

Field ID a ~ 1 9 5 0  8~1950 Night UT Exp (sec) Grating 
Central 1 00:40:00.18 f -lO:XkXî.9 Sov. 3/-1 2I:OO 6 x 1800 H2400B 
Central 1 

Yortheast 1 
Yortheasc 1 
Southwest 1 
Sout hwest 1 
Niirtheast 3 
Yortheast 2 
Central 2 
Central 2 

Soiithwest 2 
Soiithivest 2 

Nov. 3/4 
Yov. 4/3 
Nov. -115 
%Y. S/6  
Xov. 5/6 
Nov. 3 / 6  
Yov. 3 / 6  
Nov. 6/T 
Xov. 6 / f  
Xov. 6 / 7  
30i-. 6 / 7  

Figure 3.1. Spectra of tmiiight Rats. argon ernission Iamps. ancl ueIocity template 

stars were also obtained dnring the same nights in each fibre configuration for the 

piirposes of calibracion. ;l log of the field obsenations is provided in Table 3.3, and 

a full target list is given in Table -4.1. 

The output €rom each hTFFOS fibre is individually routed to the CCD via the 

collimacor. grating ancf correctors (see PoIlacco et al. (1000) for more information 

on the CVîTFOS systern). In the output image. the dispersed fibre light is stacked 

horizontaIIy. with Iower fibre numbers to the right of the image. A sample frarne is 

shonn in Figure 3.2. The dispersion cuis Iies vertically with bliie wavelengths at the 

top and red mavetengths towards the bottom of the fiame. 

3.2 Data Reduction 

This section details the image processing steps mhich nrere necessary to produce the 

Fuial target spectra. The ranr Frame constitutes an array of data values or .'counts7 

which are themseIves proportiona1 to the number of photons detected at each CCD 
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Right Ascension (B 1950) 

Figure 3.1: Five Io WYFFOS fields shown superimposed over an optical image of M31 from 
the Digïtized Sky Survey. Two centrai fibre configurations were used to yield 
spectral obsenmtions for a total of 288 cluster candidates in six fields. North is 
ta the top, east is towacds the left. 

pixel position during the image exposure. 

The data reduction included fiame preprocessing, fibre throughput corrections, 

spectrd extraction, sky subtraction and wavelength cdibration. These steps were 

accomplished using the standard Solaris and Linux implementations of IR.4F3, as 

well as the vyfxed CVYFFOS Muiti-fiber IL4F package written by Jim Lewis (see 

Lewis 1996 for more information). 

Image Reduction and -4naiysis Faciiïty, W b u t e d  by the Nationai Opticai Astronomical Ob- 
servatories, which is operateci by AURA under contract with the NSF. 
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Figrrre 3.2: A sample exposure of 3131's central field obtained with the NYFFOS system 
at WET. The dispersion axis is vertical, with blue wavelerigths rit the top and 
red ac the bottom. Fibre numbers increase to the left of the CCD image. 

3.2.1 fiame Preprocessing 

Preprocessing of the ratv €rames inchded bias subtraction and division by a scaled 

(tome fhtfield esposure. =\€ter the preprocessing stage, zero counts on the data frarne 

should correspond to zero Iight on the CCD, and the pixels should be iiniformIy 

sensitive. 

Bias Sub traction 

The bias level includes a constant additive offset mhich may va- from frame to frarne, 

as -iveIl as a fiued-signal pattern which can normally be cunsidered to be constant along 

one of the image dimensions (Le. varyïng only aiong the coIttmns of the chip). The 

bias offset is imposed to ensure that the CCD chip is operating in a Linear regime. 

and to preclude the readout of statisticdly tèasible negative data values in regions 
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of loir photon counts. The bias pattern is a result of the readoiit noise associatecl 

with the CCD electronics. The bias subtraction step is aimed at removing any signal 

registered by the detector in the absence of esposure to Iight. 

Traditionally. there are tivo it-ays CO determine the bias lever of a ra\y CCD frame. 

One is to obtain a secies of zero-Iength esposures (typicalIy 10 to 20) and average 

chese CO reduce the statistical (reüdotit} noise introciuced by this step to a negligible 

value. The mean frame thiis creaced is then stibtractect from e t - e l  image. pixel by 

pisel. This is the niethod to use if there is structure in the bias level across the chip. 

The second method is to determine the mean bias level frorn the overscan region of 

each image and subtract this as a constant from the rest of the frame. Full bias 

frames were unnecessary iising the CVYFFOS configuration at WHT ( T e p  Briclges. 

WITFFOS Project Scientist. private communication) and were not obtained. The 

niean bias level for each WiEIFFOS frame \vas determineci from the overscan strip and 

ivas subtracted from each of the image frames. 

A Note on Flatfielding 

In general, a Ratfield image is used to correct for pixel-to-pixel sensitivity variations in 

t lie detector, as me11 üs to compensate For the efects of vignetting and ot her large-scale 

response variations. For broadband observations. a Katfield image can be obtained by 

taking an esposure of a uniform continuum light source such as the ihmination of 

the interior of the obsemtory dome by an incandescent lamp. The variation in the 

image of a uniform Iight source maps out the changes in sensitivity across the chip, 

which c m  then be divided out of the fiame. 

No conventional Bat field images mre obtained during the CWFFOS run. Instead: 

the remot-al of sensitivity variations was performed using the throughput correction 

images in the folloTving marner. O&et kames were obtained during the night by 

slenring the teiescope off oE the field and integrating for a fem hundred seconds, ideaiiy 
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captirring no bright objeccs in any of the fibres. Several siich offser ~ s p o s i i r ~ s  tt-~re 

obtained of the dispersecl Iight at slightly different pointings. w l 1  aimJ* €rom the 

variable background of the galaxy These offset images were used to scde the fibres 

to the same leveI by taking into account t h e  relative throughpttcs of each Fibre ;K 

well as any vignetcing across the fielcl. IL was therefme essential that the fibres in 

the offset image be in the same configuration as in the science fcarries so ru CO fa11 an 

the same area of the CCD. The re1atit.e fibre response is independent of wavelength. 

arid thus did ntlt depend on the grating used. Sote chat this method of Hattening 

cloes not rernovc the broad instrumental signature in the images, somethinp which is 

generally accornpIis lied !vit h flux calibration when required. 

3.2.2 Aperture Extraction 

-4 critical step in the reduction of rnuIti-fibre data is the aperture definition: locating 

the position of each spectrum in the image frarne. determining the spread dong the 

spatial a i s  and the distortion dong the dispersion n i s .  At this stage of the reduction. 

it slrould be noted that spatial and wavelength information in the preprocessed image 

are only approximately constarit dong image rom and columns. Curvature and 

distortions are evident in the frames these can be due to imperfections or slight 

misalignments in the optics of the spectrograph or CCD and differentid refraction 

in the Earth's atmosphere. These effects are most pronounced near the edges of the 

frame. 

To resolve this problem, aperture ceference images were used to identify and trace 

the shape of the spectra on the CCD. These reference frames consisted of tn-ilight sky 

images that were recorded at the beginning of each night of observation to provide 

high signal-to-noise spectra Mth al1 usabIe fibres uniformly iiiurninated. 

The geometry of the W?-FFOS images is such that the dispersion direction lies 

(roughIy) dong the vertical asis mith bhie wavelengths a t  the top of the image and 
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red at the bottorn. The spatial u i s  is horizontal. and the centre of eacti inclirir.lria1 

spectriim can be located bu cleterniining the row of peak intensity in the aperture ref 

erence image. This aperture definition was performed interactively n-ith the apfind 

IRIF task which is embedded in the wyfxed reduction script. The software interac- 

tivcly identified a specified nuniber of apertures as roughly evenl-spaced peak  in a. 

horizontal cut across the middIe of the dispersion u i s .  -1 sample portion of an aper- 

ture reference frame cross-section is s h o w  in Figure 3.3. The aperture identifications 

were cross-referenced with the image header information for record-kceping in order 

to keep track of fibre placement (target allocation) and status information. 

The size of the extraction aperture was set by the width at which the spatial profile 

decays to 10% of the peak value. Similarly. a backgroiincl wincLorv several pixels mide 

was specified on either side of the central row of the profile. The median of three 

adjacent points were taken within each background sample to determine the value 

of the background to fit with a first order Chebyshev function; this was done in an 

effort to weecl out cosmic ray featiires. Both the extraction and background regions 

tiere esaminec1 with the aperture editor, a graphic display showing a cirt through the 

data frame dong the spatial asis (Figure 3.3). The aperture designations ivere altered 

interactively to recentre or resize them. as required. 

In practice. the spectra are never perfectly alignetl with the CCD columns. The 

location of the peak row of the spatial profile gets shifted slightly dong the columns. 

Such distortions are especially apparent in the apertures on either edge of the esample 

frame shonn in Figure 3.1. This effect c m  be due to field distortions resulting From the 

optics of the instrument or if the grating was not s i t thg  perfectly squarely in the light 

path. The deviation will thus depend on wavelength, wavelength coverage. a i rmas 

and orientation of the fibre bundle. The principal effect of such a misalignment dong 

the dispersion axis is a broadening of the spectral lines due to the shift in mveiength 

on either side of the aperture centre. To compensate for this effect, the centre of the 
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Figure 3.3: X section of an aperture reference image showing (at the top) the centres and 
widths of some of the apertures identifieci for extraction. 
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spatial profile waç tracecl along the dispersion direction using the aptrace task in 

IRAF. A smooch function (a Legendre polynomial) was interactive-  fi^ to the set of 

peak positions dong the dispersion asis in the aperture reference image. This Et ivas 

uçecl tu  determine the shift in aperture position as a fiinction of dispersion for each 

spectriirn to be estracted from the image. 

It wa.s then necessary to remove the scattered light cornponent from the \VIFFOS 

spectrograph output. The wyfzed task fit a cubic spIine CO the excess (scattered) 

light between the fibres dong a cut in the spatial direction between the pre-defincd 

aperture ranges. The fitting was verified manually. and a fourth order cubic spline 

fiinction ws found to provide an adequate fit with the lowest RSIS residuals, Brod-  

scale fits were then performed by the task to determine the scattered light components 

dong each of ttie spatial and spectral axes betwcen the fibre outputs using higher- 

order cubic splines. The scattered light coniponents were subtracted from each of the 

frames. 

The fibre througtiput and tignetting corrections for the offset image n-ere then 

determined and applied. The rnean number of counts per fibre !vas calculatcd, and 

the totaI R u  obtained for a given fibre cornpared to the mean Bus of al1 the fibres 

yieltled its relative transniissiot~ or throughput. The results were normalized to a 

mean response of unity CO preserve the total number of counts in the framc. Due 

to the large variation in background ga1ü.y~ light and the concentration of objects 

towarcls the centre of 5131. offset frames were selected which were rvell away from the 

gala.-  TKO or more off-field images were obtained in case starlight coincided with 

one or more fibres in any of the frames. 

The BLY within the apertures mas then evtracted into a set of one-dimensional 

spectra. In this step, the signal was summed within the selected aperture dong a given 

point on the dispersion axis, centred by the trace at that location. The background 

at each point was subtracted based on the nindow defined above. 
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-4 technique known as .'optimal extraction" ivas employed to prociirce a final one- 

dimensional spectrum mith the maximum signal-to-noie. This methorl assigns ap- 

propriate weights based on signal-ta-noise (S/?;) across the spatial profile (see LIarsh 

1959). Cosmic ray events were identified based on their anomalously high pisel val- 

ues. and most were removed dong n-ith man'; spurious pisel detections during this 

procedure. A sawtooth correction was also performed to adjust for the set staggering 

of the WI'FFOS fibres in a sawtooth pattern on the slit end. 

3.2.3 Wavelength Cdbration 

Argon emission lamps were observed to determine the wavelength scale for each spec- 

tmm. It was necessary to obtain these comparison spectra for recalibration each 

time the grating was switched or the fibre configuration !vas altered. The RTFFOS 

instrument is bench-rnoirnted and is unaffectcd by flexirre (variable gravitational tle- 

formation), therefore the dispersion did not change during the observations the  CO 

telescope motion alone. 

In each frame. a dozen or so of the more prominent argon Lines were identified 

interactively using a list of standard argon spectral line wavelengths in air at standard 

terriperature and pressure. A cubic spline function !vas fit to the data to yield the 

dispersion solution - the eqtiatian relating pivcl d u e  dong the dispersion a i s  with 

the triie n-avelength - For each aperture within the image. An exnmple of an argon 

emission spectrum is sliown in Figure 3.4. The dispersion solutions were saved to 

the image header to set the wavelength scale for each individual fibre spectntm. The 

ensemble median RhIS \dues for these fits were typically - 0.02 - 0.08 -i in the 

H2400B grating images and 0.08 - 0.13 A for the R1200R grating. 
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Figure 3.4: An argon emission lamp spectrum obtained iising the H2400B grating? iised to 
set the wavetength scale of the observations. Several of the prominent Iines are 
identified with their wavelengths in Angstroms- 
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3.2.4 Sky Subtraction 

The brightness of the night sky is due to the contribution of the following cornponetits 

(Binney & 'rIerrifielc1 1995): 

1. Air gloiv from photochemical processes occurring in Earth's upper atmosphere 

in addition ro m e r c u -  and sodium emission from city lights. The resulting 

spectrum of this cornpunent is highly variable from observatory to observatory 

and fluctuates in brightness over time and mith pointing direction. 

2, Zodiacal light from the scattering of sunlight from particles within the Solar 

System. 

3. Faint, unresolved stars in our Galaxy. 

4. Diffuse light from background galasies. 

The cluster spectra in the 1131 fields are also invariablu superirnposed on a non- 

uniform background of galaxy Iight. For the central \ICYFFOS fibre configurations, 

about 20 bIank-slq fibres were arranged in a regular pattern across the Io field to 

help characterize the background intensity. The outer fields contained more dedicated 

shy fibres thariks to a lomer density of targets in the area. Spectra obtained through 

the dedicated background sky fibres mere averaged to form a composite sliy spectrum 

mhicii was then subtracted from each target. Atternpting to match one or a few 

nearby sky fibres to each target spectrum (Le. to associate the local s!q level with 

each cluster) did not prove advantageous. since the resulting Losses in signal-to-noise 

ivere found to largely outweigh any gains made by cornpensating for background 

variabilit- 

Examples of a CVYFFOS spectrum before and after sky subtraction are provided 

in Figures 3.5 and 3.6, respectively. In m w  cases. noticeable residuais remained 

after the subtraction of a particularly prominent sky line such a s  the bright night sky 
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---- (O I auroral) ernission feature at 23 1 r -i. These navelength regions w r e  Ragged and 

omitted from the analysis procedure. 

Esamples of reduced spectra obtainecl usirig b o ~ h  gratings are shown in Figures 3.7 

and 3.5. with the absorption features of interest labelled. 

Figure 3.5: A spectrum of Id31 cluster B386 obtained in one of the northeast tields using 
the R1200R gating. The solid line shows the spectrum prior to mean sky 
subtraction, and the dashed Iine is the mean sky spectrum obtained in that 
field. Note the prominent sky emission line at 5577 A. The difference between 
these two spectra k shown in Figure 3.6. 
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Figure 3.6: A spectntm of M31 cluster B386, as  in Figure 3.5, but with the mean sky 
spectrum subtracted. Note the sky line residual around 557'7 A, 
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Figure 3.7: X sample reduced spectrum for hl31 globular cluster 519, obtained using the 
W-YFFOS system and the H2400B grating. The ordinate axiv is linear in a&- 
trary units (zero is at the bottom). 
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Figure 3.5: X sample reduced spectrum for M31 gIobular cluster BI9 obtained using the 
WYFFOS system and the R1200R grating. The ordinate a i s  is Iinear in arbi- 
trary units (zero is at the bottom). 



4. WHT RESULTS: VELOCITIES AND 
NIETALLICITIES 

The final set of &???FOS spectra was used to rneasure the radial velocities ancl ab- 

sorption feature strengths for this large s,unple of 5,131 globular clusters. A description 

of the analysis procedure and a cornparison mith published data are provided in this 

chapter. These LPYFFOS results are later combined with other saniples from the 

literature, and the .'best sample" of M31 globular cluster velocities and metallicities 

will be examinecl and cliscirssed in Chapter 6. 

4.1 Radial Velocity De terminations 

A globular cluster's spectrurn is a composite of the spectra of its individual stellar 

members. Two bright, standard radial velocity stars were observed to provide tem- 

plate spectra for the calculation of the SI31 globular cluster velocities. Data for the 

ternplate stars is provided in Table 4.1, including coordinates, apparent C- magnitucle. 

spectral type (SpT) and heliocentric radial velocity ,u,. These data were obtained 

through one fibre in each configuration by slewing the telescope to the appropriate 

position without altering the field configuration. Ternplate spectra were extracted in 

the same fashion as the target spectïa: this procedure \vas described in the previous 

chapter. 
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Table 4.1: Radial velocity standards j,btronornical Alnianac 19%) 

S t  eiiar RA Dec V SpT UT 

Template (B295O) (B19S0) mag (km s-') 
HD13029 0 1 : :  +29:05:13 7-80 K2 III -38.6 k 0.S 

4.1.1 Cross-Correhtions 

Radial velocities can be calcidateci frorn the Doppler Shift of the absorption or emis- 

siori featiires i n  their spectra: 

wherc c is the speed of light, X is the mwelength of a spectral line as measurecf by 

the observer and Xo is the wavelength of the line in the test frarne of the emitter. 

IVlien the distance between source and observer is increasing, the radial velocity hns 

a positive sign. 

Spectral line wavelengths are affected by pressure changes and blentiing, and tend 

to van; between stellar spectral types. The conventional method for caicufating the 

radial velocity of a source is to cross-correlate its spectrum with that of a standard 

ternplate star of known velocity and comparable spectral type. The spectra of indi- 

vidual globular clustels are generaIIy similar to those of stars with spectral type F2 

to G5 (Harris 1996). 

Cross-correlations of the target object spectra with spectra of the template stars 

in Table 4.1 were performed using the fRjLF task rv.fxcor. This task also fit a cubic 

spline ta each spectrum. then subtracted the 6t to remove the continuum background 

prior to the cross-correlation procedure. 

A rigorous mathematical justifkation of cross-correlation analpis t heov  is pre- 

sented in Tonry k Davis (1919). In brief'. the Fourier transforms of the spectra are 

computed and the globular cluster spectra are individually correlated against the 
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Figure 4.1: A cross-correlation result for the M31 globiilar cluster BI9 (H2400B grating) 
obtained using the iR.4F task rv. fxcor. The correlation was performed against 
the template star HD12029. The top panel shows the continuum-subtracted ob- 
ject spectrum in counts as n functionof wavelength. The middle panel shows the 
full cange of the correlation function and the bottom frame presents a zoomed- 
in view of the peak (the range of the lower plot is shown by the dashed lines in 
the middle panel). . 

available ternplate spectra. The resulting normalized cross-corrdation function peak 

is tit with a smooth filnction - here a normalized Gaussian or Lorentzian - to cieter- 

mine the position and height of the central peak of the power spectrum. The height 

of the peak is called the correlation coefficient (CC)- A good cross-correlation result 

typical of the 5131 globular cluster LWFFOS spectra is presented in Figure 4.1. Xote 

that the parameters of interest are the position and the height of the correlation peak, 

shiIe the overaII quality of the fit to the function is not important. 

Two spectra were associated with each target, obtained using each of the R1200R 
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and H34OOB gratings. Ki th  the ttvo template stars (HD12029 and HD'13169). this 

yielded four cross-correlation combinations for the derivation of velocities for each 

cluster target. In general. a correlation tvaç cleemed siiccessful if the CC exçeeded a 

value of n.3. For faint clusters with poor spectral signal-to-noise. there was occasion- 

ally somc dificulty in recognizing the true correlation fiinction peak in the midst of 

other peaks of comparable height. In such cases. the largest peak within reasonable 

relocity limits which appeared in more than one of the four corrclation combinations 

for each object tvas selected. 

Heliocentric corrections were ruttoniatically appliecl to the radial velocity detcr- 

minations to çonvert froni geocentric to Solar-centred wliies (see Walker 1987. pp. 

64-63). Final target velocities were determined by calculating the mean of the cross- 

corrclation resiilts obtained in each grating with each templatc iisecl. Each constituent 

relocity was weightecl by its Tonry Sr Davis R valiie. the ratio of the corrclation peak 

height LO the amplitucie of the antisyrnmetric noise. 

About 70% of the targets yielded adequate cross-correlation velocities. The re- 

mainder represent: 

1. Confirmed non-cliisters (foreground stars. background gaiaixies. HI1 regions. 

open clusters etc.) identifieci by spectral features grossly atypical of gIobt11ar 

clusters or radial velocities which were significantly beyond reasonable limits 

for the hl31 GC population ([uobs - uSyJ > 3uv mhere o, .Y 150 kms-'). These 

objects are notecl in the final column of TabIe 4.7 presented a t  the end of this 

chapter. 

2. Target spectra with insufficient signal-ta-noise to generate reliable velocities. 

3. Seven objects with inaccurate coordinates due to misidentifications or saturation 

on the AP4i scans. 
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4.1.2 Internai Velocity Uncertainties 

Comparisons between the radial velocities obtained from both patings and using 

each of the velocity standard stars. HD12039 ancf HD-3169. are s h o n  in Figure 4.2. 

Robtist fits were made to the data. a niethod selected to minimize the influence of 

estreme oiitlying points ( c f .  Hoaglin. lIosteIler JL T~iikey 2000). These fits revealecl 

no significant differences between the velocities determinecf using either ternplate 

object using the same grating. -4 cornparisort of the veiocities calculatetl from the 

two pratings sho~~ecl only slightly larger systematic clifferences: the derivecl velocities 

found iising the R1200R ga t ing  data, for example, were 6 krns-l larger than those 

cletermined from the spectra obtained using the H24OOB grating. 

Several dozen objects were obsewed in multiple (two or three) tibre configurations 

in orcler to establish the incernal uncertainty on the cluster velocities. -4 total of 2S 

tarpets yielded cross-correlation resdts in more chan one field. The rnedian value of 

the differences between these nrultipk observations in the various pointings  ras founcl 

to be quite small, only 6.1 kms-'. The root-rnean-square (RMS) of these differences 

tvas found to be 12 krns-[. Therefore. an uncertainty of ki2 kms-l is adopteci 

here as the formal error on the individual 3131 GC veIocities from the UYFFOS 

sample. On average. this may represent an overestimate of the true uncertainty since 

it incorporates certain internal systematic errors (e.g. fraine-to-franie shifts, grating 

differences) as tvell as statistical errors. For GCs observecl in more than orle fibre 

configuration, a mean wlue of the results is adopted as the cluster velocitj-. 

4.1 -3 Comparisons with Published Data 

The smaI1 internal uncertainty associated with the 1WFFOS velocities represents a 

significant improvement over rnany esisting 31131 veIocities in the literature. Radial 

velocities for e o u s  samples of 3131 giobdar clusters have been previousiy deter- 

mined in studies by Huchra, StaufTer Si iran Speybroeck (1982), Peterson (19S9), 
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Figure 4.2: Correlations between the radiai velocities determined br a given target in each 
gating (H21100B and R1200R) and cross-conelated with each template star 
(HD12029 and HD23169). For relerence, the dashed hes show the unity rela- 
tion. The results of robust Bts to the data are provided in each panel, and the 
numbers in parentheses refer to the mean absoIute deviations of the points from 
each fit in units of kms-'. 
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Huchra. Brodie SI Kent (1991). Federici et al. (1993). Dubath k Grillmair (1997). 

and Barmby et al. (2000). Note that the sample of Huchra. Broclie k Kenc (1991) 

incorporates and espands the sample of velocities presented in Kent. Huchra Q; Stauf- 

fer (1989). which itself iricorporates and expands on the resiilts of Huchra. Stauffer 

,k Cari Speybroeck (1982). 

Figure 4.3 shovs a plot of the major and minor a i s  positions of the 202 1131 

çlusters for which high-precision ( i l 2  km s-') velocities have been obtainetl from the 

WTFOS sampIe. Over half (109) of these 3131 GCs with velocity determinations had 

no previously published spectroscopie data. The rnajority of the reniairiing cliisters 

(72) had published ve1ocir;ies vith uncertainties > 20 knis-', and the cemainder (21) 

had modest- to high-precision velocities rvith errors < 20 kms-'. The positions of 

the \A>-FFOS targets in each of these three categories are shomn schematicall~f in 

Figure 4.3. 

Figure 4.4 shows a cornparison of those radial velocities in the present study which 

overlap with other samptes from the literature. X linear fit. weighted by the inverse 

square of the published veIocity uncertainties. yields the relation 

Overall, there is good agreement between the WYFFOS velocities derived herein and 

those of other studies within the adopted errors. Encotiraginglx the RMS residuals of 

independent fits to the separate velocity samples were particularly low for the clusters 

wliich overlap with the high-precision studies of Peterson (1989: RMS = Z.7 kms-' 

for 8 objects) and Dubath St Grïllrnair (1997: RMS = 8.2 kms-' for 5 objects). Note 

that the only high-precision result which deviates significantly kom the fit is that for 

B29, a cluster for which Peterson (1989) notes her velocity may be incorrect. This 

GC \vas not used in the calcülation of the weighted 6t or  RMS, and it is circIed in 

Figure 4.4. 

There are two other points in Figure 4.4 mhich deviate significantIy from the fit 
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Figure 4.3: The positions of the 202 M31 GCs for which radial velocities were obtained kom 
the WYE'FOS spectra- Over haif of this sample had no previously published 
spectroscopic data. Of those that had, the WYFFOS velocities (with adopted 
uncertainties of I I 2  k r n ~ - ~ )  represent significant improvements over most of 
the preexisting spectroscopic data. 
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and thus desen-e mention. The open diamond abovc the best fit Iine rcprescnrs the 

Sl31 globular cluster B301-S'72: Barmby et al. ('7000) obtained c, = -:30=.LO km s-'. 

in poor agreement with the value of -3742 12 k r n ~ - ~  rneasirred in che current study. 

The Barmby et al. coordinates match nell ivith the =\PM coordinates for this object 

as provided in Table 4.7, so the velocity deviation does not appear to be due to a 

target misidentification in either study. This cluster was aIso measured by Eederici 

et a1. (1993). who obtaineci a veiocity of -419 -L 30 kms-l. in agreement ~ 5 t h  the 

CI'EIFFOS result. The Barmby et al. sample also had the largest R41S residuals in 

the cornparison fits: RMS = 110 kms-' for L6 objects. not including B302-S22. The 

reasons for this large discrepancy are not known. The open upright triangle which 

deviates from the fit in Figure 4.4 represents B109-S170. for mhich Huchra, Broctic & 

Kent (1991) mexiured a velocity of -613 i 24 km s-L (compared to -372 k 12 km s-' 

from the CITFFOS results). Again. the coorcIinates for this object match weIl betiveen 

both studies and the deviation does not appear to be due to a misideritification. 

4.2 Feature Strengths: Definition and Measurement 

The CLYFFOS data were of sufficiently high dispersion and S/N to permit an accurate 

determination of the 1131 GC feature screngths and metallicities. 

4.2.1 Atmospheric Extinction Corrections 

Before calcuiating the strength of the absorption features in the 3131 globuiar ciuster 

spectra, it was necessary to correct for the effects of scattering and absorption of light 

caused by the Earth's atmosphere (atmospheric extinction) and by intenrening dust 

grains in space (interstellar extinction). Extinction refers to the difference between 

the observed magnitude and the intrinsic magnitude of the object resurting from the 

intervening medium; it increases with the path-length of the radiation and density of 

the medium and decreases with mavelength. 
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Figure 4.4: A cornparison between radial velocity resuits obtained from this study and those 
of other publications: P89 = Peterson 1989; DG = Dubath Sc Grillrnair 1997: 
BO0 = Barmby et ai. 2000: HBK = Hitchra. Brodie Sc Kent 1991: HSV = 
Huchra, StaufTer & Van Speybroeck 1982; F93 = Federici et al. 1993). Filled 
symbols represent high-precision velocity determinations with quoted errors less 
than 20 kms-'. The unity relation is represented by the dotted lïne, and the 
resdts of a iinear fit with a 1/02 weighting is shown by the solid line. The 
circled (fiiied) point is M31 globular cluster B29 (see text for detaiis). 
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AI1 of the spectra were correcced for atmospheric extinction using the IR-\F task 

calibrate. This applies a correction factor z(X) hased on the effective airniass S 

of ~ h e  observation and the tabulated vahie of estinction as a function of wavelength 

(see Figrire 4.5) : 

- 
JODO woo 6000 7000 m a  soao 

Tavclenqth (Anptrom$) 

Figure 4.5: Tabulated extinction values as a function of wavelength honi staridml calibra- 
tion data froni Kitt Peak National Obsermtory. 

4.2.2 Inters tellar Reddening Corrections 

The amount of reddening is eqressed in terms of a coIour excess, 

where ( B  - V )  is the observed coIour index and ( B  - is the intrinsic corour 

index of the object. In the standard (Johnson-Morgan) photornetric system, B and 1.' 

correspond to the o bject magnitude at mavelengt hs of M l 0  ..4 and 5500 A. respective1y. 

Observations of the M31 globular c1uster systern are affected b -  obscuration due to 
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dust tvithin our own Galasy. as ive11 as by the variable rddening €rom dust wirhin 1132 

itseli. Cliisters within or behind the disk of LI31 mi11 be more sigificant1y reddeneri 

than those in the halo. The northwestern side of the galacric clisk is nearer ro ils 

along the line of sight (Iye cE: Richter 1953). hence cliisters on the lowr  side of the 

major a i s  fil1 sufFer greater reddening effects (see Figure 2.1). Since only projected 

positions in the galaxy can be measured: this makes the severity of recklening ancl 

absorption within 5132 qiiite variable and difficdt to pinpoint for an? given cluster. 

Colour excess values iipon which the absorption calculations are based were de- 

tcrmined using the slope (S) of the continuum between - 4000 - 3000 A its tabulated 

in Crampton et al. (1985): where avaiiable: 

Es-y = -0.066 S -!- 1.17 ( B  - C') - 0.32. (-4.5) 

The Crampton S parameter has been s h o m  to be a goocl estimator of reddening anct 

is not very sensitive to cluster metallicity (EIson k LWaIterbos 19SS), although the 

method itself is siibject to systematic errors (sec? discussion in Cranipcoii et al. L98f~ j. 

The targets with published (B - C') colours but with no dope parameters or in- 

trinsic colours have been de-reddened to a typical colour of (B  - = 0.76 for 

bI31 globular clusters at  large galactocentric radii (Crampton et al. 1985). Observecl 

(B - V) colours are from the catalogue of CCD photometry of Recd et al. (1992, 

1994) or t hc photoelectric photometry of Sharov Sc Lyutyi (L983), whcre availabk. 

Otherwise: the PDS microderisitometer magnitudes from the Srhmiclt plates of Bat- 

tistini et aI. (1987) or the less reliable photographie estimates from Crampton et al. 

(1953) have been used. 

Clusters with no available S values or colours, or for which the calculated excess 

values were lower than a minimum Foregound colour excess of EB-r = 0-10 due to 

errors in the dope parameter or in the photometrq-, were assigned this minimum d u e  

(C.E. Frogel et al. 1950: Elson Sr Waiterbos 1988). 

The reddening correction procedure was facilitated by the RAF task deredden. 
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n-hich applies the empirical extinction hinction of Cardelii. Clayton k llathis i 1989. 

see their Figure 3). The qiiantity Rr- is defineci as the ratio of total absorption iu 

the visual band (.-Ir,) to the colour excess (Es-\.) between the G' and B bands. -\ 

standard Galactic value of Rt- = 3.1 for the diffuse interstellar medium IV,?~ adoptcd 

for this procedure. The absorption a t  wavelength X can thus be determinecl from the 

empirical extinction function and the derived --lv based on the known RI.- ancl the 

coloiir exccss of thc target in qiiestion. via 

=\Il of the spectra w r e  corrected for intersteIlar absorption/rerklening in this rnanner. 

In general. the feature strengths were measured over a small wavelength range ancl 

errors in the redciening corrections had negIigibLe effects on the Line index calcuIations. 

4.2.3 Absorption Line Indices 

The strengths of various absorption features in the integrated speccra of the hl31 

cliisters in the W'FFOS sarnple are used to rank them by metallicity. Line indices 

were calculateci to measure the signal in a wavelength-delineated rcgion centred on 

each spectral feature relative to the signal in the blue and red continuum zones Hank- 

ing the ieature (e.g. Brodie & Hanes 1986: Brodie Sr Huchra 1990). In light of the 

fact that no Ku'r standard star spectra were obtained during the LVk'FFOS obsenring 

mn, it was not possible to convert photon counts directly into flux for these targets. 

Our motivation, however? was to obtain a metallicity ranking of the globular cIusters 

in MX; relative KIEX calibration was not essential as its absence d l  not significantly 

affect narrow features. Mean count ratios were used instead. 

The generalized feature index is d e h e d  as 



whem 6. 3c1 and & represmt the mean count levels in the feature handpass anci 

asociaced continuum bandpasses C l  and C? ÿs given by 3 = ( A 2  - A,)- '  J: 3d,\ 

(Brodie JL Haries 1986: Brodie L HucIira 1990). 

The continutlm break featilre. 

is a mesure of the discontinuity in the continuum due to Fraunhofer line-blanketing 

shortward of 4OOO A. This fcature is somewhat more vulnerabie to errors in the 

reddetiing and absorption corrections. as it spans a broacl range in rvavelength and 

is asytnmetric. L'ncertainties arising f o m  the stability of atmospheric extinction 

may also have a more significünt effect or1 the calculation of the continuum break. 

bloreover, uiany of the spectra do not extend the full range of wavelengths requisecl 

to Fullÿ sarnple this colour fenture (Le. clown to 3800 .$}. 

The line incles and continuum bandpasses used in this study are definecl in Ta- 

bIe 4.2 (Burstein et al. 1484: Brodie Si Hanes 19%: Broclic k Huchra 1990). The 

index designation is provided in colurnn 1, the continuum bandpasses Cl  and C2 are 

Listed in columns 2 and 4 respectivel_v, and the featirre index bandpws (1) is given in 

column 3. 

Prior to the line index determinations. each spectrurn ]vas shifted to zero radial 

velocity based on its cross-correhtion results [rom Section 4.1.1 to define consistent 

line index rvavelengths in the rest frame. The velocity dispersion OF the hl31 gIo buIar 

cluster systern is roughIy LSO k m ~ - ~ !  a spread which translates into a nominal range 

of 40, 2 600 kms-' in velocity This ~vould correspond to a wavelength shift of - 9 

at  h = 4300 -4. a significant fraction of the width of most of the bandpasses selected 

for measurernent. Therefoce, metdici@ determinations were not pursued for target 

spectra which had yielded no cross-correlation velocities. 

Each h a 1  GC spectmm was examined for the presence of cosmic ray rernnants or 

Iarge residuai sky lines Nithin the spectral bands of interest. Lïne index resiilts which 
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T,'~ble 4.2: Line indices and coIrjurs (Xngstroms) 

Index Cl 1 C2 Source 
HI\: 3910.00 - 3925.00 3925.00 - 3995.00 3993.00 - 4015.00 BH86 
C'SR 
Ca1 
CHG 
L 
H 3  
kIgH 
Ug:! 
41gG 
Ugb 
Fe52 
Fe53 

BFGK 
B HS6 
BFGK 
BH86 
BFGK 
B FG I i  
BFGK 
BHS6 
BFGK 
BFGK 
BFGK 

were clearly affected by such features were removed from further analysiz. Tables -4.2 

and -4.3 contain the Line index d u e s  for the LWFFOS targets. Objects are listed 

nccording to t tie common name of the target (see Table 3.1 for source teferences). 

4.2.4 Line Index Uncertainties 

Feature strengths determined from the spectra oE the 28 targets obsemd in multipk 

fibre corifigurations were comparecl in order to pcovide an estimate of the internal 

line index errors. The RMS differences between Line indices calculated for these mui- 

tiple observations are presented graphically in Figure 4.6 (H2400B) and Figure 4-7 

(R1200R), and are listed in Table 4.3. Once again, such estimates incorporate sta- 

tistical uncertainty and some internal systematic errors. For clusters rneasured more 

than once, the mean vaIue of the iine index determinations was adopted. 

AS mentioned previousLy in Section 4.2.3, inaccurate reddening corrections Nil1 

not make a significant contribution to the üne index uncertainties over their srnaIl 

tvavelength ranges. The effects of t d n g  the reddening correction were examined for 

several cases, including extremely red objects and those for which the adopted colour 
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Figue 4.6: The absolute d u e  of the difference between calculated line indices for the 
H2100B grating spectra for targets observed in multiple CWFFOS fibre coniig- 
urations. The RMS d u e s  of the overlap differences are shown in parentheses 
and by the dotted line in each panel. 



Line index Value 

Fiogre 47: The absolute value of the difference between calculated Line indices for the 
R1200R gating spectra for targets observecl in muitiple tV?'FFOS fibre config- 
urations- The RMS values of the overlap differences are shown in parentheses 
and by the dotted Line in each panel. 
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Table 4.3: Intemal uncertainties on the features 

escess differed most significantly from that determined by Barmby et al. (2000)'. 

Feature a 
H k K  0.10 
C-ïR 0.06 
Cal 0.06 

CHG 0.08 
1 0.20 
H3 0.0'2 

The only feature mhich suffered any significant variation due CO a change in adopted 

Feature a 
3lgH 0.04 
Mg':, 0.05 
MgG 0.03 
Mgb 0.04 
Fe52 0.04 
Fez3 0.03 

coloi~r excess was r;he continuum break at 4000 .i. This feature is asymmetric and 

is determined over the broatiest wavelength range. The CNR and hIgH line indices 

suffered less significant but still noticeable charges iri value in the presence of Large 

(2 0.2) clifferences in the adopted reddening. The CYR line spans the largest tvavc- 

lcngth range of al1 the indices in the blue. as does MgH in the red. Evcn for extremc 

selections of EB-V, the resulting changes in d l  Iine indes vaLues remaincd trithin the 

RhIS uncertainties quoted in Table 4.3. 

Errors in the velocity shifts corresponding to the quoted interna1 uncertainty of 

12 km s-l would result in a wavelengt h shift of only a fraction of an Angstrom. and 

d l  not significantly affect the measiired feature strengths. 

4.2.5 Cornparisons with Previous Studies 

Studies of 5131 gIobuIar cluster metallicities by Burstein et al. (1984) and Hucbra 

et al. (1996) inciude tables of their derived Iine indices, several of which overlap wirh 

those determined for the %?l'FOS sample. 

Burstein et al. (1984) obtained integrated spectra with 9 resolution for Galactic 

and M31 gIobular clusterç in a spectral range of 4000 - 6300 A. A compa,rison of 

! Lnpubüshed reddening d u e s  fiom this study were kindy provided bq- P. Barmby 
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the Burstein et al. Iine indices for tnrgecs in comrnon with the \\TFFOS sarriple is 

presented in Figure 4.8. Linear fits to the results weighted b -  the inverse square of 

their pubiished uncertainties are aIso s h o m  in Figure 4.8. There is a fairly tight linear 

correlation bctween the Burstein et 31. line indes resuIts and those froni U'l'FFOS 

sample: the RUS residuais for a11 of the fits Lie between 0.01 - 0.03. 

Huchra et al. (1996) decived absorption line strengths for a large number of targets 

including 151 5131 globrilar clustcrs. Cornparisons a€ the Iine indes rtlsirlts for tiirgcts 

in cornmon with the SWFFOS sample are shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10. Again. 

there is a good correlation between the WYFFOS results and this other study. Ob- 

serwtional errors c m  accoimt for the relatively Iarge scatter about t h e  best-fit lines 

in each cwise. 

4.3 H ,  and Young CIusters 

The presence of strong Balmer absorption is characteristic of .A type stars. These 

early-type stars have typicaI masses of 2 -3:& and short (5 I G y )  lifetirnes (Binney 

k l[em-field 1998). Therefore. the presence of particuIarIy strong H3 absorption in 

the integraced spectra of globular cluster candidates may be indicative of a o u n g  

steliar -stem. Burstein et al. (2984) reporteci an escess of H3 in many of the M31 

globularçlusters in their sample reIative to Sliky bVay GCs, suggestive r i la  population 

of younger ciusters. This anornaly is demonstrated in Figure 4.11. 

A number of targets in the LIWFOS sample were found to have strong tI3 ab- 

sorption md may represent young clusters or cIusters with a second population of 

intermediate age; t hese candidates are Iisted in Table 4.4. Figure 4.12 (upper panel) 

shows a plot of the line indes rneasurements for RB versris the abundance indicator 

Mg2 (Table -1.3 in Appendiu -A). 

For cornpuison. the lower pane1 of Figure 4.12 shows a similac plot of the results 

kom Brodie & Huchra (1990) and Huchra et al. (1996). The Huchra et aI. objects 
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Figure 4.8: A cornparison between published line index values Erom Burstein et al. (1984) 
and those determined in this study. Each pane1 shows a iinear fit to the data. 
weighted by the inverse square of the error bars. 
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Line Index Value (WYFFOS s a m p l e )  

Fiogre 4.9: A cornparison between published Line index values from Huchra et al. (1996) 
and those determiaed from the H2400B grating data in the curent study. The 
dotted lines show Linear fits weighted by the inverse square of the error bars. 
Note that the data point at the Iower-right of the CNR plot was not used in 
the fit. 
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Figure 4.10: A cornparison between publiçhed line index values Gom Huchra et al. (2996) 
and those determined h m  the R1200R gating data in the current study. The 
dotted lines show iinear fies weighted by the inverse square of the error bars. 
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O 0.05 O ! 0 I S  O.? 
My2 (BFGK) 

Figure 4.11: Ho line indices for Gaiactic GCs (open squares) and MI3 1 GCs (fillecl diarnonds) 
piotted against the abundance indicator Mg2 from Burstein et al. (1984. their 
Figure 5k). Burstein et al. found an enhancement in the Hg of severai M3L 
globiilars in comparison to their Milky Way coimterparts. 

which coincide with the L'E'FFOS sample and which faIl more than 20 above linear 

fits to their data are circIed in the upper pane1 of Figure 4.12. Barmby et al. (2000) 

identified some additional potentially yoiing objects based on the strengths of their 

Hg absorption: these candidates are boxed in Figure 4-12. Excepc for cluster B32Ï- 

S53 frorn the Barmby et al. sample, al1 of 'these objects also FaIl 2 10 above the 

best-fit s h o w  for the current study. The strong Balmer absorption of cluster B380- 

S313 found by Barmby et ai. (2000) is confirmed by the present study Ci'nfortunatelq-, 

none of the WI'FFOS targets with anomalously strong Ho were present in the Htichra 

et al. sample, and thus could not be confirmed using the Iower plot of Figure 4.12. 

4.4 GIobular Cluster Metalücities 

The absorption feature strengths obtained from the SWFFOS spectra can be used 

to determine the cluster metaiiicities. A comparison with met alkit!--sensitive infra- 
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I 

Current Study - 
! 

Figure 4.11: H/3 featiue strengths versus the Mg2 abundance indicator. Solid lines show 
Iinear fits to the data, while the dotted lines repreçent a threshold of twice the 
RMS of the 6t. The Iower panel shows M31 gbbuiar cluster l i e  indcu data 
Gom Table 2 of Htichra et al. (1996). The upper panet shows line indices from 
the curent  study, with a sample ecror bar given in the top-right corner. The 
large open circles in the upper panel show targets which were fomd to bave 
strong HP lines in the Hiichra et ai. (1996) szunple (B43-S106, B216-S367). 
Large open squares are the targets Eiagged as potentiaIly yoimg objects by 
B m b y  et al. (2000) based on the strength of their Balmer lines (8314S37. 
B321-S46, B327453, B380-S313). Note that a simple Linear fit to the H3 
versus Mg2 plots may be inappropriate. 
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Table 4.4: Clusters with strong H j  

Name HP 
B-LO-SI02 0.341 
B-Lg-SI 12 0.449 
B69-SI32 0.325 
881-SI42 0.372 
B91-SI51 0.333 

B'73T-S299 0.342 
B3Sl-S28S 0.24: 
B380-S313 0.294 

B445 0.303 
D-4039 0.324 

r d  colours ancl publishecl values of [Fe/H] will be used co establish the niecallicity 

calibration. 

The integrated colours of star cltisters depend on stellar content, age and metallicity. 

in particular. broadband infrared colours are primarilu sensitive to the bolometric 

luminosity of the cluster and the mean effective temperature of the composite red 

giant branch within the colour-magnitude diagram (.e.g. Cohen et al. 1978: Frogel. 

Persson Si Cohen 1980)- This correlation is due to a redward shift in the giant branch 

with increasing cliister metdlicity. -4s a resuk, infrared colours such as (b' - f<) 

provide effective measures of the abundances of old stellar systems (-4aronson et al. 

1978). An age difference of 5 G y  betmeen two GCs in the same duster system would 

produce a deviation of only 0.1 mag in reddening-corrected (V - (Frogel. Persson 

S: Cohen 1980). 

Frogel: Persson k Cohen (1980, henceforth FPC) presented infrared photometry 

for a total of 40 1131 globuIar clusters, of which there are 20 objects in cornman with 

the DWFOS sampIe. FPC found that the (V- - K)o colours of M31 globular clus- 



ters correlated ~rcll with reddening-free metallicity parameters obtained [rom optira1 

spectro-photomet- (unpublished data From Searle 1980: see FPC*s Figure 5). FPC 

quoted nomina1 Iu irncertainties of &CL10 on thcir (5;- - 1ilO C O ~ O U ~ S .  and obtained 

la resichlils of 0.28 in [Fc/R), comparable to the error espected from ohsenational 

tincertainties alone. BOnoli et al. (1987) obtained infrared photomecry for 18 globirtar 

clusters in >l32 on a similar photornetric system to thsc used by FPC. Bbnoli er; a[. 

quoted a mean error of 9 . 2 0  mag on their (I* - I<)o coIours. a wlric which incorpa- 

rated errors in the photometry as well as the uncertainty in the indiviclual reddening 

correct ions. 

Brodie Ss Huchra (1990) uscd these known inIrareci colours in cornbinatioii tvith 

Zinn k West's (1984) rnetallicities For Galactic globular clusters to derivc a calibrating 

rt4ationship: 

[Fe/HI = 1.574 (1.' - K),, - 5.110 (4.9) 

Tliey employed this caiibration to determine [FejHJ values for SI31 GCs with pub- 

Lishecl [R photornetry (froni FPC and Bonoli et al. 198'7). Brodie & Huchra (1990) 

then deriveci nietaliicities for the remaining clusters in ttieir sample bzseci on the re- 

sults of linear lest-squares fits of their nieasured line indices versus calcrdated [Fe/H]. 

Cohen & Mat t hsws ( 1994) O bserwd 23 313 1 GCs in optical and in frared. and com- 

prired tliese data with the rnetallicities of Iow-reddening calibrating clusters frorn Zinn 

k West (1984, updated by .i\rrnandroff S; Zinn 1988). They obtained the relationship: 

There is a negligible (=; 0.06 des) difference in the [Fe/H] talues predicted by the 

(b- - K)o relationship derit-ed by Cohen & Matthews and those from the calibration 

of Brodie & Huchra (1990. Equation 4.9 above). 

Correlations brtween rneasured line indices and the known (V - K)o colours for 

the WTFOS targets in cornmon vith the samples of Frogel, Persson Sc Cohen (1980), 
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Bbnoli et al. (1951). and Cohen S: Matthews (1994) are shown in Figure 4.13. Despite 

some scatter. there is a clear trend of increasing Lue index value with infrared coloiir 

for most of the featlire strengths. an indication that these \riil provicte goocl measures 

of metal abundance* 

Table 4.5 lists the results of robust fits to che plots of line index versus infratecl 

colour (Figure 4.13) oE the form 

Column -4 of Table 4.3 provicies the "range-nomalized" deviation (AReV) of the data 

from the fit. calcrilated by clividing the mean absolute cfeviation of the data by the 

y-a is  range of the fit: 

where LI is the measured value of the line index. Linear conelation coefficients ( r )  

are provideci in cohnin 5 of Table 4.5. 

The Cal indes is obtiously not a good indicator of metallicity for the BI31 globular 

clusters. H3 is rveakIy anti-conelated with (V - K)o  and metallicity, in agreement 

with the Endings of Brodie % Huchra (1990). instead, HO can be used as an age 

indicator, as discussed in Section -4.3. The rnetallicity calibration used to convert the 

\ t W F O S  line indices into [Fe/H] values is discussed in the upcoming section (4.4.2). 

.CIetalIicity determinations based on ( C r  - K)* are sensitive to the assumed red- 

dening for the calibrating clusters. Furthetmore, the infrared colour-metallicity cal- 

ibrntioris used in the samples above rely on the assumption that globular clusters 

in the Andcorneda Galaxy exhibit the same general properties as those of the Mil- 

Way- A given variation in infrared colour must correspond to metallicity changes in 

a similar manner as obsemed in Galactic clusters. Burstein et al. (1954) compared 

the Line index strengths of M31 globdar clusters with those of Galactic GCs and the 

nuclei of elliptical galaxies. They found that most of their indices (CHG. Mgb. MgH, 
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Figure 4.13: The quaIity of the abundance indicators as determined from the WYFFOS 
data based on a cornparison with infrared colour IV - K)cJ. CoIours are from 
Frogel et al. (1980: filled diamonds), Bbnoli et al. (1987: open carcles), and 
Cohen St Mat thews (1994: asten3ks)- 
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Table 4.5: Correlations berneen iine indices and (l.7 - KIo 

Line Index a b A m  T 

HSLK -0.23 0.22 0.22 0.64 

Fe) followed a smooth sequence with no offsets. However, they clid find anomaloiisly 

strong values of C 3 R  and H 3  in 1131 GCs çomparcd to those of the Siilky Way- 

Brodie 9= Huchra (1990) also found offsets in CNR abiinclance as  well as in HSiK 

for Galactic and 4131 clusters. in the sense that the Andromeda GCs tendecl to have 

greater line strengths. 

4.4.2 The Nletdlicity Calibration 

The metallicity calibration is often perforrned using observations of Galactic gIobular 

clusters For which metallicities are reasonably weI1-known. Xo Milky Way globular 

clusters were observed during this CC'YE'FOS run at LWT, so the metallicity d i -  

bration \vas derived based on published spectroscopic metallicities of M31 globular 

cltisters from the Iiterature. 

Figure 4.14 shows a cornparison of the LWFFOS line index results Mth published 

N31 globular cluster [Fe/HI values from wrious sources (Bbnoli et al. 198: Huchra. 

Brodie Sr Kent 1991: Barmby et ai. 2000). The results of Iinear fits of the form 

L I  = a + 6[Fe/H] weighted by L / $ & ~  are provided in columns 2 md 3 of Table 4.6. 
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Table 4.6: UctaIIicity caiibration 

Line a b a R41S T 

HkK 0.31 0.16 0.10 0.12 0.31 
CYR o . 1 ~  0.11 0.06 0.08 o.ai 
Ca1 0.00 -0.01 0.06 0.06 -0.03 

CHG' 0.25 0.09 0.08 0.06 0.63 
1 1.31 0.24 0.20 0.24 0.70 
H3 0.03 -0.05 0.02 0.05 4 - 3 4  

MgH 0.13 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.52 
Mg2 0.20 0.11 0.05 0.05 0.72 
MgG 0.13 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.75 
4Igb' 0.20 0.09 0.04 0.03 0.80 
Fe31 0.11 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.61 
Ft.53' 0.09 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.66 
Sote: Features marked with an asterisk were 

used in the final [Fe/H] calibration. 

Noce that only spectroscopicalIy-determined metallicici~s for ovdapp ing  targets were 

considered in the ralibration. and hence the Bbnoli et al. (1987) near infrared photo- 

metric rnetallicitics were not used in the fits. The interna1 errors of each featiire are 

reprodticed in coIiirnn 4 of Table 4.6: with the RMS residuais of the fit and ics linear 

correlation coefficient given in columns 5 and 6. respectiveIy. 

To besc represent the metal abundances of the WYFFOS targets. a line index !vas 

selected t o  contribute to the calibration if it met the following four criteria: 

1. The uncertainties associaeed with the line index did not exceed - '20% of the 

full range of observeci values. The Fe52 index did not satisfy this condition and 

\vas thus rejected from the calibration. 

2. The Linear correIation coefficient r esceeded a minimum value of r = 0.65. 

3- Yumericd experirnentation demonstrated that the feature strength m s  stable 

in the presence of mriation in the adopted d u e  oE cluster reddening. The 
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continuum break was founcl to be susceptible to reddeuing uncertaintics and 

\vas thus rejected. 

4. Only one line index mhich characrerizes a @en spectral feature was iricorpo- 

rated into the estimate. In the case of the rnagnesium triplet. the indices SIgG. 

Mg2 and Mgt; al1 provided an acceptable rneasure of essentially the same ab- 

sorption feature. Of these. the M g b  index demonstrated the highest correlation 

coefficient and a relatively lom RMS uncertainty, and was thus selected for use 

over the othcts. 

Line indices mhich met the above criteria included the CH G-band feature. M g b  

to characterize the strength of the rnagnesium 6 triplet. and the Fe53 iron line. FinaI 

cltister rnetallicities arid the associated uncertainties have been determined from the 

unweighted mean of the [Fe/H] values calculated [rom each of the CHG. 5igb and 

Fe53 line strengths for 202 of the PVkTFOS cargets. .4 pIot of the correlation betwen 

[FeJH] values in the current sample which overlap with samples frorn the Iiteracure 

is presented in Figure 4.15. The median d u e  of the forrnal m o r s  on the CSrLTFOS 

sample metallicities is I0.26 dex. 

The final results derived €rom the WYFFOS spectra are providecf in Table 4.7. 

inçluding target name. right ascension and declination. -Y and Y positions in arcmin- 

utes from the centre ofU31. cluster velocity and metallicity. Objects which have been 

identified as non-clusters and targets with higher-precision velocities or metallicities 

frorn the Iiterature are noted in the final column of Table 4.7. In Chapter 6. these 

data are incorporated into the .'best current sarnple" of spectroscopic results for 'il31 

globular clusters for subsequent andysis. 
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CHG i - 

Figure 4.14: The relationship between published line Fe/Hi values and the Iine indices in 
this study. Metaiiicity sources are as foIIows: a Hucbra, Brodie Si Kent 1991, o 
Barmby et al. 2000 and O Bbnoli et ai. 1987. The dotted Iines represent linear 
fits to the data. weighted by L/o&,,/,~. 
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Figure 4.15: The relationship bêtween published [Fe/H] values and the calibrated WYFFOS 
metaiiicities. The error bar in the upper Ieft represents the median formai error 
quoted on the FVYFFOS values. A Iinear fit. weighted by the inverse-square 
of the individuai uncertainties, is shown by the dashed line for cornparison to 
the unity relation (solid Iine). The RMS on the fit is 0.24 dex and its dope is 
0.94 k 0.02. 
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CO.STIXüED OX SEXT PACE 
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Table 4.7 (COSTINPED FROS1 PREVIOCS PAGE) 

GC ~ B I ~ S O  ~ ~ B I ~ S C I  X ('1 Y (') Ur [Fe/H] Notes 
B3-E-S9-I 00:38:-10.46 40:20:20.1 -40.35 -13.27 -479 -1.6250.02 

DA052 00:39:24.88 40:34:26.5 -24.03 -10.29 - - 
CONTIXUED OH NEW PAGE 
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Table 4.7 (COSTIXCED FROM PRELTOCS PAGE) 

GC aeietio 6 ~ 1 9 5 0  X O) Y (7 U r  [Fe/H] Notes 
DA053 00:39:26.04 40:21:37.9 -34.00 -18.33 - - 

-1.74 + 0.40 
-0.80 i 0.1s PM L+ 
- 1-18 I 0.44 HBK [Fe/H] 

- 
- 1.81 I 0.06 
- 1.39 0.80 
-1.80 0.61 
-1.03 I 0.12 
-0.90 st 0.23 
O 5 0 . 4  HBK [Fe/H! 
0.04 & 0.38 (stellar:') 

-1.21 i0.13 
-1.57 zk 0.10 

- 
- 1.13 * 0.3'2 
-0.13 k 0.41 
-1.06 i 0.12 

- stellnr 
-0.88 f 0.12 
-1.33 10.45 
-0.49 i 0.18 
-1.69 f 0.34 
-1.52 IO.08 
-0.80 I- 0.14 

- BO0 u,. [Fe/H] 
-1.21 3~ 0.32 
-1.28 f 0.19 
-0.64 10.08 
-1.62 I 0.04 
- 1.62 F 0.43 
-1.21 f 0.29 
-0.88 I0.77 
-1.59 f 0.21 
-0.64 k 0.21 
-0.87 It 0.07 
-1.15 It 0.34 
-1.33 k 0.25 

CO."rT[NUED O?; NEXT PAGE 
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Table 4.7 (COXTIYCED FROsr PREVIOUS PACE) 

GC a a w o  de ies~  X (') Y ('1 V, [Fe/Hl Notes 
B467-S'>0'2 00:40:'11.31 41:45:?3.2 38.49 24.93 -344 -2.-19 f 0.47 
B386-9106 00:40:25.80 4 I:34:OS.I 30.06 17.38 -192 - 1-46 k 0.28 
Bi86-S1Il 00:-10:29.45 -104-15S.S -8.27 -13.51 417  -1.3li0.33 
B 15&S'213 00:-10:30.0S 40:5O:%. 1 -3.44 -9.88 -177 - 1-02 i 0.02 DG u, 

BE9 00:40:30.20 1 : 0 8 1  10.66 1.13 -17; -1.5s & 0.41 
B l6O-Sld QO:40:30.64 4&45:10.2 -7.89 -13.31 -334 - 1-17 k 123 
B 161-S'LE OO:40:3I .O6 -10:54:59.6 -0.11 -7.51 3 - 1.60 f 0.48 HBK [Fc/H] 

0 16.1 00:.10:33.fT 40:S6:03.9 1.05 -7.26 -294 -0.09 k 0.40 
B.1694220 00:40:34.64 41:S3:52. 1 46.64 28.28 - - -. - B166 00:40:36.09 40:56:08.2 1.37 - 4  .a6 -23 -LA3 i 0.37 

B 167 00:40:36.73 4 O:5?12.9 1.69 -6.68 -229 -0.42 * 0.23 
B168 00:40:36.87 -It:IT:39.6 76.39 11.63 - - 

B 170-Sfl2 L 00:40:39.'!4 40%: 16.5 -l5.46 -21.52 -295 -0-54 k 024 
DA060 00:40:39.76 41:29:29.T 28.05 12.49 - - stcllar 

B272-Y294 00:40:40.94 -11:20:46.4 21 32 6.93 -120 - 1.25 k 0.16 
BlTl-S222 00:40:4l.lT 4O:ig:L 1.8 4.37 -6.42 -280 -0.41 5 0.04 P80 c, 
Bl76-S'137 00:40:46.17 40:32:45.6 -15.84 -23.49 -.i2.i - 1.60 1i 0.10 
B1Ï9-S230 00:40:46.67 41:01:19.5 7.08 46.' -153 -1.10k0.02 
B 130-S231 00:40:47.36 -L0:51:21.9 -1.07 -11.13 -203 -I.L9 C, 0.07 
B182-5233 00:40:52.24 40:52:47.1 -0.17 -11.64 -339 - 2 0.12 PS9 P,  

BliO 00:-10:52.74 41:33:22.0 48.32 25.32 - - 
B I8%SZX 00:40:52.82 40:58:17.3 5.112 -8.71 -163 -0.76 k O.US 
BIS4S336 00:40:5'>.91 4120:09.6 12.23 4.78 -152 -0.37 k 0.40 
B1T1-S238 00:40:a6.86 41:51:3L.F 47.35 23.58 - 
B I8&SXN 00:40:36.99 41:08;00.6 13.15 -3.33 -184 - 1.51 5 O. 17 
0190-S24l 00:40:58.79 41:17:40.5 10.95 1.38 -86 -1.03 i 0.09 
8 193-S244 00:41:00.91 41:20:31.1 23.15 3.84 49 -0.4 k O 1 Pa9 U, 

S245 00:41:02.94 41:LO:TI.Ï 13.96 -2.54 -143 -0.31 k 0.16 
B472 00:41:03.85 41:10:27.S 18-87 -2.83 -117 -L.G&0.0'2 

B 197-S247 00:41:05.13 41:13:45.2 18.61 -0.95 -9 -0.43 I 0.36 
B199-S248 00:41:0û.43 40:41:49.7 -6.45 -20.76 -396 -1.50I0.11 
Bl99-SS49 00:41:05.45 41:15:27.3 29.98 0.02 -105 -1.13 2 0.30 

B200 00:41:05.82 41:12:57.7 18.07 -1.57 -153 -0.91 * 0.61 
8203-5252 00:41:11.03 41:16:10.0 21.19 -0.36 -199 -0.90 C 0.32 
B204S254 00:41:11.&1 41:05:37.5 13.00 -7.00 -353 -0.90 f: O.17 
B207S2W 00:f Irl4.96 40:4g:45.7 0.90 -17.27 -173 -0.8 1 L 0.39 
B'L0S-5259 00:4I:13.48 41:06:46.5 14-33 -6.83 -222 -0.34 * 0.04 
B209-S261 00:41:18.01 41:09:01.5 16.39 -3.82 4 6 7  -1.37 3z 0.13 

8210 0OAlrl8.22 40:57:59-4 7.74 -12.67 -261 -1.90 10.32 
8213-S254 00:41:18.85 41:Ikf3.8 20.58 -2.Z -539 -1.02kO.11 

CONTiNUED OJ Y E . T  PAGE 
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Table 4.7 (COSTISCED FROM PREVIOCS PACE) 

GC aeieao beinao X ('1 Y ('1 U, [Fe/H] Notes 
B'I14-2265 00:41:19.32 41:09:33.5 17.22 4-47 -258 -1.00 0.61 

-1.80 0.36 
- 1.52 k 0.26 
- 1.87 0.39 

- HII region 

-0.93 I 0.14 
-1.19 i: 0.07 DG c, 
-0.01 F 0.57 RBK [Fe/H] 
-1.21 I0.09 
- 1.29 I 0.04 
-0.93 I 0.95 BO0 [Fe/M] 
-1.13 I0.51 
- 1.80 I 0.05 P89 r, 
-0.67I 0.12 DG U, 

- 
- 

-2.17 F 0.16 HBK 
-1.78 F 0.19 BO0 [Fe/H] 
- 1-49 I 0.41 
-1.83 F0.14 
0.33 I 0.36 
-0.87 10.52 
-0.95 L 0.13 
- 1.79 I 0.05 
-2.32 k 0.53 

- KlI region 
COXTINUED ON NE'CT PXGE 
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Table 4.7 (CONTISVED FR011 PREVIOCS PACE) 

GC a s i e s o  6 ~ 1 9 ~ 0  X ('1 Y ('1 Vr [WH]  Notes 
B3744306 00:42:39.36 41:25:31.5 4114 -10.30 -96 -1.90 0.67 

B480 00:43:00.36 41:29:29.2 44-36 -8.18 -135 -1.86 0.66 
B37J-S307 00:-13:00.42 41:23:1S.5 39.53 -12.03 -209 - HBK [Fe/W 

DAO84 00:43:04.14 41:36:25.6 7 6  -11.08 -192 -1.79 = 0.71 
B483 00:43:08.60 41:45:54.6 58-17 0.84 -53 -2.96 f 0.35 

8.184-S310 00:-Kk08.66 41:31:13.8 46.69 -8.31 -104 -1.95 k U.59 
B378-S311 00:43:11.94 4I:3i:07.4 51.68 -5.12 -205 -1.64 C 0.16 

DA086 00:43:10.0'1 43:13:15.6 80.88 16.7- - - galaxy 
B3SO-S313 00:43:20.76 -11:44:39.3 58.47 -1.82 -13 -2.31 & 0.45 
B38S-S31T 00:43:35.09 41:21:17.3 -10.83 -1692 -302 -1.52 2 0.17 

DAO87 00:43:36.01 12:Ii:56.T 86.38 16.83 - - gala. 
8385-S321 00:43:39.62 41:18:46.3 40.57 -20.62 - - 

8356-S322 00:43:41.55 41:45:39.0 62.66 -4.23 -391 -1.62 rt 0.14 
BoD239 00:43:53.07 42:OO:OS.l 74.37 3.18 -78 - 1-71 i 0.63 
D.4088 00:43:56.26 41:59:16.8 74-15 2.24 - - 

8359-S326 00:43:58.33 41:32:47.4 53-71 -14.60 - 
BoD292 00:43:59.97 42:04:33.1 78.96 5.21 -70 -0.47 i: 0.54 
DA089 00:44:00.44 42:32:05.2 100.28 22.16 - - 

S327 004403.60 42:28:?4.3 97.73 19.38 -259 -1.85 L 0.06 
8391-S328 00:44:12.68 41:17:34.4 43.51 -26.21 -325 -0.55 It 0.59 
B392-S329 QO:44:15.32 41:38:22.0 60.04 -13.60 - - steIIar 

B493 00:4-L:28.69 f2:00:43.3 79.04 -1.36 - - 
DA091 00:44:38.86 42:23:22.2 97.37 11.13 - - 

S337 00:44:44.04 -1 1:'>6:59.1 54.53 -24.9 1 - - gd- 
DAO92 00:44:51. 42:31:32.3 105.70 14.45 - - 
DA093 00:45:00.04 42:28:34.1 104.37 11.36 - - 
DA094 00:43:08. 19 42:17:39&7 104.61 9.62 - - 
DA095 00:45:11.35 41:50:35,T 76-12 -14.09 - - ga1x-y 

B400-S3.13 00:45:15.36 42:09:11.1 91.06 -3.00 -233 -2.01 & 0.21 
DA091 00:43:22.74 4 2:38:5T.S 115.08 14.63 - - 

DA098 00:45:U.02 42:0220.4 58.96 -11.29 - - 
8403-53.16 00:43:50.00 41:45:13.5 76.47 -23.07 - - F93 U, 

BA11 00:45:59.33 42:07:16.9 94.70 -10.54 -97 -1.14 k 0.61 
DA099 00:46:02.00 42:16:24.1 102.09 -5.18 - - 

DA0100 00:46:14.98 11:59:15.6 90.33 -17.81 - - gda.uy 
DAO101 00:46:20.09 42:14:12.4 102.50 -9.17 - - 

B305 00:46:28.99 42:02:43.5 94.62 -17.68 - - 

DA0104 00:46:34.96 .LL:59:56.0 93J6 -20.30 - - 
DA0106 00:46:49.57 41:59:59.2 94.91 -22.38 - - g a l q  
DA0107 00:46:34.67 42:29:11.2 118.14 4.68 - - g d a .  

B406 00:47:12.80 41:59:36.0 97.33 -25.97 - - gaIaq- 
S353 00-1731-42 12:19:24.6 114.86 -16.11 - - F93 a, 

Cohrnn 6: Radial velocities in kms-l, wïth associated uncertainty of Il2 kms-'. 
Column 8: P89 = Peterson 1989; HBK = Huchra, Brodie St Kent 1991; F93 = Fedénci 

et al. 1993; DG = Dubath & Gdlmair 1997; BO0 = Barmby et aI. 2000. 



5.  THE CFHT MOS/ARGUS SPECTRA: DATA 
AND ANALYSE 

[n addition to the \VYFFOS data presented in the previous chapter. moderate- to 

loir-resolution spcctra for - 200 of the brightest M31 globular clusters were obtained 

from the Canada-France-Hawaii 3.6 rn telescope' (CFHT) using the MOS/.4RGL:S 

system. The targets of this study estended out into the haIo of the g a l q  and 

the prirnary intention was to improve upon and extend the kinematic database of 

b131's GCS, Xlthough the image processing procedure follorved the sarne general 

principles presented for the WYFFOS spectra. it tvas necessary to d a p t  the reduction 

dgorithms CO the unique format of the XRGL'S data. The -4RGCS instrument, data, 

image processing rnethod and results are described in this chapter. 

5.1 The MOS/ARGUS Instrument and Data Acquisition 

5.1.1 h s  tr umen t Description 

The ARGUS multi-fibre system is an integral FieldSpectroscopy (IFS) device wherein 

three-dimensional data (two spatial dimensions and one spectral) can be ob tained for 

the purpose of studying small, extended astronomicaI objects. ARGGS rearranges the 

Iight from a 12.8" x 7.8'' area of the sky into a long "pseudo-dit", the Light from mhich 

gets dispersed in waveIength using the CFHT hlulti-Object haging Spectrograph 

(MOS) system. 

CFHT nui by the National Research Council of Canada, ie Centre Xational de [a Recherche 
Scientifique de France, and the University of Hawaii. 
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A schematic of the compIete lIOS/?IRGCS system at CFHT is providccl in Fig- 

ure S.1 (adapted frorn Figure 3 of L-anderricst 1995j. At the entrance side of ~ h e  

6bre-optics system. the fibres are arranged in a lozenge-shapcd arrq-: 2-5 rows with a 

middle row consisting of 30 fibres and edges of 15. This fibre arrarigernent is çt1on-n 

in Figure 5.2. The fibre bundle collects the light at the Cassegmin f~crrs (nith che 

410s mirror out). then redirects it into the collimator of the miilti-object spectrome- 

ter. At the exit. siiccessive rows of the lozenge are aligned vertically mith the interna1 

orcler maintained within each row. One-fibre-diameter "dead fibre" spacers have been 

inserted between each rotv in order to facilitate image reconstruction and georneccï- 

cal distortion corrections. In all, there are 622 fibres: 594 active fibres pIus clead 

fibre spacers. The total length of the pseudo-slit is 77.75 mm with sorne vignetting 

occurring at the edges. The ARGC'S image layout is describecl in more detaiI in 

Section 5.2.1. 

The fibres themselws are 50 cm long and have n 100 pm diameter silica core. with 

cladding which brings the total diameter up to 125 Pm. The outer fibre clzddirig hns 

been rernoved at the entrance so that the distance betwveen adjacent fibre centres is 

110 Fm. Each LOO prn fibre samples ri 0.40" field. thanks to an enlarger mounted at 

Cassegrain focus nhich transforms the beam from F/S to F/14.5 to account for focai 

ratio degradation within the fibres. At the a i t ,  the ,LIOS coIIimator (F/8) collects 

the beam. For a technical description of the SIulti-Object Irnaging Spectrograpti, the 

reader is referred to the MOS User's Manual (Vanderriest & Bohlender. 1996). 

By virtue of its ttw-dimensional coIIecting area of packed fibres. the key ad~antage 

of the ARGUS systern is that it permits a greater Iight throughput than would be 

feasible using conventional slit spectroscopy. while providing the spectrai resoIution 

one would enjoy with a very thin slit. With a grism in place. the spectral resolution is 

similac to wbat could be obtained using a sIit 100 prn wide, which ~ ~ o u l d  itself subtend 

an angle of 0.7" on the sIcy. This instrument is ideal for obtaining spectra of extended 
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Figure dl: A schematic showing the MOS/;IRGUS system (see Section 5.L for detads). 
This figure has been dupIicated from Figure 3 of Vanderriest (1995). 
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Fiowe 5.2: A schematic the -4RGUS fibre arrangercent. There are 25 rom of fibres with 
30 fibres in the middle row. 

resolved objec ts such as the 5131 globular clusters, which themselves subtend effective 

diameters of a couple of arcseconds on the sky. Since the transmission of the fibres is 

.v 50% down to 2800 -4. the overall system throughput is quite high. 

In addition to its greater throughput of Iight €or a slit of comparable resolution, 

this instrument provides spectroscopic information while presert-ing sorne degree of 

spatial information oyer the extent of the target. With the large field of view obtained 

with MOS/ARGVS. one can collect most of the cluster light (niinus the usual fibre 

losses) along with good simultaneous local sky sampIing for the 5131 gIobuIar clusters. 

5.1.2 The Observations 

The MOS/.iRGUS observatioris of the -1131 GCS were made by D. Hanes and K. 

Perrett at the CFHT 3.6 m telescope over the course of four nights frorn Xugust 18 

to 31, 1995, during which excellent (siib-arcsecond) seeing conditions were enjoÿed. 

Individual integration times were set in the range of 100 to  300 seconds, depending 

on the brightness of the target. 

The original intention for the MOS/,c\RGUS observations  vas to obtain data in 

the blue region of the s p e c t m  (e-g. shortwards of - 5300 -4) using the blue-sensitive 

Orbit CCD chip and an appropriate grism. -4s has been demonstrated in the pre- 

ceding chapters, this spectral range is rich in absorption features and provides some 

favourabre metallicity indicators. At the tirne of the observations. homever. it \vas 
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Fiorne 5.3: The response curve for the R300-2 gism used to obtain the ARGUS images at 
CFHT (obtained from the CFHT web site uwur.cfht.huwaii.edu). 

learned that the blue-sensitive Orbit chip was not available for use due to unexpected 

delays in testing. The observing program was rnoclified on-site to accommodate an 

amilable detector. The Loral3 detector (2048 x 2048 pix2) was usecl with a riorninal 

gain set to 2.37 electrons/XD[i and with a readoirt noise of 5.3 electrons/pLuel. 

t'nfortunatel4; the Loral3 detector had poor sensitivity below - 6000 -4 and, as 

a result, we opted to obtain loiver dispersion spectra towards red and near-infrared 

wavelengths. At the time of the observations, no 600-line R grisrn \vas arailable. 

Ttierefore, the R300-2 grisrn \vas used. yielding a spectral resolution of uround.i.3 -4. 

The spectral coverage with this grism was 4800 to 10 000 ?1 Mth a nuil deviation of 

X = 7307 -4- The prorninent absorption features in this range of the spectrum include 

SaD, H,, and the Ca11 triplet. The response curve of the R300-2 grism used at CFHT 

is s h o m  in Figure 3.3. The detector, mounted behind the re-imaging optics of the 

NOS instrument, yielded an image scale of 03 l" /pk  for 15 pm pixels. Spectra were 

obtained Mth the MOS minor out and grism in place (see Figure S.1). 

Centring of the target objects was achieved by taking a direct image of a bright 

guide star at the start of each night and at intervds thereafter. The centre of the 
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ARGL-S fibre bundle was knonn to be located at pisels S = 211.5. 1- = 110.0 for 

a '100x200 pis2 subraster centred on pkel coordinate (1024.10'14). Targeting nas 

facilitated by the fact chat 1131 globular cIusters appear dis t inct-  non-stellar on the 

display: the dristers were easily distinguishable from foreground stars. The fociis \ras 

periodically adjusted during the night using a bright star in order to concentrate che 

light into a minimum number of fibres. 

The target objects for this run nerc selected from the clusters in the Battistini 

et al. (1987) catalogue for which there existed no accirrate radial velocity dctermina- 

tions from the Iiterature. In particular, these included clusters for which no velocities 

had previously been determined. as well as those for which the uncertainties exceecied - 5 0  krns-'. The observations were obtained during the relatively short nights of 

.4ugustt yet we were able to obtain a total of 193 cluster spectra d o m  to a limiting 

magnitude of I/' 17. A log of the observations is provided in Table B.1. Figure Z.4 

shows a piot of the major and minor a i s  positions of the M31 clusters observetl at 

CFHT. There were 102 ARGCS targets which overlapped with the WWFOS sample. 

Comparison exposures of helium and neon/argon emission lamps were interspcrsed 

with the program object observations for the purpose of wavelength calibration. Spec- 

tral calibrations were obtained every hour or less during the night in order to corn- 

pensate for internal flexure in the !vIOS/XRGL;S instrument system, as the telescope 

tracked M31 across the sky. According to the BIOS manuai (Vanderriest k Bohlender 

1996), internal fle'rures of MOS and the CCD used for testing amounted to roughIy 

13pm at the focal pIane of the detector over a motion of 4 hr across the sky. 

Spectra of the halogen lamp and of the twilight s -  were obtained for the pur- 

poses of BatfieIding (see Section .j.U). Several Galactic glo bular clusters n;it h well- 

determined velocities and [Fe/H] values were also observed. along 6 t h  G and K 

giants with high-precision velocities for use as stellar templates. Spectra for several 

Bu-x standard stars were aiso obtained in order to calibrate the absolute throughput of 
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Figure 5.4: Major and minor auis positions for the 198 MOS/ARGUS targe ts obsemed 
at CFHT. Objects for which there exist no prior pubIished veiocity results 
are shown by the solid diamonds. M31 targets with low-precision previousy- 
pubhhed results are represented by open squares, ruid t hose wi t h hïgh-precisiou 
velocities are shown by asterisks. 
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the fibres ancl to cornpensate for the i~avelength-clependent sensitivity of the optiçal 

system (discussed later in Section 5 .-LI). 

5.2 ARGUS Data Reduction 

The data reduction of the .ARGUS images Followed the same general procetlure as 

outlined For the \\YFFOS data in Chapter 3. Due to the unique image format af the 

data obtaiuecl, the reduction softwtire was tailorecl specifically for dealing \vit11 the 

ARGUS fibre bundle output. 

Image preprocessing, spectral extraction and direct image reconstruction of the 

ARGUS frarnes were facilitated by a set of IRAF procedures and F0RTR.U code 

designed and written bu D. Hanes. ïhese tools werc converted and combined into 

ari IR.-IF task (named ARGUS . c l )  by K. Perrett? incorporating rninor modifications 

in technique and procedure. The particulars of this data reduction procedurc are 

described in this section. 

5.2.1 Image Layout and Preprocessing 

-4 schernatic of the fibre geometrq- and image layout obtained through the AR- 

GCS/MOS system is shown in Figure 3.3. The dispersion avis is horizontal. follon-ing 

along the pixel rom of the CCD frarne with wavelength increasing to the left. Ttie 

spatial a?us lies vertically along the image colurnns. Adjacent pixels dong the pseudo- 

d i t  (i.e. aIong a column in the detector) correspond to successive fibres along a roiv 

in the focai image (Le. same wavelength A), and accordingly there is some degree of 

mking in the spectra From different spatial points on the target object. Adjacent 

rom of fibres are separated by dead fibres intended for use as spacers in the data. 

Preprocessing of the raw ARGUS frames included bias subtraction and distortion 

correction. Bias images were generated From the mean of 12 zero-duration exposures 

For the necessary raster sizes which were obtained over the course of the obsertïng 
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Linc 
spatial axis 

Fiogre 5.5: A simplified schematic of the image Iayout obtained using the bIOS/ARGUS 
setup at CFHT. On the left is a stylized dia,- of the ARGUS fibre bundle, 
showing the hexagonal packing of the fibres (smaii circles) overlying the iight 
profile of the target object (large 6iied circIe). The iines of fibres are reorganized 
onto the image as shown on the right, separated by "deadn fibres fshown with 
crosses). The light emerging from the fibres is dispersed dong the horizontal 
a.. 
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run to provide a mode1 of the bias Ievels of the CCD ( b i s  subtrnction is discussed in 

Section 3.2.1). Any deviations in the bias structure from night to night aere found to 

be insignifiant. thus a single mean bias frame was created by averaging al1 of biases 

obtained for a givco raster. The overscan strip leve1 from each image and the mean 

bias frame were each subtracted €rom the program images in order to rernove the bias 

offsets and pixel-to-pixel structure in the chip. respectively. A sampIe biassiibtracted 

frame of an 5.131 globular cluster is shown in Figure 5.6. 

Optical distortions within the instrument cause curvature mhich is typically niost 

eviclent in the outer regions O C  the image. This ciirvature was removed prior to spec- 

tral extraction by rnapping the dead fibre positions across the chip into straigiit rows 

iising the IR--IF task geomap, which computed the spatial transformation functions 

using a poLynornial surface fit. The frames were then reconfigrred into iindistorted 

images usinp the geornetrical transformation task geotran. The dead row positions 

were determined from the halogen spectral images, in which the entire fibre bundie 

ms illuminated quite brightly. The distortion itself was discovered to be remarbbly 

consistent from frame to frame. hence it was possible to appIy the sarne spatial cor- 

rection to each ARGUS image. Towards the top ancl bottom of each -4RGCS frarne. 

the variation in the wrtical position of the dead fibre row !vas of the order of 6 pixels 

from the edge of the image to the centre. Towards the rniddle rotvs of the image, this 

variation vas much Less severe. In the straightened images. the nul1 spectra corrc- 

sponding to dead spacers were redistributed Linearly dong the CCD rows. TypicaI 

RhTS uncertainties in the distortion corrected (rorv-straightened) images were of order 

0.3 pisels across the frarne. 

Cosmic ray events appear as bright pixels within the data Frame. and such features 

should generaily be removed €rom the image during preprocessing- The ARGUS irn- 

age format intrinsicaily yieIded some large variations in brightness between adjacent 

rom of sky light. cluster iight and dead fibre rows. -4s a result, a straightfonvard 
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r"iOwe 5.6: A sampIe preprocessed kame of M31 globular cluster BI24 obtained with the 
MOS/ARGUS setup at CFHT. The dispersion axis is horizontal. Refer to Fig- 
ure 5.5. for a fiame layout schematic. Cosmic ray events are evident as mal1 
bright specks in the image. 
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sigma-clipping algorithm m s  inadequate for cosmic r q  identification s h c e  ttiis t ~ t i -  

nique erroneously identified some of the feature lines as spurious counts. Insteati. 

an algorithm m s  used whcreby large positive deviations in brightness were iclentified 

initially on- dong (straightened) image rows. This stage flagged cosmic rays and 

hot pixels in addition to the nearly-vertical sky emission Lines. The second stage of 

the algorithm then distingirished large sigma deviations along image co1umns. to rc- 

more the misidentified sky Lines From the cosmic ray list. Cosmic ray hits were then 

removed by replacing each affected pisel with the median count value in the 15 pisels 

flanking the offending pixel. SeveraI glancing cosmic ray events mhich €el1 by chance 

aIoog image colurnris were unavoidably missed due to their orientation, but these few 

.'hot pixeIs" rvere later flaggeci and disregardeci in the final spectra. 

The 618 fibre positions (including the 24 dead fibre spacersj were mappecl to 

their exact output locations on ttie straightened frame tising the knomn positions OF 

the dead Fibres in the ARGUS bundle. their measured output frarne locations (deaci 

rows), as well as the exact sizes and spacing of the individual optical fibres. A iinear 

lest-squares fit was used to determine tlie scaling of the frarne: the fibre-to-piset 

conespondence. The fraction of Iight from each fibre which got projected into a given 

row was found from the known physical extent of each fibre image output on the 

CCD. 

More specificaliy. the coordinate systern along the pseudo-sIit !vas defined such 

that the centre of the first active fibre lies at Y, = 0.00 along the pseudo-dit. Each 

fibre has an interna1 radius of 0.05 mm and a total outer diameter of 0-125 mm, 

incIuding the cladding. The centre of the second fibre in the slit is therefore known 

to Lie at y, = 0-123 mm? and so on. least-squares Et was used to determine 

the correlation between the k n o m  dead fibre positions in miIlinieters (yF) and the 

measured pixel coordinate position YccD for each of the dead fibre minima: these dead 

fibre positions were specified during using geotran dunng the image straightening 
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This schetnacic dernonstrates the relative size of the ARGUS fibres (circles) 
and the CCD pixels (squares) in the plane of the pseudo-dit. Note that the 
individual fibres do not project into an integral number of rows. and somc flux 
redistribution is required. 

step discussed previously. The least-squares solution for images which used the fu11 

raster was 

Ycco = '23.5 Y,, + 94.4 (5.1) 

where YccD is eqressed in pisels and Yps is in units of mm. The size of one pixel 

translates into y,, = 0.043 mm in the plane of the pseudo-slit. The "back-projected" 

Lirnits of each CCD pisel were detemined in this manner, thus defining the estent to 

which the light from a given fibre fails into any particular pisel. This understanding 

of how light from each fibre is divided among the pixels into which the fibre gets pro- 

jected aIIowed for the integration of signal over the appropriate CCD area. Figure 5.7 

shows a graphical representation of the fibre-pixel correIation as projected ont0 the 

pseudo-sli t . 

The flux was then redistributed into an output image such that each row on the 

image Frame was set to correspond to the light from a single fibre. The dead fibres 
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Figure 5.8: A sarnple ARGUS image of the hl31 globular cluster BL24 which hâs been 
straightened and flu-redistribiitcd. The size of the original image was 1400 x 
2048 pix2, while the refluxed image shown here is 1400 x 594 Note the 
remaining curmture dong the vertical mis; it was not riecessary to remove this 
curvature sincc each row rvas treated inclependently. 

tvere discarded, Leaving images consisting of 594 rows: one per fibre (most of the 

original target frames were initially 20.18 rons). The effects of scattered light in the 

image were found to be negiigible, and it was not necessary to pursue this forrn of 

correction for the ARGGS data. These straightened, Aus-redistributed images sewed 

as the input frames to the spectraI extraction software described below. -4 sarnple 

image is shown in Figure 5.8. 

5.2.2 Reconstruction of the Direct Image 

The bias-subtracted, straightened and refiued images were used as input to the 

ARGUS task. First, it is usefd to reconstruct the direct image of the target as it was 

incident on the fibre bundle, based on the output pattern received at the CCD from 

the pseudo-dit. This allorved for a visua1 inspection of the target field to identify and 

flag areas containing light from peripheral stars in the field as well as fibres which 

were Bawed. 

To reconstmct the direct image of the target on the CCD. the pixel data m r e  

collapsed along the dispersion avis into a single summed colurnn. In this manner, 

each pixel d u e  d o m  the coiumn represented the totaI Iight from one fibre over 
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Figure 5.9: A sarnple reconstructed M G U S  image of M31 globuiar cluster B124. The 
hexagonal shape of the ARGUS fibre bundIe is apparent. The bright area to 
the lower-right of the image centre indicates the region of the fibre biindle which 
was illuminated by cluster light. Note the fading (to the right) in the top ruw 
and a sirnila effect (to the left) in the bottom row. This is due to vignetting at 
the ends of the pseudeslit. 

a defined wavelength range. Each pixel's light was mapped onto the fibre's known 

coordinates in the hexagonal bundle, and the direct image of the target was recreated 

in a 400 x 300 pix' grid. An example of such a reconstructed ARGUS image is shown 

in Figure 5.9, and the full M31 GCS cataIogue of direct images is given in Appendk C. 

This image reconstruction tvas used to interactively define the extent of the target 

Iight in che fibre bundle, permitting the designation of sky fibres for later use in the 

sky subtraction procedure. The reconstructed frarnes tvere also useFu1 for defiaing 

unmnted regions in the frame in order to omit them Gom the spectral extraction, 

these bad regions being due to image bieeding, companion objects, or defective fibres. 

At the coinpletion of this step, the allocated target and sky fibre positions were 

marked on the direct image for verification. 
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5.2.3 Spectral Extraction 

The light transmission eEciencies of the fibres were ascertained and tahdatetl by 

D. Hanes using twilight sky Batfield images with uniform illumination across rhe 

fibre bundle. The flirs in each fibre mas divided bu the fibre's relative throughpuc to 

boost the less sensitive fibres and to decrease the response of those with greater light 

transmission. in essence creating the equivalent of a fiatfielded image. 

IVith the throughput correction complete. the mean sky brightness per fibre was 

determined from the average of the sky fibre intensities. The data were then siimmecl 

over each target fibre to determine the signal-to-noise ratio (SIS') in each fibre. The 

S/'i values for the cluster fibres werc used to assign the fibre's weighting factor for the 

purpose of spectral estraction. This form of optimal extraction was used to construct 

the output spectrum from each fibre: pisels containing the lowest flux and largest 

iincertainties were duly rissignecl the lowest weights and vice versa. 

The nest stage was to set the dispersion (wavelength) scale for each spectrum. 

Composite "arc" frarnes were constructed by combining the nearest available helium 

and neon/argon emission lamp images which flanked the target observation in time of 

elposure. The input arc spectral images were preprocessed, straightened ancl refluxed 

in EL manner identical to that for the program frarnes. As such, each fibre row in 

che composite arc images corresponded to the very same fibre rom in the associated 

target spectrum. This made it a very straightfomard task to assign an appropriate 

wavelength scale to the dispersed light collected by each fibre. The dispersion solution 

was computed in the same manner as the WYF'FOS data. using the IRAF t a k  

identify in the central fibre row of the composite arc frame to semi-manuaI1y identi- 

and compare bright spectral features from a table of accurately k n o m  HeXe-.ir Line 

wavelengths, -4 total of 35 to 40 Iines were identified in the arcs spectra. The observed 

positions and waveIengths of these lines were fit Rith a 4th order cubic spline. jïeiding 

the dispersion solution. This reference dispersion solution and the feature database 
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with a 3 pixel tolerarice were used to conipute the n-avelengh scale of each film roir- 

individually, 

The RSIS of the dispersion fits were typically g, 0.1 - 0.15 -4 for toughlv 35 lines 

uvcr the wavelength range of interest. This value is satisfactory considering t h ,  

with the R300-2 grism's dispersion of 3.35 .i/pixei, this yields RMS errors on the 

mavelengt h scale mhich amount co less than - 0.04 pixels over the usable width of 

the ctiip. The IR4F task dispcor nTas iised to a s s i s  the appropriate dispersion 

solution to each program spectrum fibre row. 

Mean sky spectra were determined using the average of the dispersed light frorn the 

fibres beyond the radius of the M32 globular cluster türget. as specifiecl interactively 

by visual inspection of the reconstructed direct image. The vignetted ends of the 

pseucio-dit were omitted. In the case of the Galactic globular cluster calibration 

frames, where thc cluster light spaus the entire image and beond. separate frames 

were obtained in a region of blank shy near the target. The mean sky spectrum was 

subtracted froni each target. scaling the sky image by the ratio of the exposure times 

where necessacy 

A high-S/X esample of an extracted, s - subt rac ted  ARGUS spectrum for 1,131 

globular clrister B225 is shown in Figure 3.10. 

5.3 Radiai Velocities fkom the ARGUS Data 

The final one-dimensional extracted, dispersion-corrected and s -subt rac ted  ARGUS 

spectra were used to measure cluster radial velacitieç by cross-correlating them with 

template object spectra. This is the same procedure used for the CVWFOS data 

(Section 4.1.1). 
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Figure 5.10: A sample atracted, sky-subtracted ARGUS spectrum of PU131 globuiar clustcr 
B225, with some of the absorption features labelled. The ordinate avis is linear 
in arbitrary units: with zero at the bottom. 

.A total of 12 radial velocity standards were observed in the hopes of securing the best 

radial velocity estimates possible. These calibrating templates are listed in Tables 5.1 

and 3.2, Stellar ternplate data given in Table 3.1 are from the .4stronomical AImanac 

(1998): BI950 target right ascension (RA) and dedination (Dec), visual magnitude 

VI stellar spectral type SpT and helioceatrïc radial velocity v, of the stellar template 

and its associated uncertainty are prot-ided. Galactic globular cluster data listed in 

Table 5.2 are from Harris (1996) and references therein: cluster coordinates (B1950), 

integrated V magnitude (K), integated ( B  - V )  colour index (not corrected for 

reddening), coIour excess EB-vl integrated spectral type SpT. heliocentric radial 

velocity v,, and metallicity [Fe/H]. 

Due to time constraints and equipment problems during the final night of observa- 

tion, spectraI calibration arcs were not obtained for every single one of the templates 
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Table 51: ARGUS stellar templates 

Template RA Dec L* SpT v, (km-') 
HD12029 02:53:-49.8 %:O8: 13 7.80 K2 III -38.6 & 0.3 
HD224S-L 03:34:18.4 00:14:i6 4.28 F9 ilv-\. +.27.9 0.1 
HD149803 16:33:56.2 29:50:-16 8.40 F i  V -7.6 i 0.4 
HDl71232 15:30:33.9 '15:'11:03 7.73 GS III -33.9 k 0.3 
HD194071 20:20:33.0 35:OZ:OÏ 8.13 G8 III -9.8 s 0.1 
HD213947 223-:25.0 '16:20:2l 7.53 K-C III +16.T * 0.3 

Table 5.2: -4RGUS GaIactic globular duster teniplates 

Template RA Dec SpT ( B  - V) v, (krns-') [Fe/H] 
Name 6 EB-v 

NGC 5272 13:39:3.0 +28:37:3S F6 0.69 -148.5 k 0.4 -1.66 0.06 
(M3) 6.19 0.01 

NGC 6171 16:29:43.0 -12:56:24 GO 1.10 -33.6 I 0 . 3  -0.99 ï 0.06 
(M107) 7.93 0.33 

NGC 6341 17:15:35.1 i-43:11:21 F2 0.63 - 122.2 & 1.3 -2.24 F 0.03 
(M92) 6.44 0.02 

XGC 6356 17:20:40.1 -17:46:02 G3 1.13 +27.0 & 4.3 -0.62 IO20 
8.25 0.28 

NGC 7078 21:27:33.3 f ll:j6:49 F3/F4 0.68 -107.5 & 0.2 -3.15 k 0.08 

(Ml) 6.20 0.10 
NGC 7089 21:30:54.9 -OL:02:44 F4 0.66 -5.3 5 2.0 -1.62 f 0.07 

(M2) 6.47 0.06 
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at their corresponding telescope poincing positions. As a result. the nw&mgt h cali- 

brations for several of the targets (SGC 6171. SGC 63a6. XGC 7078 and XGC 7089) 

mere calculatecl using the nearest arcs possible in cime and pointing position (hour 

angle). and were adjtisted in zero point accordingly. 

Comparisons between the velocities obtained mhen the final template spectra rere 

correlated against each uther are shown in Figures 5-11 (Galactic GCs) and 3.1'7 

(stellar templates). These plots demonstrate a tight correlation between measured 

and true velocity for the XRGGS cross-correlation templates. The slopes of lincar 

fits to the template velocities mere consistent with the tinity relation, and the RSIS 

resiclrials of the fits were al1 lomer than 9 kms-'. 

5.3.2 Comparisoas with Pubfished Velocities 

The hl31 globular cluster spectra obtained with ARGUS were clearly of lower S/S 

than the velocity tempIate spectra of Galactic globular clusters and stellar stan- 

dards, and sugered niore from the effects of high SI\?- backgrourid. Therefore, specific 

mavelength ranges were selected to target the more distinct GC absorption features in 

these spectra. This allowed for the exclusion or atmospheric absorption lines. resicluaI 

sky emission or cosmic rays? as weII as any Iom-S/N regions tvhich tvould substnn- 

tially degrade the correlation results. The wavelengtti ranges selected for use in the 

cross-correlation procedurc mere: 4800 - 5400 ((HP? Mgb triplet. Fe52 and Fe53), 

6160 - 6600 .A (FTC. HU), and 8400 - 8800 -4 (Cd1 triplet). It shoiild be notcd 

that each spectrum was inspected and tested on a case--case bais,  and ttlat the 

cross-correlation ranges were modified appropriately in the presence of high SIC? back- 

ground or spurious features. L7nfortunateIq; the Cd1 triplet vas often lost in strong 

residual sky lines and in second-order blue light, as no order-sorting filter ivas used 

to block second-order light at X 2 8000 A. 
Each M31 globular cluster spectrum was cross-conelated with the veIocity tem- 
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True Velocity (km s-') 

Figure 5.11: The results of cross-correlations betnreen the stellar templates and the Uilky 
CVay GCs and the other steilar templates. The iinity relation is shown by the 
solid Iines. 

plates.independently to obtain trp to 12 mesures of its heliocentric radial velocity. 

A cross-correlation !vas deemed successful if the correlation function had a peak with 

CC 2 0.3 and the resulting heliocentric radial velocity felI within 2.50, or roughly 

&3?Z km s-' of the systemic velocity of hl31 (us,, = -300 km s-'). The accepted 

range of velocities is slightIy more restrictive than chat adopted for the WYFFOS 

correlations ( 3 ~ 7 ~ ) :  since the ARGL-S correlation peaks mere considerably l e s  promi- 

nent due to lower dispersion, locver S/N, residual sky l i e s ,  and the general lack of 

sharp metallic absorption features in the spectraI range of these observations. Final 

4131 GC velocities and their associated uncertainties were determined from the mean 
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True Velocity (km s-') 

Figure 5.12: The restilts of cross-correlations between Milky Way globular clusters and the 
other cluster and stellar templates. The unity relation is showri by the solid 
lines. 

of the cross-correlation results, tveighted by the Tonry 9r Davis (1979) R-vatue. 

Cornparisons with published velocities are presented in Fipires 5.13 and 5.14 to 

gauge the quality of the velocity results obtained from the various templates and to 

estimate their external uncertainties. Published velocities include those from Peterson 

(1989), Huchra, Brodie k Kent (1991), Federici et al. (1993): Dubath & Grillrnair 

(1997), Barmb- et al. (2000), and the WYFFOS results presented in Table 4.7 which 

overlap with the ARGUS sampIe. Robust fits tvere perforrned on the results using 

both the measured and published velocities as the independent variable, in tum. 

The bisectors of the resulting iinear fits are s h o m  in Figures 5.13 and 5-14, and the 
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Table 5.3: Correlation with piiblished veIocities 

Template intercept dope R i i I S  
(km s-l) (kms-LI 

SGC 5 2 2  -32.6 0.95'7 133 
SGC 6171 -19.  0.906 142 
SGC 6341 -26.6 0.962 134 
YGC 6356 -7.9 0.946 133 
YGC 7078 -40.3 0.888 141 
XGC7089 -118 0.972 127 
HD 12029 28.5 L.068 220 
HD22484 -38.3 0.927 234 
HD149803 -61.0 0.943 103 
HD171232 -11.9 0.996 122 
HD194072 -5.3 1.020 118 
HD21394T 43.6 1.089 118 

coefficients of the fits are provided in Table 5.3. 

The RSIS deviations in the rneasured velocities in the final column of Table 5.3 

iue - 100 - 133 kms-'. Cnfortunately. this scatter and thus the extemal uncertainty 

in the ARGUS velocities are disappointingty high. In each panel of Figures 3.13 and 

5-14. there is a srnattering of points around zero mecwured vclocity (Le. at J: = 0) 

which may be attributable to the effects of sky contamination on the cross-correlation 

resuIts. Even the rernoval of these points did not bring the RMS deviations belon- 

about 80 krns-'. 

-4s mentioned previously, arc camp spectra were obtained FrequentIy during the 

observations (every 3 to 10 integration~)~ and a dispersion solution for each globular 

cluster spectrum was determined by interpolating between the soIutions for the set of 

arcs preceding and following the target in question. The A131 giobdar cIusters are at 

essentially the same pointing locations, and thus the onIy large variation in pointing 

occurs gradually over time as h131 makes its way across the sky. Subsequent arcs were 

found to field dispersion solutions which were simiIar to mithin - 0.001 - 0.0015 .& 
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O f HGC 6341 
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M3 1 GC Measured Velocity (km s-') 

Figure 5.13: A comparison between measiired and published radiai velocities for the $131 
GCs using each of the Galactic globuIar cluster velocity ternplates. Fillecl 
symbols represent high-precision published data with uncertainties lower tban 
k15 kms-'. Bisector robust Iinear Ets to the data are represented by the 
dashed lines. and the unity relation is shown by the solid lies. 
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Velocity (km s - ' )  

Figure 3.14: A cornparison b e m e n  measured and published radial velocities for the M32 
GCs using each of the steliar velocity templates. Filled symbols represene high- 
precision pubLished data with uncertainties Iower than lt15 kms-'. Robust 
bisector linear fits to the data are represented by the dashed lines. and the 
unity relation is shown by the solid Lines. 
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per pi~el .  It is unlikely that sirch small differences in the dispersion solution made 

a significant contribution to the variation in the cross-correlation results. -4s noted 

earlier, the desired btue-sensitive CCCD nras trnavailable at the time of observation anci 

ive elected to work at lower dispersion and in the red and near-infrared spectral regime: 

at these wavelengths. the effects of ambient sky brightness can become prohibitive. 

This was found to be especially problematic at the Cal1 triplet above 8000 .i. and 

marte it ctifficiilt to distingiiish the correct correlation peak for some of the ARGLS 

spectra. 

Spectral mismatch between ternplzite and object can seriously degrade the cross- 

correlation results. Therefore. the possibility of iising a composite hl31 globular clus- 

ter spectrum as a tempiate was investigated tri see if this provided a better match for 

the targets. A clozen or so of the higher S/Y ARGUS spectra of 1131 GCs with pub- 

lished high-precision velocities were each shifted to zero velocity, and then CO-aclcled 

to form the composite spectrurri. Hoivever. this composite spectrum did not yieId 

any significant improvement over the cross-correlation results for the Si31 globular 

clusters. 

5.4 Metallicities &om the ARGUS Data 

Due to residual sky lines and the large external uncertainties associatecl with niost 

of the derived velocities from the ARGGS data: it wu reasonable to investigate 

absorption feature strengths for only the Gaiactic template spectra and some of the 

high S/X 1131 globular cluster spectra. 

5.4.1 Flux Cdibration and Absorption Corrections 

Observations of spectraphotornetric standards nrere obtained to provide a means of 

transforming the output spectra from the ARGUS task in scaled photon counts into 

real flu units. Good spectrophotornetric standards such as white dniarf stars have 
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relacively thin s r e h  atmospheres and nearly featureless spectra with few absorption 

features- The observed flux standards include BD+% 3941 (BL.5 1'). Feige 2- 3B6 1.1. 

Kopff 5 7-43 Y). and Kolf 1346 (DA white dwarf). 

The R 4 F  task standard mas iised to generate a file containing Au- calibration 

information. including obsemtional d a ~ a  (e.g. spectrum name. airmass. exposiire 

rinie, ~vavelength range), centra1 bandpass mavelength, tabuIated absolute fliis per 

Angstrom. bandpass wicith. and the observed coiints (i.e. instrumental intensity) in 

the bandpass. Pre-defined calibration data were available tinder the onedspec task in 

IR?LF and consisted of wavelengths: calibration magnitudes and bandpass widths for 

commonly-used flux calibrators. The output obsenred instrumental intensities were 

integrated mithin the set of bandpasses listed in these calibration tables whicti Fe11 

entirel- wivithin the spectral range obsewed. A correction was made For the gradient 

i r i  extinction across the bandpasses: this was accomplished bu weighting the integral 

by the ratio of the estinction correction at each pixel to chat at the central bandpass 

tvavelengt h. 

Nest: the IRAF task sensfunc was used to determine the system sensitivity as 

a function of waveiength bascd on the flux calibrator measurements tabdateci by 

standard. The sensitivity function calibration factor S 3  üt each data point m s  

calculated by: 
counts 

S3(A) = 2.5 loglo 
f, M t,, ' 

where jv is the Aux per -k a t  a given bandpass, AX is the width of the bandpass, and 

t,, is the exposure time of the observation in seconds. Figure 5-15 shows a plot of 

the sensitit-ity function and its residuals. 

Finally: the R 4 F  task calibrate was used to perform the B u  calibration on the 

hl31 globular cluster and template spectra. The spectra mere each divided by the 

sensit ivity function spectrum SF7 yielding output in flux units of ergs cm-' sec-L -k-t. 
One advantage of morking in the red spectral region is that atmospheric extinc- 
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Figure 5.15: The sensitivity function cierivecf for the iLIOS/ARG[JS observations based on 
ttie observed flux calibrators (bottom). The rcsiduaIs of the fit as a Fiiriction 
of ~vavelength are s h o m  in the top plot. 

tion is somemhat less severe (refer to Figure 4.5). Xonetheless, it is still necessary 

to correct for the effects of atmosplieric extinction and this was accomplisheci in the 

same manner as described in Section 4.2.1: applying corrections appropriate to the 

o b s e m t o -  location and target airmass. An example of a Bus calibrated and es- 

tinction corrected M31 globular cluster spectrum obtained using hIOS/ARGUS is 

s h o w  in Figure 5.16. Reddening corrections for the 5131 GCs were performed in 

the same manner as described in Section 4.2.2, incorporating additionai unpublished 

Es-v values mhere available (P. Barmby, private communication). 

5.4.2 Line Index Estimates 

Line indices were calculated Gom the generalized feature index d e h e d  in Equa- 

tion 4.7. Feature bandpasses in the wavelength range rele~ant to the -4FGC;S data 

are listed in TabIe 5.4. Due to poor efficiency of the R300-2 @srn a t  short wave- 
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f 1 I I I 1 

5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 
Wavelength (Angstrorns) 

Figure 5.16: A flux calibrated and extinction corrected -4RGUS spectrum of 4131 globular 
cluster EI22J, with some of the absorption features IabelIed. Fli~u is measured 
in units of e r g  cm-* sec-' A-[. 

Iengths (Figure 5.3): it was found that the S/N tvas roo Ion: to investigate Iiries belon- - 5000 .&. The FTC leature Iisted in Table 5.4 represents the combined strength of 

the Fel+TiOtCaI absorption features (Brodie Sr Hanes 19%). 

The Cal1 triplet lines are among the strongest features in near-infrared spectra 

and are sensitive metallicity indicators (Rutledge, Hesser k Stetson 1997). Sev- 

eral common definitions of the Cal1 triplet bandpass were investigated to probe the 

lines a t  X8498! X8542, and XS662. The bandpasses defined by Armandroff St Zinn 

(1988: -4288) and those korn Rutledge, Hesser St Stetson (1997: R97) xere found to 

provide the best measures of these features, UnfortunateIp strong residud sky lines 

in this region and the washing out of spectral features due to second-order blue Iight 

prevented accurate C d 1  triplet feature strength determinations for most of the M31 

gIobuIar duster spectra. 
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Tabie 5.4: ARGUS Iine index definitions (=lngstroms) 

Index Cl 1 C2 Source 
Slgb JI-1-&.JO - -5262.00 5162.00 - 3193.23 Z193.25 - 3207.00 BFGK 
FcS- S-23Z.50 - 5249.23 5248.00 - $286.75 328S.00 - 53l9.25 BFGK 
Fe23 3307.25 - -5317.25 3314.75 - 5333.50 53~6.00 - 5364.13 BFGK 
NaD 3563.00 - JS76.75 3879.2; - Z910.50 5934.S0 - 59.19." BFGK 
FTC .5950.00 - 6100.00 6100.00 - 6330.00 6330.00 - 6480.00 BHS6 
Ha 6480.00 - 6325.00 6Z15.00 - 6575.00 6s75.00 - 6610.00 BHS6 
CnAZl 8474.00 - 8489.00 8490.00 - 5306.00 3521.00 - 8531.00 AS88 
CaAZ2 8531.00 - 8531.00 8532.00 - 8352.00 85S5.00 - 8595.00 .A288 
Ca-423 5626.00 - 8650.00 8653.00 - 8671.00 5695.00 - 8725.00 AZS8 
CaRl 5346.00 - 8489.00 8490.00 - 8506.00 5563.00 - 5643.00 R9C 
CaR2 8346.00 - 8459.00 5532.00 - 8552.00 663.00 - 5642.00 R9C 
CaR3 8563.00 - 3643.00 8653.t30 - 5671.00 8697.00 - 5734.00 R91 

Line indices were calculated for the Galactic globular cluster ternplates (Table 5.5): 

as me11 as For the 1,131 cIusters which met the following requirernents: 

1. A minimum of 10 successful (CC >_ 0.3) cross-correiation results were obtained 

from the 12 ternplates, >?elcihg an uncertainty in the tveighted niean velocity of 

g, 15 kms-'. This demonstrated that most or al1 of the cross-correlatioris with 

the ternplates were internalIy consistent. 

2. The target had a published velocicy of reasonably high precision (& 20 kms-'). 

and the absoiute difference behveen the knom velocity and that rneasued from 

the ARGUS spectra !vas & 30 k m ~ ' ~ .  

3. Visuai inspection of the spectrum rwealed that it was of sufficiently high S/X 

te-g. it Liad 1isib1e absorption features)? and did not suEer from strong residual 

sky lines. 

Sïetallicity determinations for targets Mth uncertain or inaccurate cross-caelation 

verocities were not pursued, since a veiocity uncertainty of 100 kms-' corresponds 
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Table 5.5: SliUy Way GC calibrating iine incfces 

Name Mgb Fe52 Fe53 Naû FTC Ha 
CaAZ1 CaAZ2 CaAZ3 CaRl CaR2 CaR.3 

Y5272 0.031 0.011 -0.011 0.021 0.01s O.OS0 
0.031 0.060 0.071 0.022 0.109 0.074 

X61TZ 0.062 0.049 0.028 0.031 -0.002 0.042 
-0.15 0.071 0.152 0.041 0.141 0.148 

36341 0.039 0.015 0.011 0.0-1 0.006 0.031 
0.027 0.063 0.050 0.022 0.110 0.055 

-16356 0.115 0.061 0.035 0.103 0.037 0.010 
0.026 0.141 0.110 0.043 0.218 0.116 

37078 0.015 0.009 0.003 0.043 0.008 0.046 
-0.003 0.013 0.024 0.002 . 0.067 0.034 

'57089 0.030 0.017 0.005 0.030 0.010 0.043 
-0.004 0.043 0.045 0.015 O.Ill 0.066 

to a potential shift of about 5 - 20% of the feature baridpasses for most of the line 

indices Iisted in Table 5.4. A total of 17 4131 GCs satisfied the criteria listed above, 

and their cakulated line indices are presented in Table Z.6'. 

A11 17 of the M31 GCs used in the ARGUS line index measurements already hnri 

published metallicities; these values are provided dong with the relevant references 

in the final column of Table 5.6 (WHT: the LWFFOS data: HBK: Hitchra. Brodie 

Si Kent 1991; B00: Barmby et al. 2000). The derived line indices frorn the ARGCS 

data tvere conipared against these d u e s  of [Fe/H] to ascertain whether there {vas 

any significant correlation between Our feature strengths alid known metallicity. The 

results are presented graphically in Figure 5-17, Linear correlation coefficients tvere 

calcuiated for each of the indices, and Table 5.7 provides the results for the SEilky 

Kay - M31 GCs (column 2) as well as for the hlilky Way calibrators only (column 3). 

Despite the relatively high correlation coefficients for the LrIilh- CVay globuIar clus- 

' The prirnary interest for the ,MGUS study was to investigate the kinernatics of a large ssmpIe 
of M31 GCs. Since MOS/ARGUS was not a  multiple^ instrument. the observation of 200 targets 
filled the available nights. It was thus not possible to achieve the S/N necessary for a FulI rnetaiiicÎty 
andy sis. 



Table 0.6: Line indices for some of the M3l  globular ciusters 

Name Mgb Fe52 Fe53 NaD FTC Ha 
Ca4Z1 Ca422 Ca4Z3 CaRl CaR2 CaR3 

[Fe/ Hl 
Ref. 

BS 0.196 0.049 0.003 0.080 0.012 -0.005 -0.41-10.35 
R'HT 

-1.77 k 0.1-4 
\CXT 

-0.78 * 0.19 
\.'FIT 

-1.87 k O,% 
\'HT 

- 1-33 k 0.24 
WHT 

- 1-07 k 0.20 
LIs-HT 

-1.42 & 0.37 
N'HT 

-2.21 5 0.32 
WHT 

-1.28 Lt 0.19 
KHT 

-1.03 F0.09 
WHT 

-0.67 k 0.12 
WHT 

-0.95 0.13 
WHT 

- 1-33, F 0.22 
000 

-1.09 k 0.10 
WHT 

-1.83 F 0.22 
HBK 

-0.48 * 0.30 
BO0 

-3.01 k0.21 
WH'T 
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-0.1 O 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.3 O O. 1 0.2 

Line Index 

Figure 5.17: Meaçured Iine indices Gom the Galactic GC templates (filled diamonds) and 
severd of the M31 cluster spectra (asterisks) as compared with their knom 
Fe/H] values. Linear correlation coefficients for these line indices and metd- 
licities are provided in Table 5.7. 
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Tnble 5.C Linear correlation coefficients 

( 3  (SILV) 
Index r r 
Slgb 0.31 0.87 
Fc.52 0.05 0.92 
Fe53 0.10 0.74 
SaD 0.31 0.19 
€TC 0.02 0.53 
Hai -0.53 -0.55 

Ca.LZ1 0.06 -0.07 
Ca4Z2 0.49 0.81 
Ca-AZ3 0.72 0.84 
CaRl 0.02 0.86 
CaR2 0.65 0.88 
CaR3 0.61 0.57 

ters. mosc of the SI31 line indices did not demonstrate strong correlations mith metal- 

licity The strongest correlations were for several of the Ca11 triplet lines (C~z4Z3. 

CaR2 and CaR3). lines known to be sensitive metallicity indicators. The scateer 

in the reinaining Ca11 lines may be due to contamination by residrial sky lines aricl 

tvashing out by second-order light in this region of the target spectra. The Mgb. 

Fe52 and Fe53 features have al1 suffered from the low efficiencv of the R300-2 grism 

at wave1engths .Y 3000 -4. The large scatter in the YaD feature strengths s h o m  in 

Figure 5.17 is pcssibly due to contaminatioii by interstellar absorption lines. an effect 

noted also by Burstein et al. (1984). The FTC Line index is defined over a large wave- 

length range and is therefore somewhat more sensitive to uncenainties in the adopcecl 

cluster reddening values. Yote the distinct negative correiation in H a  with rnetailic- 

ity: an effect mhich is similar to that Found for the HP Balmer Featiire measured for 

the iWE'FOS spectra (Figure 1.14, see also Brodie & Hanes 1986). 

UetaIIicity caiibration For the ARGUS Iine indices mas not pursued due to their 

(generdly) poor conelation xith [Fe/HI. Furthemore, the M31 GCs in the ARGGS 
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sample m-ith high-SI'; spectra and accurate velocities already have piihlished nmal- 

licities. and rve could not hope to improve iipon these resrilts with the current d a m  

5.5 Globular Cluster Widths 

Integral field spectroscopy h a  the advantage of providing some degree of spatial in- 

formation for extendecl targets. in addition to wavelength information. It is thercforc? 

possible to provide sonie measure of the relative sizes of 1132 globular clusters in the 

MOS/.LRGCS sample using the reconstructed images shotvn in -4ppendk C 

The IRIF task imexam and the radial profile plotting option were used to esti- 

ma te values of the full-widt h-at-half-maximum (FLVHM) for the 113 2 GCs. Direct 

mcasurenients of the F\FX'III for each cluster tvere obtained. each based on the az- 

irnuchally averaged flux profile in the direct image. The radius a t  which the profile 

dropped to half of its peak value ttras doubled to get the observed FFVHSI in pix- 

els. The conversion from pLve1s to arcseconds was made using the image scale set 

bu the image reconstruction technique. Centre-to-centre fibre separation is set to 

be 20.0 units in the rebuilt iniage. a distance nhich corresponds to 0.4" (the angle 

subtended by each fibre after the focal enlarger). This yields a scale of O.OLll'/pix in 

c he reconstructed image. 

The true tvidth (PV) of a cluster profile was estimated by deconvolving a simple 

Gaussian seeing profile from the observed cluster shape. The seeing can be character- 

ized bu the measured FWHM of point sources. In this case, the template stars and 

fius calibrators yielded a mean value of FIVHM - 0.6". Note that the reconstructed 

images are sometvhat "steppf due to the finite size of the fibres. The widths are 

estimates only: and can be considered accurate to 2 0.5". The ARGUS 1131 globuIar 

cluster results are presented in Table 3.8. 
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Table 5.8: SI31 GC ve1ocities arid widths froni the ARGCS data 

ID X Y Ur W j l  ID X Y Ur kV 

BI 
B3 
B4 
B8 
89  
B 10 
Bl l  
B 13 
B 16 
825 
826 
B28 
B30 
831 
833 
835 
B36 
B37 
838 
B4O 
B43 
B46 
B47 
B49 
B50 
B52 
B53 
B55 
B56 
B57 
B59 
B60 
B62 
B66 
B67 

-584.3 t 10.3 
-346.9 i~ 7.6 
-391.1 5.'2 
-236.3 + 12.4 
-185.2 & 3.8 
-342.1 L 9.3 

- 
-429.1 I l 4 2  
-164.3 2 1.8 
-324.4 C 12.7 
-4L4.0 k 8.4 
-372.2 -e 17.9 
-233.3 rfr '22.4 
-410.0 k IO. 1 
-48.2 iZ 21.4 
-320.5 E 4.6 
-312.9 L 3.0 
-243.7 8.3 
-595.8 iZ 27.9 

(km s-') 
-510.9 I 8 . 5  

("1 I I  
0.8 ' 

0.9 
0.3 
0.8 
2.6 
1.8 
0.7 
4.3 
0.7 
0.6 
0.7 
1.1 
1.3 
0.0 
1.0 
0.6 
1.8 
1.8 
0.8 
0.1 
4.6 
0.8 
1.7 
1.7 
- 
1.2 
0.2 
1.1 
3.0 
0.7 
2.7 
1.4 
1.0 
0.7 
2.3 

B70 -10.8 0.5 -77.3k9.2 0.6 11 8136 3.8 0.7 -575.5 512.8 7.3 
CONTMUED ON NEXT PAGE 

671 
B72 
B74 
B i 3  
Bi7 
Bi8 
BSO 
B81 
BS4 
885 
891 
396 
097 
399 
BlOO 
B l O l  
BI02 
BLO-L 
BL05 
BLO8 
BI11 
B114 
BI17 
8118 
BI19 
BL22 
B123 
B124 
8125 
B126 
B128 
BI29 
8130 
BI33 
BI34 
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Table 5.8 -(CONTINUED FROM PPREVtOUS 

ID X Y Vr  W 
(7 (7 (kms-') ("1 

BI37 13.8 8.5 -272.9 14.6 1.2 
BI38 3 .  O -323.2 14.3 1.4 
B141 14.8 8.1 -726.0 + 3.5 3.5 
BtL4 1.8 -2.3 -5.7 & 2 0.2 
BI46 1.6 -3.2 -58.3 L 11.3 0.7 
BI49 16.9 8.2 -78.4 rt3l.Z 2.9 
BI50 6.0 -0.9 -227.0 It 20.5 0.7 
BI56 -8.3 -13.5 -280.9 k 27.8 0.9 
BI57 -0.3 -7.4 -202.22 13.8 1.2 
BI59 10.7 1.1 -271.0 i: 28.2 0.8 
BI62 10.0 0.1 -167.7~10.1 0.9 
BI64 1.1 -7.3 -206.9 F 19.2 0.8 
B165 -0.2 -8.3 -70.5 F 7.2 1.1 
B167 2.7 -6.7 -158.6 =32.1 0.7 
B168 '16.4 11.6 -102.8 34.2 2.6 
B169 3.9 -6.2 - 2.6 
8170 -13-5 -31.5 -374.0 k94.7 2.6 
8172 9.1 -2.9 -313.1 r 6.1 1.0 
BL73 10.2 -2.6 - 1.1 
BI76 -15.8 -23.3 49.3k6.0 1.2 
8181 13.8 0.9 - 5.9 
BI84 11.1 4.8 -17.5.1 I- 16.9 2.0 
B186 22.1 4.6 - - 

BlS7 17.1 0.4 - 2.5 
B188 1 3  -3.3 -166.7 k 8.0 3.3 
BI89 21.9 3.3 -70.3 i 3.9 1.4 
BI90 20.9 2.4 -55.7 i 6.1 0.7 
BI94 -0.3 -15.2 -50.7 f 20.3 3.1 
B196 -18.9 -30.2 - 2.1 
BI97 18.6 -1.0 -194.2 7.1 1.L 
BI98 20.0 0.0 -49.1 I28.9 1.5 
BI99 -6.5 -20.5 -395.0+17.3 1.1 
B203 21.2 -0.4 -172.5 k 7.0 1.2 
B20f 0.9 -17.3 -210.2 i 16.5 3.2 
B208 14.3 -6.8 -2T1.2i 15.9 2.0 
B214 17.2 -5.5 -260.2 -L 8.1 0.8 B323 -51.2 4.9 - 1.9 

CONTINUED ON XEXT PAGE 
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Table 5.3 -(CONTIXL'ED FROM PREVIOUS 

ID X Y Ur W 



ANALYSIS OF THE COMBINED SANIPLE 

The resdts derived in the previous chapters are non combined with publisfieci valiics 

from other sources in order to provide a comprehensit-e anal~sis of the kinematics and 

abundance properties of the h131 gtobular cluster system. 

6.1 The Best Current Spectroscopie Sample 

The iI?TFFOS resirlts w r e  merged witii thc velocities and [Fe/H] ralues €rom the 

literature to produce the best atailable sample of spectroscopic data for the globular 

chsters of 3431. The -4RGC;S results were not incorporateci in this sarnple due to 

the large scatter in their final 1-elociiies. Wherever daca from other publications over- 

Iapped with the WI'FFOS sample and dernonstrated smaller associated uncenainties. 

t hese data superseded the CVtlTFOS resiitts: such cases are noted in the final co1umn 

of Table 4.7. In this final samp1e. 191 WI'FFOS velocities and 189 metallicities were 

cornbined with additional data [rom Peterson (1989), Huchra, Brodie & Kent (1991). 

Federici et al. (2993). Dubath & Griiimair (1997), and Barmby et al- (2000) to yield 

a complete M31 globular clus ter spectroscopic database comprising 321 veiocities and 

301 metal1icities. 

Barmby et al. (2000) identified the EoIlonring targets as hating spectrd properties 

rvhich are inconsistent with gIobuIar clusters (e.g. strong 3aD absorption, narrow 

absorption Iine widths, unusual continuum dope, and/or radiai veIocities inappropri- 

ate to M31 membership): B55-S LI6 (stellar) , B305 (gaIay), B34LS81 (stellar) and 

B392-3329 (steIIar). E concur with the identification of 3308 as a definite non-cluster 

and nith that of B392S329 as a probable non-cIuster: and do not c a m  these through 
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the remainder of the malysis. However. based on the W;ETFOS spectra. therr is no 

clear indication that the other objects shoiild be rejected as confirmed non-clristers. 

In an effort CO verify that there are no obvious biaçes in the metallicity sanple 

srudieci here. the colour distribution of the ATFFOS sample was cornpared to that 

of the overall 1131 GCS. The mean estimated intrinsic coIotir of 41'1 5131 glohiilnr 

clusters w i ~ h  (B  - IV) data from Barniby et al. (1000) is found to be (B  - = 

0.61 f 0.04. tvhile that for the clusters with [Fe/tf] d u e s  rised in the metalliciry 

analysis presented herein (26.1 clusters with coIours) is (B - Lr),-, = 0.63 It 0.03. 

Based on this and a comparison of the colour histograms for the metallicity saniplc 

and the overd1 GCS shown in Figure 6.1. there do not appear to be any significant 

population biases with respect to the colour of the metallicity sarnple presenteti herein. 

.A Iiolmogarov-Smirnov two-aample test on the ciistributions in Figure 6.1 confirms 

what the eye sirggests: the colour distribution of the metallicity sample is drawn [rom 

the same parent population as the overall colour sample at a high confidence l ~ v e l  

(99.5%). 

Clearly, the gIobular clusters at  small gaIactocentric radii will suffer from more 

severe effects of incompleteness due to obscuration by the disk and buIge of 5131. 

Depending on the colour/'metallicity distribution as a function of position witliin the 

g a l q ,  this obsen-ational effect wi11 concei~ably bias the observed metallicity sample. 

This point will be discussed further in Section 6.2.2. 

6.2 M31 Cluster hfetallicities 

The metal abundance properties of 9131's globular clusters are of interest as the? 

bespeak the galaxy's formative processes and enrichment h i s t o l  The metallicity 

distribution for the kt32 GCS is presented in Figure 6.2 dong with a sirniiar plot of 

the Sliiky Way GCS for comparison. The mean metailicity of the full complement of 

301 XI31 gIobular clusters is [Fe/H] = -1.21 k 0.03, in excellent agreement with the 
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Figure 6.1: The colour distribution of the M31 globular clusters for which there are spec- 
troscopic metallicities (shaded) as compared to the overaH colour distribution 
of the GCS (solid line). There is no sign of a coIour bias in the rnetallicity sam- 
pie as compared to the overd1 M31 cluster population wit h available (B - t-) 
coiours kom Barmby et al. (2000). 
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value of [Fe/HI = -1.2 obtainecl bu Huchra. Brodie & Kent (1991) for thcir snrnp l~  of 

1.50 spectra. The 5131 cluster system's mean [Fe/H] is aIso comparabIe to the valrie 

of -1.27 k 0.03 obtaincd for the Milky Way GCS (based on data supplied in Harris 

1996. revised 1999). Howewr. a Iiolmogorov-Srnimov test revealç chat the Galaccic 

and 1.131 glubriIar ckusters have [Fe/H] rlistributions which are not drawn from the 

same parent population. This difference will be explored in the ripcorning section. 
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Figure 6+?: The rnetallicity histogram for the M31 cluster system (top) and the Miky Way 
GCS (bottom) for cornparison. The shaded area in the top plot represents the 
M31 WYFFOS data. 
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.As is frequently the case wich binned data. the appearance of a hiscogram can be 

ambigous and potentially rnideading, and thus a more robust method of analusis 

is desirable. In order to examine che shape of the metallicity clistribucion withouc 

relying on binning methods, the KMSi aigorithm used by Ashman, Bird !c Zepf (1994) 

is ernployed. 

KMM mixture-modeling provides a method of quantifying the significance of 

mtilti-rnodality in data secs. The usefulness of the KhIM algorithm as applicd CO 

ascrononiical data sets is describecl in Yemec 9r Yemec (1991) and Ashrnan, Bircl 

8~ Zepf (L994). In brief. Ii'IIhL Ets a specified niimber of Gaussian distributioris to 

the data. calculates maimurn likelihood estimates of their respective meanç ancl vari- 

ances, and then determiries the improvment of the fit over a single Güussian fit CO the 

data. The significance of the resuIc is tested over the nul1 hypothesis mhich states that 

"a unimodal Gaussian parent population is a good description of the observational 

data". 

The KbIM algorithm for astronornical univariate data sets has kindly been made 

available for domload by Ashman. Bird & Zepf. The code accepts user-specified 

initial estimates for parameters such as the number of groups (-Yg). the niean. 'ariance 

and rnising proportions. The a postenon probability that each objcct belongs to an. 

given group is determined and the object is "assigned" to the group for which it 

has the Iargest residence probability. The program re-fits the data and continues to 

iterate through this procedure until the object assignments stabilize. 

The output from the KMM routine provides a value for the likelihood ratio test 

statistic (LRTS), an estimator of the improvemenr. of an n-modal fit over the unimodal 

case. The significance of the muki-modal fit over the null hypothesis is given bl- the 

p-value. the probability that the LRTS would be greater than or equal to the one 

computed for the data in the event that the null h-ypothesis is true. SmaIl pvalues 
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(p < 0.05) inclicate that the unimodal case can be rejected at high (> 95%) confidrnct 

(Ashman. Bird I: Zepf 1994). 

The K S M  technique presumes thar, each data point is independently drawn from 

a parent population mhich is coniposed of an admisture of Gaussiari distributions. 

This means that although rhis anaksis is not plagued b -  the b ises  presented bu 

binning rnethods. it assumes an underiying Gaussian probability clensity for each 

siib-sample. The f<\'.LIN test has previously been applied to the 1132 glnbular clrister 

metallicity distribution by Ashman k Bird (1993), albeit with a significantly s rnder  

data sample. 

First. a bimodal distribution riras cested against the assumptiori of a unimodal 

shape (the nul1 hypothesis) for the GCS metallicitics. Sirice there is no obvious reason 

to assume that both [Fe/H] groups in a bimodal fit ~vould exhibit a cornmon variance. 

heteroscedastic fitting r ~ a s  applied such that the variances for the tn-O clistritiiitions 

were not constrained to be identical. The Ei'lllrl resuIts revealed that this 2-groiip 

fit demonstrated a marginal improvement over a single g o u p  fit. altho~tgh Ashman. 

Bird Si Zepf (2994) caution that the output probability iri the heteroscedastic case 

is more difficult to interpret and may, in and of itself, be suspect. The I i X d  test 

rvas repeated on more than lJOO simulations with bootstrap resampling and revealed 

that the bimodal case is significantly preferred over the unimodal distribution at a 

median confidence level higher than 9%. The bimodal test returned Gaussian fits 

characterized bj- means at [Fe/Hl = -1.44 (a = 0.47) for the metal-poor distribution 

and a t  [Fe/Hl = -0.50 (o = 0.36) for the metal-rich clusters. The a posterion 

probabilities of group membership retumed by KMM assigned 231 clusters to the 

metal-poor distribution and 70 to the metai-rich population (Figure 6.3). 

In their analysis, Elson 8~ Walterbos (1988) treated the LI31 GCS as comprising 

three distinct metallicity sub-populations: metal-poor, intermediate. and meta1-rich. 

The KSISt test mas used to ascertain whether a crimodd distribution is ais0 con- 
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sistent wÏth the measurecf [Fe/H! d i i e s  for the 1131 cltister çystcm. The ttimorla1 

KSIM reslrlcs with bootstrap resampling demonstrated that a 3-group fit tvczs in- 

deed preferred over a single Gaussian distribution at ri relativelu high confidence Ievel 

(96%). The output population uieans obtained for the best 3-group Fit are Iocatcd at 

jFe/H] = -139 (CF = 0.44). -1.18 (IT = 0.42) and 4 . 4 7  (a = 0.35). The numbers of 

clusterç assignecl to each group were -k- =153, 76 and 72, respectively. The trimodal 

Fits are s h o m  in Figure 6.4. 

In Light of the variation in the magnitude of [Fe/FI] uncertainties qriotecl within 

the CC'YFFOS sample and others. it is appropriate to test the effects of these uncer- 

tainties on the inferreci shape of the distribution. There were 339 GCs which had 

metallicity uncertainties less thaii 0.45 clex. a value rotlghly equal to the variance of 

one of the populations as determineci from the bimodal results. Kh[M was applietl 

to this higher-precision sample to test the stability of the earlier concIilsions. The 

bimoda1 case rvas again found to represent a statisticaIly significant improvement over 

the rinimodal assumption with peaks similar to those found when incorporating the 

complete sanipk. The input assumption of three peaks. however, did not retitrn ad- 

equate fits: the a posteriori probabilities of group mernbership in the trimoclal case 

only aIlocciced two clusters into the intermediate higher-precision population. 

There is an unavoidable smearing of the metaIIicity distribution due to metallicity 

calibration ~incertainties. absorption and reddening of buIge/disk clusters and other 

rine-of-sight problems. Therefore, as a further test, simulations tvere run in mhich 

the high-precision [Fe/Hl sample data were shuffled by a random fraction of their 

associated uncertainties. This returned a result of margind significance (median p- 

d u e  - 0.1) for the 2-group case. and an insiwcant resuIt (p-value 0.4) For the 

3-group heteroscedastic triai. Note that the sbapes of the 2-group Gaussian fits were 

once again consistent with those of the original bimodaI test using the Full sample. 

In Iight of these KSlM results, the possibility of a trimodal GC metallicity distri- 
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birtion is tentatively rejected for the purposes of the anaIysis n-hich foL101vs. \l'hile it 

ma'; ?et be reasonable to separate the cluster systern into more than tn-o poprilations 

- by culling out the intermediate cargets with groiip membership probabilities 

between 0.4 and 0.6 in the binioda1 case - [bis is not clone so tiere. as it is not clcar 

that these represent a bona fide intermediate popdacion. Bsued on the amilable data. 

it appears that ~ h e  rnetallicity distribution of the 8131 globular chister system is not 

rinimodal and bet ter rcsembles a bimodal distribution similar in general shape to thar: 

of the Milky CVay (e.g. Zinn 1985)- Therefore, "metai-poor" and "metaI-rich" popu- 

lations shall refer to those objects separated into two groups based on the a posteriori 

probabilitics returned from the 2-group tieteroscedastic Kk14I test with the complete 

amilable sample. Each population was independently fit i~sing an achptive kernel 

smoothing procedure' nith results shown in Figure 6.3. For reference. the trimodnl 

results are s h o w  in Figure 6.4. 

It is interesting to see if there are signs of multi-rnodality in the abundance distri- 

butions derived from the W?TFOS data inclependently of the other datasets. Based 

on formal KMM results? the WYFFOS IFe/H] distribution itself (shoivn by the shaded 

area in Figure 6.2) is not cleariy better represented by either a bimodaI or trimodal 

distribution. This is likely due to the srnaller sample size and to the reIative under- 

sampIing of (rneta1-poor) halo GCs above and beIow the major a i s  in the N71TFOS 

sample with respect to the full rnetallicity sample. in combination mith smearing from 

uncertainties on the individu1 \;\IFFOS Iine indices. Wisual inspection OC the adap 

tive kernel Fits to histograms of the [Fe/H] values derived for each OF the CHG: Mgb 

and Fe33 Iine indices separately does hint at signs of bimodalitr:. however (Figure 6.5).  

Arrnandroff 9t Zinn (1988) and Arrnandroff (1989) selected a rnetallicity division 

a t  [Fe/H] = -0.8 to separate the metatrich 4IiUy 1% clusters from the metal- 

poor population. At this value, they observed changes in the spatial distribution 

' Adaptive kernel smoothmg code h d l l -  made a d a b t e  bq- K. Gebhardt. 
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Figure 6.3: Adaptive kernel fits to the M31 metai-poor and metal-rich GC populations 
(dashed Lines), separated according to the KMM mixture-rnodeling results. The 
sum of the individual Bts is shown (solid line) dong with its 5% and 95% 
confidence intervais (dotted lines). 
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Fidouze 6-4: Adaptive kerneI fits to the metal-poor, intermediate and metahich M31 g1obu- 
Iac cluster populations (dashed lines), separated according to the hornoscedastic 
KMM mixture-modeling resdts. The sum of the individual fits is shown (soiid 
Lille) dong with its 5% and 95% confidence i n t e d s  (dotted lines). 
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Figzre 6.5: Histograms of the [Fe/HI resdts derived independently from each of the three 
best abundance indicators for the WYFFOS sample, based on the fits of Ta- 
ble 4.6. Adaptive kernel6ts to the data are shown (soiid line) along with the 
5% and 95% confidence intervais (dotted lines). 
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and kinernatics of the cluster sub-systems. The division betn-een rich and poor in 

the bimodal distribution shmn in Figure 6.3 for the hl31 globular clusters is also 

at  roiiphly this value. The positions of the two peaks returned by K S N  ([Fe/H{ = 

-1.44=0.03 and -0.50~0.04) differ only slightly from those quoted by Barmby ec al. 

(2000). ivhu fotind a birnodal distribution in M31 GC rnetallicities and mecallicit- 

sensitive colours with peaks a t  [Fe/Hl = -1.4 and -0.6. 

For cornparison with the 4131 rewlts. a KILIM mixture-modeling test mas per- 

formecl on che metallicities of the hlilky Waj- globular cluster system (from Harris 

1996). The KM31 restilts indicate that the Milky Way GCS is better represented 

by a hirnotlal [Fc/HI distribution than by a single population at an extremely tiigti 

confidence level (- 100%). I i M M  returned Siilky CVay peaks at [Fe/H] = -1.59 

(a = 0.31) and -0.56 (o = 0.25): with metal-poor and metai-rich population sizes of 

100 and 45. respectivelÿ. These populations are shown in Figure 6.6. The metal-rich 

peak in the Milky Way GCS is comparable to that founti in M31. The metal-poor 

distribution, hoivever, peaks at a higher metdlicity for M31 than for its hlilky Way 

counterpart. In bottr the U i i k  Way and M32. metal-rich clusters represent -V 1/3 of 

the overail cluster population. 

6.2.2 Spatial Distribution 

The projected spatial distributions of the rnctal-poor and metal-rich cluster popula- 

tions are shown in Figure 6.7. The metal-rich population is clearly more centrally 

concentrated, an eEect mhicti has been demonstrated previously with a smaller dataset 

by Huchra, Brodie Si Kent (1991). In the Milhy Way: the metaI-rich clusters are also 

more centrally concentrated (refer to Figure 1.3) and have been ascribed as beIonging 

to a thick disk m t e m  (Zinn 1985; Elson & Wdterbas 1958; Amandrotf 1989). Later 

work has suggested that this popdation is better described as a bulge/bar cluster 

system (Minniti 1995: Côté 1999; Forbes, Brodie k Larsen 2001). The spatial coa- 
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Figure 6.6: Adaptive kernel l i ts to the Milky Way's metal-poor and metai-rich GC popula- 
t ions (dashed liaes), separated according to the KMM m k t  ure-rnodeling resuits. 
The sum of the individual fits is s h o m  (soiid h e )  dong with its 5% and 95% 
confidence intervals (dotted lines). 
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X (arcmin) 

Figure 6-7: The projected spatial distributions of the metai-rich and metal-poor clnster 
poprilations in the Bi31 framc (refer to Figure 2.1 for the orientation). At an 
M31 distance of 770 kpc. 5' corresponds to just over 1 kpc. 

centration and distribution of the metal-rich clusters in M31 appear to be consistent 

with the latter interpretation. 

. There is a notable deficit of metal-poor clusters in the central radial bin shotvn in 

Figure 6.8. The already strong central concentration in the me tal-rich GC population 

might mask any analogous deficit of metal-rich clusters. A similar Iack of centra1 

clusters was reported by Elson Sc Waiterbos (1988) within the inner 12' of the GCS 

and is at least partially attributable to sarnpling restrictions towards the middIe of 

the galasy, as well as to observational biases incurred as a result of obscuration by 

the bulge and disk (see also Xurière, Coupinot 8~ Hecquet 1992). The cruster sampIe 

a t  Iarge galactocentric radii is likeiy to be more complete a t  Faint magnitudes due to 

the lower degree of absorption as compared Mth the inner chster qstem. 
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Figure 6.8: The radial distributions for the metai-rich and metai-poor M31 globirlar cluster 
populations. 
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Examination of the plot of mgnitirde versus radius in Figure 6.9 rcvcals a rnorf- 

est deficiency of clusters fainter chan C -  =z 17 within the inner 10' or so of  the GCS. 

An attempt is made to cstimate the incompleteness at small radii in the following 

manner. Available C- photomet- (Barmby et al. 2000) is iised to construct the ob- 

servecl luminosity funcrions (LFs) for the metal-rich and metal-poor clusters beyond 

a galactocentric radius of 15'. These outer LFs are normalized to the same scale as 

the distribiitions wichin the inner 13' by siimming iincler the hr i~hter  end of the inner 

and outer histograms (C'  < 16.73 mag) and rnultiplying by the ratio of these val~ies. 

The observed histograrns for the inner metal-rich and rnetal-poor cltrsters are shomn 

by the solid lines in Fieire 6.10. and the scaled oitter histograrns are rcpresented by 

the dottecl lines. iu'ote that this method provicies only a. very crticie estirnate of the 

nurnber of missing cliisters at 1,- > 16.7;. as it naively presumes that the shape of 

the globulnr cluster LF rtoes not change within the inner region of the g a l q .  Dy- 

namical friction and tidai interactions will more severely affect the inner cIusters and 

thiis change the owrall shape of the luminosity function. Evidence for this effect has 

previousIy been noted by KaveIaars 82 Hanes (1997). 

From the scaIed outer LFs in Figure 6.10, we can infer that there are possibly - 30 missing rnetal-poor ciusters at b* 2 16.75. whereas there may be only - S faint. 

metal-rich clusters which are missing within the inner 15' of the gala-. Barmb> 

Huchra Sr Brodie (2001) noted that their sample of metal-rich clusters in 1131 were 

brighter on average by V - 0.4 than the metal-poor clusters. Selection effects may 

thus provide a reasonable eqlanation for the dip in the central bin of the metal-poor 

radial profile. 

Comparing simple counts of the ciuster populations within quadrants centred on 

the major and minor axes reveals that there is a slight enhancement in the major 

aûs fields for the metal-rïch popdation: 40 clusters in the major axis sectors versus 

30 along the minor asis. If one takes into account only the inner 30' of the GCS. this 
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Projected Radius (arcmin) 

Figure 6-9: Apparent V magnitude of the ciusters as a h c t i o n  of galactocentric radius. 
The filled cücles represent the metal-rich clusters and the metal-poor clusters 
are shown by the open triangles. 
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FiDwe 6-10: The observeci luminosi& functions of the metai-rich and metai-poor cIusters 
within the imer 15' of the galaxy are represented by the sotid lines. The outer 
ciuster LFs, scaled as described in the text. are shown by the dotted Iines. 
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enhancement Iargely vanishes for the metal-rich clusters: 25 cIusters in the major 2 . i ~  

sectors compared CO 16 along the minor axis. B ~ e d  on their photornecric rnetallicity 

estimates. Elson Sr FValterbos (1933) disco~ered that their sampIe of clasters classifiecl 

as metd-rich defined a flattened system 114th an elhpticity of E 2 0.4 nithin a major 

mis radiiis of 30'. Our cluster counts are not consistent with such a large degree 

of flattening of the metal-rich syscern in this region. At present. reasonable limits 

on the flattening of metal-poor cluster distributian cünnot be praviried. since the 

arrangement of the CVIT'FOS fields has prcferentially oversanipletl the major ilvis 

sectors at raclii beyond about 30'. 

6.2.3 Metallicity Gradient 

Several previous studies have suggestecl the presence of a weak metallicity gradient 

in the 4131 cluster systern out to radii of - 10 kpc (Sharov 1983: Miiehra. Brodie 

& Kent L991). In Figure 6.11, the 'Y131 globular cluster metallicities are plotted as 

a function of gaIactoceritric radius for the full sample and separate metallicity sub- 

poptilations. The large scatter in these plots is due at least in part to the fact that we 

can only measure projected positions, but nonetheless it secms that the rnean [Fe/H] 

does indeed clecrease with radius. 

X sliding-bin methocl was user1 to fit.the mean nietallicity in 12 arcminute bins 

centred on each data point, with results s h o m  in Figure 6-11. Robust estiniates of 

the mean metalIicity in radial bins are a1so consistent mith the presence of a modest 

gradient in [Fe/H] within the full sarnple. Separating the data into sub-popdations 

reveals no clear evidence for a gradient in the metal-rich GCS, although the spread 

in metallicity does seem to increase towards the center of the galasy. There is an 

apparent trend toivards decreasing metallicity within the inner rnetal-poor sampie 

with a gradie~t  of roughly -0.015 deu/arcrnin. Poor s a m p h g  of the clusters at large 

radii makes it di$cult to comment decisively on che resdts beond  a radius of about 
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Figure 6.11: [Fe/H] as a function of projected radius for the full sarnple and metdiicity 
popdations of the M32 GCS. A sliding-bin Et was used to determine the 
mean and RMS at each data point (shown by the solid and dotted curves, 
respectively). 
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60'. aittiough the metal-poor sarnple appears to lewl off at  a lower mean rnetaIlicity 

beyond this distance. 

6.2.4 Metalfici ty versus Cl us ter L uminosity 

-4s Hwhra. Brodie S: Kent (1991) pointed out. correlations betmeen metallicity ancl 

luminosity (i.e. mass) wit hin a globiilar chister system may reveaI certain aspects of 

its formation and enrichrnent processes. For esample, in a scenario in which self- 

enrichment is a preclominant factor in cluster evolution, one would expect that more 

massive chsters would have higher metallicities. Furthemore. the preferential de- 

striiction of less massive clusters in the central region of the gaIaxy might have more 

clemstating implications for any low Luminosity. metal-rich GCs which might tend to 

resicle at smaller radii. 

Figure 6.12 shows a plot of metallicity versus apparent cluster I.' magnitude For 

the hI31 GCS. There is no discernible trend of [Fe/H] vi th  luminosity. confirming the 

eariier rcsults of Huchra, Brodie 8 . ~  Kent (1991) and Barrnby et al. (2000). There is a 

similar lack of correlation between cluster luminosity and [Fe/H] found in the M i I I  

Way globular cluster -stem (Armandroff 1989; van den Bergh 1991). 

A plot of cluster metallicity versris (B - C') colour is shown in Figure 6.13. At 

a given age, more metal-rich stellar systems are redder. For reference. the (B - C'Io 

colour-metallicity relation 

derived by Barmby et al. (2000) for a sarnple of 88 Galactic globuIar clusters is su- 

perimposed over the data. Note that the uncertainties on the reddening corrections 

for the b131 clusters can be quite large. 
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Figure 6.1 2: M3i globu1ar cluster metaliicity as a function of apparent V magnitude. The 
open symbols represent ctusters with higher reddenings (Es-t- > 0.25). 
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Figure 6.13: hIJ I globular duster metallicity as a function of reddening-corrected (B - V )  
colour. The open symbois represent clusters with higher reddening corrections. 
wtiere Es-t. > 0.25. The soiid fine represents the coIour-metallicity relation 
for Galactic gIobular clusters in Equation 6.1, 
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6.3 GCS Kinematics 

The Andromeda G a l a ~ y  itself has a systemic velocity of -300 f 4 kms-' (RC3). 

The niasimum Iikelihooci value for the rnean M31 clrrster radial velocity is sorncwhat 

higher, at (u, )  = -284 k 9 kms-'. The globular cliister system as a whole has a 

velocity dispersion of a, = 156 & 6 kms-'. The kinematics of the metal-rich and 

metal-poor GCS populations wi11 be discussed later in this section* First, the global 

kinematic properties of the M31 GCS are examined. 

6.3.1 GCS Rotation 

A histograrn of the cliister Iine-of-sight velocities is presented in Figure 6.14. There 

is strong ecidence for bimodality in the velocity clistribiition. a featurc which is ac- 

tributable to the Fact that the cliister system is rotating with respect to the Iine of 

sight. Consi~lering~ for the moment, a purely rotating disk population of giobt~lar 

clusters in the reference frame of the galasj-: 

LJ 
A 

# \ 

L'CC = u,,, sin (i) sin (6' + S) -t-u, (6.2) 

where o,, is the rotation velocity of the population, i is the inclination of the rota- 

tion iuis to the Line of sight (C7.7), 8 is the anggle about the angular rnomentirm asis. 

6 is an arbitrary phase offset. and a, incorporates the velocity dispersion plus ran- 

dom measurernent errors. The combined probability distribution P(uGC) for che 4131 

globular cluster radia1 velocities is the convolution of P ( d )  with P(v,). The prob- 

ability function P(,U,) is Gaussian and serves to broaden the combined distribution. 

P(vf)du' = P(0)dû and the probability P ( 0 )  is uniform. so this gives: 

du' $ Sin-i - ut- 

- = u,,sin(i) cos(8) = umt sin(i) J1 
dB u,,sin(i) 

1 
and P(,u') = - 1 

27r JW' mt 
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This represents a bimocIa1 distribution with maxima at -LcrOtsin ( i )  about the sys- 

temic velocity of the population. The peaks of the (unshifted) velocity hiscograrn in 

Figure 6.14 lie at  -413 and -170 kms-'. yïelding an estirnatecl rotation ampliciide 

of c,,, - 1'25 kms-'. 

The fact that 5131 is rotating has been established by V ~ ~ O U S  studies (see review 

by Hodge 1992. ancl references therein). Using a sarnple of - 130 M31 clusters as 

clynamical tracers. Huchra. Brodie b Kent (1991) noted a rapid rotation of the handfd 

of inner ( R  g 7') clusters in their sample with [Fe/H] 2 -0.8. They also fotintl chat 

the metal-poor population had no rotation signature within the inner gala'ry. but 

sharecl a moderate rotation of - 60 kms-' with the bulk of the GCS beond  this 

radius. With this increased saniple of 321 velocities. a niore comprehensive Iook at 

the kineniatics of the systern is now possible. 

Periiaps not surprisingly. there appears to be no significant rotation of the GCS 

about the major a i s  of 4132 as shown in the Ieft panel of Figure 6.15. -1 robust fit 

to the targets within the inner 28' dong the minor mis (dropping four objects at  

extreme radii) gives t.7, = -298 i 0.27 Y kms-l, where 1' is the distance dong the 

minor a..s in arcminutes. Such a small deviation frorn a slope of zero may simpIy 

be due to statistical irnprecision or a variation in the position angle for the galasy 

(Hodge St Kennicutt 1982). 

-4 plot of the observed cluster radial velocities as a function of projected distance 

dong the major avis of 5131 is shotvn in the right panel of Figure 6.1;. -4 basic ?a 

cu1Ied robust Iinear fit to the velocities along the major ans reveds that the globular 

cluster system does indeed have a significant rotational component about the minor 

axis. This rotation wiI1 norv be investigated in more detail. 

An adaptive binning technique2 was used to generate the GCS rotation cune  

shotvn in Figure 6.16. Before fitting the rotation curve. the globular cluster coor- 

' The srotate code nas b d l y  made anilable by K. Gebhardt. 
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Figure 6.14: The velocity histogram for the M31 cluster systern. The solid-line histogam is 
that for the avaiIable sample of 321 h i31 globuiar cluster velocities, while the 
shaded area shows our contribution of 191 WYFFQS veiocities to the overdi 
sample. The M31 systemic velocity of -300 f-4 kms-' is shown by the dashed 
iine. 
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Figure 6.15: Radial velocity of the M31 globi~lar clusters versus projected radius dong the 
niinor mis (lefi) and the major ~ ~ i s  (right). Culled robust fits to the data are 
shown by the solid lines. 

dinates were transformed into the rcfercnce frame of the galaxy and the data werc 

folded about each axis. The function u = u, + u,,, sin q was fit to the radial velocities 

of the clusters within radial bins outwards from the galaxy center (Kissler-Patig k 

Gebhardt 1998). The angle 6 represents the position angle of the target object in 

the projected frame of the ga l i l~y~ and .rr,,, is the mean velocity of the cluster sys- 

tem. The kinematic properties were determined in a series of annuIi centred on each 

cluster in the projected frame and encompassing a specified number of data points 

(79 points? with a minimum of 39 at the extrema). This method yields a rotation 

amplitude of 136 kms-l where the ciirve flattens off beond R = 30'. PLots of the 

velocity dispersion and u/cu  as a function of radius are shown in Figures 6-17 and 

6-18? respectively. 

Robust biweight estimators of location and scale were employed as measures of 

mean veiocity and dispersion in 10 arcminute bins dong the major axis of the gal- 

(Hoaglin, iYIosteIIer Sc Tukey 2000; see also Beers, Flynn k Gebhardt 1990)- 
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Figure 6.1 6: The projected rotation curve of the h131 GCS and its 90% confidence limits 
are shown by the solid and dotted lines, respectively (see the text for detaiis). 
The dashed line represents the stellar rotation curve barn Rubin & Ford (1970) 
for cornparison. 
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Fipre 6.1 7: The projccted velocity dispersion (solid Iine) and the 90% confidence bands 
(dotted Iines) as a lunction of radius. The dashed Lne indicates the "typical" 
velocity dispersion level of - 118 at any given major axis distance. 
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Figure 6.18: A plot of u/n,, as a function of projected radius- The dotted Lines represent 
the 90% confidence limits- 
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Table 6.1: Meau velocity and disperçion (in kms-') in radid binç 

Metal-Rich 
v (Il,) O,. 

The bitveight results and their 90% confidence intertals (from bootstrap errors) are 

presented in Table 6.L and Figure 6.19 for the full sample ancl the tmo nietallicity 

sub-populations. Based on the appearance of these plots, ic seerns reasonable to 

approximate the shape of the curve as consisting of soiicl-body rotation within the 

central 25', with a flattening beyond this radius. One-half of the velocity ciifference 

between the flat regions of the curve in Figure 6.19 yields a rotation amplitude of 

v,, = 138 d~ 13 kms-L for the full sample.. 

Significant differences between the kinematic properties of the rnetal-rich ancl 

metal-poor clusters would imply that these populations undenvent dissimilar For- 

mation mechaaisms. The maximum Likelihood value for the mean velocity of the 

TO dusters in the rnetal-rich sample is (c,) = -260 iz 18 kms-' with a dispersion 

of cr, = 146 i 12 kms-'. For cornparison, the Iarger metal-poor sample (231 crus- 

ters) demonstrates a somewhat lotver mean velocity of (v,) = -290 r 10 kms-' and 

a siightly higher dispersion of u,, = 1% 4~ 7 kms-Ir aIthough these d u e s  are still 

consistent with those of the higher metaihcity sample mithin the quoted enors. -4 
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Figure 6.19: The rotation curve of the M31 GCS based on robust biweight estimates of the 
mean ("location") in radial bins of 10 arcmin for the full dataset and separate 
metallicity populations. The enor bars represent the 90% confidence interval. 
The solid üne shows the best fit to the data assuming solid-body rotation in 
the inner 25 arcmin and a flattening beyond. The derived rotation amplitudes 
are provided in the Iower-left corner of each plot. 
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rotation amplitude of cm, = 1603~19 k m ~ - ~  for the metal-rich population is ohrainecl 

from fits to the biweight resiilts shonn in the rniddle panel of Figure 6.19. This valiie 

is somewhat larger than the rnetal-poor amplitude of v,,, = 131 k 13 km s-l. althougb 

these d u e s  are also riot iriconsistent wichin he i r  formai errors. 

The projectect position angle of each cluster was determined as the angle of m a -  

irnum positive rotation obtained Frorn maximum likelihood sinusoid fits. Plots of 

the variation of position angle with radius for the full sample and metallicity sub- 

populations are presented in Figure 6.30. The input GC positions alreacly incorporate 

a cie-rotation of P.4.L131 = 3Q0 For the galrt~y and. aII else being equal, one mould es- 

pect to finci that the P.1 for the cluster system is roughly zero. Despite the sizeable 

spread at low radius in the full sample. thcre is a relatively clear increase in P.\ 

n-ithin the central region of the metaI-pour clrister system. This effect is consistent 

mith studies of the centra1 bulge and inner disk region of .LI31 ~vhich ciemonstrate a 

similar increase in P.4 to 50' (Hodge k Kennicutt 1932: Kent 1959). The 1131 GCS 

shows a notable decrease in the P.4 of the rotation iuis beond about 30'. Interest- 

ingiy, the metal-rich clusters seem to be rotating about an asis which is tilted at  a 

slightiy lower PX with respect to the major asis throughoiit the full radial estent of 

the population. 

6.4 The Mass of Mal 

The kinematics of SI31's GCS provide us with a dynamical probe of the underIying 

mass distribution of the host galay. The projected mass estimator (PME) was used 

to place constraints on the ttnderlyïng mass of the ?stem (Bahcal1 Sr Tremaine 1981; 

Heisler et al. 1985): 
r ii 

mhere ,V is the nurnber of bodiesl G is the gravitational constant, r is the projected 

galactocentric radius and u is the radial velocity of the body relative to the systemic 
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Figure 6.20: The projected position angle of the rotation axis (soiid line) and its 90% con- 
fidence bands (dotted iines) as a function of radius for the E U  sample, as weil 
as for the metal-rich and metal-poor populations. 
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velocity of th? galas- (-300 + 4 kms-' according co RC3). The empirical scale 

factor Jp depencls on the assirrnptions made regardhg the distribution of orbits. ancl 

is eqiral to 3 2 / r  and 64/ r  for isotropic and raclial orbits rrithin a continuous density 

distribution. respectively. 

:klmicreclly this projected mass estimace is harnpered by our limited sarnplc size 

and çowrage. as d l  as a Iück of detailed understanding of the cluscer orhits. Recent 

w r k  by Evans k TiYilkinson (2000) has s h o w  that the clynamical tracers in the 

1131 hato eshibit a predorninrintlu isotropic velocity dispersion. Applying the PSiE 

EO the in-ailable cIus~er data and assirniing isotropic orbits within an estended mass 

distribution ~ields an  estirnateci mass of -\ihi31 = (4.1 k 0.1) x 10'' Mc using 319 

dynamical targets out to a radius of - 120' from the galaq- center (- '77 kpc lit 

-- 
r i O  kpc). This result is comparabk to previous mass estimates obtained out to 

sirnilar radii as siimmarized in Table 6 of Evans SI lViikinson (2000). In the unIikely 

case of piirely radial orbits, our mass estimate wouId increase tu  cwice the value 

qiiotecl above. 

-4 more tletailed study of ~ h e  m a s  distribution 01 M31 based on a large sampIe 

of kinematic probes - incIuding the curent sample of globular c1usters velocities as 

meIl a s  is large riumber of planetcary nebulae from Hallid- e t  al. (in preparation) - 

is currently undemay bu CtriIkinson et al. (in preparation). 

6.5 M31 Globular Cluster Sizes 

GIobuIar duster sizes depend on factors such as mass segregation within the cluster 

and truncation due to the tidal influence of the parent galaxy (see Section 6.1.10 of 

Binney and Merrifield 1998). The FWIhI d u e s  measured in Section 5.: from the 

ARGUS reconstmcted images were used as estimates of the relative widths (PV) of 

the k13L grobular clusters in that sample. A histogram of the resuits is presenced in 

Figure 6-21. The mean and median samph d u e s  for 259 clusters are found to be 
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Figure 6.21: A histogam showing the ctistribution of cluster widths estimated froni the 
ARGL'S direct images. 

[C.' = 1.6" and 1.3". respectively. 

Scudies have shown that the radii of individual gIobuIar clusters tend to increase. 

on average, tonpards iarger gaIactocentric distances (van den Bergh 1994). This effect 

has been .demonsmted in both the Slilky Way GCS (van den Bergh. >[orbey & 

Pazder 1991) and in 4131 (Crampton et al. 1985). TidaI destruction of extended 

globular clusters within the inner g a l a ~ y  would esplain the relative absence of large 

clusters at small galactocentric radii. The Iack of compact cIusters (nfth half-light 

radii 3 pc) beond the solar radius is suggestive of a formation mechanism wherein 

more extended clusters preferentiaily form within the less dense regions of galaxies 

(van den Bergh? Morbey Sc Pazder 1991). 

The correlation between cIuster size and metallicity is investigated in Figure 6.22. 

Sliding-bin fits to the M31 data reveaI that despite an increase in the scatter towards 
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clecreasing merallicity GC diameter does not appear to correlate witli [Fe/Hi. Ttiis is 

in agreement with the conclusions drawn bu van den Bergh. Uorbey k P~azrler ( 1991) 

for their sampk of SiiIky \\;I globular clusters. -4 plot of Galactic GC' half-mas5 

radius versiis [Fe/H] is shown in the loiver panel of Figure 6-22 .  for cornparison. Plots 

of cluster size vcrsus \,' magnitude (from Barmby et al. 2001) For the full sample ancl 

rnetallicit~ sub-populations are shown in Figures 6.23 and 6.24. and reveaI that these 

parameters are also uncorrelated. Sampling biases may contribute to the lack of 5131 

GCs at magnitudes fainter than V - 17.6 with large values of II': faint distended 

objects are less Likely to provide good targets for observation. 

Figure 6.25 shows a plot of GC diameter versus projected galactocentric distance 

for the clusters in the ARGLS sample. A robust fit to the data rcveals a rnodest 

increase in the average sizc of the cluscers a t  Iarger raclii of the t'otm: 

R,, 
CF; = 0.37 - + 1.1 

LOO 

where galactocentric radius (R,J is rneasisiiretl in arcminiites and CC' is in arcseconds. 

The significant scatter at  small R,, compared to similar plots for the hlilky Cfiy GCS 

(e.g. Figure 1 of van den Bergh 1994) is mostly due to projection effects in M31. 

Separating the cluster sample with available rnetallicities into metal-rich ancl 

metal-poor sub-populations reveals a sniail difference in the mean GC diameter: 

(I+kch) - 1.2" versus (LVp,,,) - 1.7"' This is consisterit wîth the 6ndings of Larsen 

et al, (2001) in their HST WFPC2 study of the globuiar cluster systerns O€ 17 galau- 

ies: they found that the blue (metal-poor) clusters tended to be on average 20% 

larger than red (metal-rich) clusters. Interestingly, robust fits CO plots of size against 

galactocentric radius in Figure 6.26 demonstrate a rneasurabte gradient rrithin the 

metal-rich population, while the metal-poor clusters are consistent with a dope of 

zero. More details about the orbits of the clusters in each sampk would help to 

ascertain whether this difference is due to d ~ a r n i c a l  processes in the 3131 GCS. 
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Figure 6.22: Globular cluster size versus metallicity. The upper panel shows the width va!- 
ues frorn the ARGUS direct images. A sliding-bin fit to the data is represented 
by the dotted line, and reveals that the mean cluster size does not change sig 
dcant ly  with [&/HI. The lower panel shows a plot of half-rnass radius versus 
metallicity for the Miiky Way GCS (Harris 1996). 
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Figure 6-23: Globular c h t e r  width versw V maguitudel shawing no apparent 

Xetal-Poor -. 

V magcitude 

trcnci. 

Figure 6.24: GIobuIar cluster width versus V magnitude for the rnetd-rich and metal-poor 
populations. 
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Figrire 6.25: Clabular cluster size versus projcctcd galactocentric radius. X robiist fit to 
the data is given hy the dotteci line. showing a modest increase in GC width 
with distance. 
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Figure 6.26: Globular cluster size versus projected galactocentric radius for the metal-rich 
and metal-poor globuIar ctüsters. Robust fits to the data are s h o m  by the 
dotted lines. 



SUBSTRUCTURE ZN THE M31 GCS 

In the hierarchical structure formation scenario. galasies forni at least in part from 

the merger and accretion of smaller lumps (see for example Cole et al. 2000). Cliimp- 

ing in the early Universe is believed to have resulted From small perturbations in 

the priniordial density field. which in turn caused gravitational instabilities and the 

growth of structure frorn the .'bottom-up". These cliimps then evolved into cltvarf 

galaxies like those obsewed in the preserit epoch. or the'; coiild have rrriergecl to forrn 

more massive galasies. Such accretion would, at  some level, likely continue diiring 

the present epoch. 

Globular clusters have bcen identifiecl within some of the clwarf galasy satei1itcs 

of the l i i l lq  C k  (Da Costa & -4rmandroff 1993: Hodge et al. 1999: Oh. Lin & 

Richer 2000) and .\131 (Grebel. Dolphin J i  Guhathakurta 3000), as well as in the 

clwarf members of distant gaIilq- cliisters (e.g. Durrell et al. 1996: Miller et aI. 1995). 

In the contest of hierarchical galasu formation, one woulcl espect that the GCSs of 

massive galaxies rnight incorporate the cannibaIized globular clusters of past accretcd 

ciwarfs. Of course. this presurnes that a significant fraction of the early satellites were 

able to form globularclusters of their own. and that these clusters do not get destroyed 

during the merger. 

1s it reasonable to search for grouping in the globular cluster systern of M31? Are 

these likely to represent remnants of dwari g d a q  GCSs and, if so. what might this 

tell us about the formation and evolutionary history of U31? These questions are 

addressed in this chapter, The chapter begins with a brief reviem of the properties of 

the local dwarf galavies and presents a &case studqJ of an accretion event: the Sagit- 
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tziriiis dwarf in the Slilky I Y q .  The plaiisibility of itlentiFying reninants of rwently 

accreted d w r f  galaxies in SI31 by tvay of th& globular clusters is intrestigatecl. and 

a search is conducteci for position/velocity/rnctallicity grouping in the l t31 GCS. 

7.1 Dwarf Galaxies 

Dwarf galaxies are the most commonly fourid rnembers of the present-rtay Cnive-erse. 

and are believecl to have bbeen even more prcvalent in p a s  epochs. Thcrc are sev- 

eral types of daarf galaxies: spheroidals. ellipticals and irregirlars. Dwarf spheroidal 

galaxies (dSph) are diffuse. low-surface-brightness galaxies with total masses of order 

- ~o~. \ - I . - .  These galasies are ttiought to have a significant rlark matter comporierit 

due to their sizeable interna1 velocity dispersions (Grebel 2001). D'varf eliiptical gal- 

=ies (CIE) are triore massive. brighter and more compact galaxies with JI,,, - IO"\-. 

The gas-rich dwarf irregulars (dIrr) tend to be dorninated by star formation and tiave 

estended dark matter halos (Côté. Carignan. k Freeman 2000). 

7.1.1 Local Group Dwarfs 

The Local Group is a small group of galiwies dorninated by the MiIky Way and 

hl31 which contains - 4.5 known or suspected members. The v a t  majority of ttiis 

population consists of dwarf galaxies. the general properties of which are Iisted in 

Table 7.1: the galaxy's subgroup affiliation, type, GaIactic Longitude jl) and latitude 

(6): distance (D)? heliocentric radial velocity (u,), core radius (R,)? total mass (Ji,,,} 

and the number of globuIar clusters (?Tc=) which are currentIy knon-n to be associatecl 

with the satellite. The data in Table 7.1 is a surnmary of the tables in the revient 

by 'clateo (1998) on the subject of Local Group dwarf galaxies. mith some additional 

recent data from the sources indicated in the table notes. 

The Local Group dwarfs display a mide range of properties, with differing star 
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Table 7.1: Local Group dwarf ;alxry parnmeters (SIateo 1998 md references therein). 

Gaiaxy Group Type 1 b D VF & Mt,, NGC 
Name (kpc) (krns-') ( p c )  (10"U.- j 

Sirpittarius M I V  dSph 5.6 -14.1 24 + 2 140i 5 550 - 
r x s  1 3 9 ~ 3 2 6  

s"agD!G 
YCC CRD 
DDO 710 

W L l  
Draca 

Pegasus 
Ursa Minor 
And VI".b 
And VIL".' 
IC 10 

And 111 
?iGL 1.17 
NGC 205 
SGC 185 

hIJ2 
And 1 

And VdSC 
Ici  Y3 
And II 
[C 1613 

EGB 0*127+63 
Leo h 
Lw t1 
Leo 1 

Scxtaas B 
F o r n u  
Sextans 

Srxtans X 
Carina 

XCC 3109 
Xntlia 
Phoenix 
Sculptor 
GR 8 

Tucana 

drrr 
dIrr 

IrrIV-V 
dfrr/dSph 

IrtP"'-V 
dSph 

dIrr/dSph 
ciSph 
dS ph 
dSph 
dlrr 

dSph 
dSph/dE5 
ESp/dSph 

dSph/dEJp 
E2 

dSph 
dSph 

drrr/dSph 
dSph 
IrrV 

dlrr/dSph 
dIrr 
dSph 
dSph 
dlrr 
fiph 
&ph 

rl[rr/dSph 
dSph 

1rriV-V 
dIrr/dSph 
dtrr/dSph 

dSph 
dIrr 
dSph 
IrrW 
dIrr 

Sots; The Large and Srna11 Maqellanic Clouds (Irritl-N and [rrlV-V, respectively) have inrentiorially been excfuded 

kom this tabularion. 

Mditiond referenccs: a) RC3; b) XrmandrofF, Jaroby & Davies 1999; c) Grcbei Sr Guhathakurta 1999; 4 Grebel, 

DoIphin, & Guhathakurta 7000; el Xrmr~ldroff~ Davies k Jacoby L998; /] Da Costa et al. 2000. 
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Figure 7.1: The distribution of Local Group dwarf galaxies in Galactic longitude (top) and 
distance from the Milky tVay (bottom). In both plots, the concentratiotl OF 
dwarf galwies about M31 (dotted l i e )  is apparent. 

formation and enrichment histories (hIateo 1998). ~ h e y  generally tend to have an 

old popuIation and are. on average. of similar age to old Galactic globular clusters. 

The detailed orbits of these galavies currentk remain poorly understood due to a 

lack of proper motion data and large distance uncertainties. However. dnwf g a h -  

ies within - 200 kpc from massive galaees like the Milky and M31 are likelj- to be 

gravitationally-bound satellites of that parent gaiaq- (Grebel 2002). The concentra- 

tion of satellites about SI31 is apparent in histograms showing the number of dmarfs 

as a function of position and distance from the MILy Way (Figure 7.1). 
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7.1.2 A Current hlerger: the Sagittarius Dwarf 

The random accretion of dwarf galaies may indeed be ongoing in many large galasies. 

The fact that n.e are ciirrently witnessing the assimilation of the Sagittarius dmr f  

spheroidal (Sgr dSpli) galasy bu the SIilliy \Va'- is eviclence for such occurrences in 

the present day. There are also indications of tidal distortions in 1131's cornpanion. 

SGC 205 (IYalterbos k Kennicutt 1987: Bender. Paquet I: Neto 1991). Either the 

process of satellite accretion is not uncornmon. or ire are observing oiir Gala'cy and 

'1,132 at tiniqiie stages of their evolution. 

Ibata. Gilniore S; Invin (1995) cliscoverecl the Sgr dSph as a large CO-moving group 

of stars at a Galactocentric distance of 16 & 2  kpc. The group has a major a i s  lengtb 

of 2 9 kpc. an escent which indicates tiiat it is being disrupted. Further. isodensity 

contours reveal that this object is elongated in a direction perpencliciilar to the plam 

of the Galaxy due to the spreading of sttipped material along its orbit. Its stars 

are moclerately old (- 10 Gyr) and have a mean metallicity of [Fe/Hl = -1.1 k 0.3 

(blateo et al. 1995). The mean velocity of the group is 176 km se' with a dispersion 

of 10 kms-' mhich is typical of many clwarf galaxies. The orbital period of the Sgr 

dSph is 1 Gy- and it is believed to have sumivcd over rnany (- 10) orbits through 

the 4Iilky Way (Tbata et al. 1997). The timcscale for the cornplete disruption of the 

S g r  dSph is currently not known (Ibata 1999). . 

There are four globular clusters which are beiieved to be associated with the 

S g r  dSph based on their positions, distances and radial velocities (Ibata, Gilmore S-- 

Invin 1994; Ibata et al. 1997). Cltimately, these clusters - S154. Arp 2, Terzan T and 

Terzan 8 - Rrill have their orbits randomized by the strong po tential of the Milky Way 

and they nill take their place in the Galactic globular cluster estem. The Sagittarius 

dwarf's globular clusters have a Itiminosity distribution which is similar to that of the 

outer halo of the Galasi. a t  R > 80 I\pc (tan den Bergh 1998), consistent with the 

identification of this satellite as a potential Searle-Zinn remnant. However, only one 
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of the four globular clusters associated with the Sgr dSph hm a large hhalf-iight ractiris 

{&ch is comrnonly associatecl with the outer halo clusters (vari den Bergti. 5Iorbey 

k Pazder 1991)- 

There is a substantial stellar stream associated with the Sagitcarius dwarf (e.g. 

Ibata et al. 2001: Dohm-Palmer et al. 2001) and it is possible that the Sgr dSph has 

lost more of its original globuIar clirsters along its orbit due to a strong and lengthy 

interaction mith the Mil- Way. l[oreover, if the debris €rom accreted satellites 

constitutes a significant portion of the Galâ.\$s halo miiterial. it rnay be reasonabIe 

CO search for rcmaining signs of these mergers in the globiilar cluster system. A hunt 

for goups of globular cIusters in position/veIocity/metallicity parameter space may 

point to recent or even ancient mergers of satellite galaxies and their globi~lar cluster 

sus tems. 

How freqiiently rriight such accretion events have occurrcd. iintl hom much (if 

any) rcsiclual evidence niight rernain' It has been found that the majority of the 

dmr f  satellites in SI31 and the hlilky i;I are on polar orbits: tliis would seem to 

suggest that these represent the survivors of a once much richer satelIite popirlation 

(Grebel. Kolatt, & Brandner 1998). Nimerical simulations have s h o m  that the 

signatures of siich disriipted satellites can survive even over large tirnescales. Helnii 

and SVhite (1999) simulated the destruction of satellites in the potential of the Slilky 

CVay over a timescale of .V 10 Gyr. They found that velocity correlations remained. 

despite the fact that the final density of debris was not significantly greater than the 

background. Based on numericd simuIations of the Sgr dSph disruption in the SIilky 

Johnston et al. (1993) contïtmed chat debris from a t  least the dwarf's rnost 

recent passage is observable as mot-ing groups in the halo of the Gala% 

Interestingly, further numerical studies of the survizal of dark rnatter halos have 

s h o m  ihat fewer dwarfs are observed in the current epoch than models wouId pre- 

dict. A nrimerical study bu KIypin et al, (1999) predicted a population of lo\t--mas, 
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dark halos within the Local Group mhich esceeds the ohservecl nitmber by an order 

of magnitude (see also Moore et al. 1999). They propose the eskitence of d a r k  siitel- 

iites" which failed to accrete ;as to form stars due CO processes sucti as gas lieatirig 

front ionization or masa-loss by supernovae-tlriven winds ciuring the early formarion 

stases of the Galax? Either the mode1 c7ssumptions are incorrect. or ~e are unable to 

observe these faim halos if they have no clear optical counterparcs. The latter possi- 

biiicy rvouki impiy that there may be many more ongoing mergers than ive currently 

obsene. 

7.2 Modeling the Fate of the Satellites 

The continuing infall of clumps is a consequence of the hierarchical mode1 of formation 

in  the Crliverse. As a satellite g a l i ~ ~ y  (or. equivalently. a srnall clark rnatter halo) gets 

caiigtit in the potential well of ri galrixy, it will suffer a gradua1 stripping of its matcrial 

due to tidal forces. Tt is chus necessary to consider the evolution of a tlwarf ga1a.y.s 

small globular ciuster population in the presence of the Iarge g a l ~ u a n  potential to 

determine if there is any point in searching for merger remnants over reasonable 

tirnescales (e.g, 2 10"i after the initial encounter). To test this possibility. Y-body 

simulations are used to follow the evolution of satellite grobular ciuster systems in an 

esternal potential simihr to that of the hlilky Way. The results of these simulations 

d l  be used in Section 1.3 to investigate the effectiveness of group re~t-ievar over the 

course of an accretion event. 

7.2.1 The hlfodel Dwarf and the Externai Potentiai 

The dwarf satellite g a l w  in each simiilation mas modeled as a Hernquist sphere with 

a density distribution git-en by: 
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(Hernquist 2990).  h hi ch corresponds to a cumiilatice mass distribution of 

In the above equations, .CI is the total mass and s is a scale length which defines the 

half-mass radius of the distribution: Le. setiing Sf ( rL12)  = 31/2 in Equacion 7.2 

gives rl12 = (1 + &)S. The potential. found by integrating Poisson's equation 

v 2 0 ( r )  = 4;?Gp(r). is given bu 

GM 
O(r) = --, 

r - s  

This analytical mass mode1 is an approximation of the de Vaucouleurs R1/" profile 

mhich is applicable to galaxies and bulges (de Vaucoulcurs 1953). In each simulation. 

rotighly 10000 particles were generated within this density profile to compose the 

ciwarf gaiuy. An estra 10 objects with a somewhat more estended clistribution 

about the dwarf were tiesignated to be the globular clusters: these GCs were each 

assigned masses of 5 x IO5 :MZ. 

The galactic potential was assumed to be rigid and time-independent. and was 

built from three components: a spheroidal bolge potentiaI (Hernquist 1990), a hliya- 

moto Sr Xagai (1975) thick disk. and a Iogarithmic halo. The fornis of these potcntials 

were adoptecl based ou the modeling of the Sgr dSph by .Johnstoii et al. (1995) and 

Helrni Sr White (3001): 

In these equations, G is the gravitational constant, r and R represent radii, and z is 

the height above the disk. The masses (M): scale lengths (a: 6: co d) and velocip 

(chdo) in the above potentials were selected to reproduce the characteristics of the 
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Table 7.2: G a l a y  mode1 paramecers 

Parameter Adopted Value 
-l[bulge 3.4 X 1oL0i\i2 

1 x 10'LJk 
Chdo 128 km S-' 

a 6.5 kpc 
6 0.26 kpc 
c 0.7 kpc 
d 12.0 kpc 

'r1ilky Way. The components of oiir Galaxy are better understood than those of M31' 

and ive can elcpect the overall effects of satellite disniption within h131 to be quite 

simiIar. The adoptetl component parameters are provided in Table 7.2 and have been 

selected following .Johnston (1998). 

The representation here of the massive galasy by a filced potential of coursc ne- 

glects any exchange of energy between the satellite and its parent galaxy. Typical 

masses of dtvarf satellites are orders of magnitude smaller than t hac of the W k y  Way 

or M31. As a resultt the effects of dynamical friction and energy exchange between 

the satellite and the massive galaxy are generaily taken to be negligibie. ancl can be 

ignored over the timescales of interest here (Helmi Sr White 3001). 

7.2.2 Initial Conditions 

3umerical simulations were esecuted in order to illustrate the effects of an interac- 

tion between a dmarf galaxy with a massive spiral like the Milky Way or M31. These 

N-body simulations were performed using the Barnes-Hut treecode version 1.4 dis- 

tributed by J. BarnesL and modified by D. Stiff to include an eseernal potential. The 

treecode algorithm is based on the commonly-used hierarchical force metbod de- 

scribed by Barnes & Hut (1986). An adaptive timestep mas used, such that smaller 

http://wulw.ifa.hawuii.edu/-barnes/treecode/trreguide.htmI 
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Table 7.3: Initial conditions for N-body simulations 

Parameter Initial Conditions 
-II~W 10: - 1 0 ~ ~  
Rhm 0.2 - 0.4 kpc 
RGC 1 - 2 Rhm 
D 20 - 100 kpc 
O O - 90" 
N O - 0.9 
2 
iJ O - 0.9 

timesteps were taken for Iarger globd n i~urnum accelerations. The esterrial poten- 

tial is a combination of the ttisk. bulge and halo poteritials (odisk: and o~,,~,) as 

clescribecl in the previous section. 

A series of - 85 simulations were run in order to explore a reasonable range af 

parameter space by altering the initia1 conditions of the incident satellite. The ranges 

O €  initial conditions which w r e  tested are given in Table 7.3. The total dwarf masses 

(&) were selected to span a range between a typicül dwarf spheroidal and a dwnrf 

elliptical and incorporate the mass of 10 globular clusters. each GC having 31 = 

5 x 10"&. The range in satellite half-rntws radius fRhm) was chosen to correspond 

to a typical range of dwarf g a l a ~  core radii (R ,  provided in Table 7.1): a reasonable 

zsumption if light folloms mass. Rcc is the scale radius of the dmarf's globular 

cluster system. The sacellites n-ere @yen an initial galactocentric distance of D and 

a position angle B above the plane of the disk. The parameters a and 5' dictate the 

initial partition of veiocity in the SZ and ,Tl' plane, respectively, in units of circular 

t-elocity such that a' + = 1 for circular orbits. 

It should be noted that the simuIations presented herein are intended to be illus- 

tracive, and not to reproduce the detaiied characteristics of what wouid be a cornplex 

interaction. Further in-depth studies wodd benefit from the foiionring additions and 

irnprovements: 
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1. The addition of evolving potentiak for the hulge. disk and halo components. 

This woirld permit longer sirnulation tiniescales and a more informative and 

realistic evolution of the merger rernnant. 

2. The inclusion of the effects of dynamical friccion, disk-shocking, gas dynaniics. 

globular cluster destruction and formation during the interaction. 

3. A more complete sarnpling o l  satellite parameter space (masses. scale lengths. 

initial velocities and position angles). 

7.2.3 N-body Simulation Results 

During the early stages of the interaction. stars from the dwarf are lost into leacling or 

trailing streams. The satellite becomes flattened and disrupted, dispersing matcrial 

trntil only a small fraction of the original rnass remains within a small clump: the 

principal reninant of the originai divar€. Yote that no particles "escape" from the 

simulation; no niatter  ho^ far a parcicle might get from the centre of the satellite. its 

effect is still considered in the calculations. 

The disruption progresses more rapidly when the satellite is given a more radial 

orbit with a l o ~  inclination. and the d w r f  spends more t h e  mithin the potcntial of 

the disk or travels through the birlge. Horvever, the effects of the halo potentia1 are 

sufficient to disrupt the satellite even on polar orbits with large galactocentric radii. 

Esamples of the simulation results for various incidence angles and satellite masses 

as viewed face-on (the plane) and edge-on ( - Y 2  plane) to the disk are shomn in 

Figures 7.3 to 7.7. The particle and GCS distributions extend beyond the fields of 

viem shonn in these figures. 

The simulation snapshots show that depending on the characteristics of the orbit 

of the dwarf and its initial m a s .  its GCS miU remain relatively spatially coherent 

over timescaies of a €en- GCTI at most (a typical orbital period for the dwarf remnant 

is - 1 Gyr). The more interesting question is whether the addition of kinematic 
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Figure 7.2: A sample of the simulation results for the case of a dwarf incident in the plane 
of the disk (8 = O", a = O and = 0.9) as vie& in the XY plane, face-on to 
the disk. In this case, the satellite has an initia1 mass of Md, = log MO and a 
haif-mass radius Rh, = 0.2 kpc (its motion is counter-clockwise). The globular 
cluster system was given a scde radius of 2Rh,, and the GCs are represented 
by the large red crosses. The tirne in Gyr is given in each panel. Note that even 
though only two of the ten original satellite GCs remain within the field of view 
at T = 6 Gyr, ail are considered in the dysis.  
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Figure 7.3: A iampie of the simulation results for the case of a dwarf incident in the piane 
of the disk (0 = O", ar = O and B = 0.9) as viewed in the X Z  plane, edge-on 
to the disk (shown by the dashed line). In this case, the satefite has an initiai 
mass of Md, = logMo and a half-mas radius Rhm = 0.2 kpc. The globular 
cluster system was given a scale radius of 2Rb, and the GCs are represented 
by the Iarge red crosses. The t h e  in Gyr is given in each panel. 
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Figure 7.4: A sampie of the simuIation results for the case of a dwarf with an initial position 
angle of 8 = 45" (a = 0.45 and @ = 0.45), as viewed in the XY plane, face-on to 
the &k. In this case, the satellite haa an initial mass of Md, = lo7MQ and a 
half-mass radius Rh, = 0.4 kpc (its motion is counter-ciockwise). The globular 
cluster system was given a scale radius of IRhm, and the GCs are represented 
by the large red crosses. The tirne in Gyr is given in each panel. 
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Fiewe 7-5: A sample of the simulation results for the case of a dwarfwith an initial position 
angle of B = 45" (a = 0.45 and = 0.45), as vie& in the XZ plane, edge- 
on to the disk (shown by the dashed line). In this case, the satellite has an 
initial mass of Md, = 10'MQ and a half-mass radius Rh = 0.4 kpc (its motion 
is counter-clockwh). The globuiar cluster system was given a scale radius of 
IRh, and the GCs are represented by the large red crases. The t h e  in Gyr 
is given in each panel. 
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Figure 7.6: A $ample of the simulation results for the case of a dwad with an initial position 
angle of 0 = 90" (a = 0.9 and = O), as v i e d  in the XY plane, face-on to 
the àisk. In this case, the satellite haa an initiai mass of Md, = lo8 M@ and a 
half-mass radius Rh, = 0.3 kpc- The giobuiar cluster system was given a scale 
radius of IRh, and the GCs are represented by the large red crosses. The tirne 
in Gyr is given in each panel. 
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Figure 7.7: A sarnple of the simulation results for the case of a dwarf with an initial position 
angle of = 90" (a = 0.9 and @ = O), as viewed in the XZ plane, edge-on to the 
disk (shown by the dashed h e ) .  In t h  casel the satellite has an initiai mass 
of Mdw = losMa and a half-mass radius Rh, = 0.3 kpc (its motion is counter- 
ciockwise) . The globular ciuster systern was given a scde radius of IRh, and 
the GCs are represented by the large red crasses. The tirne in Gyr is given in 
each panel. 
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data wi11 help to afirm this apparent coherence. enough to enable the identification 

of a group of globular clusters which are associated ~ - i t h  this cannibalized tlivarf. 

iising only projected positions and radia1 velocities. This cpestion is adciressed in the 

ipcoming sections. 

7.3 The Hunt for Groups 

7.3.1 The Group-Finding Algorithm 

The search far groups in parameter space was facilitated by a groupfinding program 

(written by D. Stiff) tvhich is basecl on a friends-of-friends algorithrn. This algorithm 

links the neighbours of each particle which fa11 within a specified distance in parameter 

space. and each distinct set of joined particles constitutes a group. 

The difficulty lies in determining what are appropriate limits on the parameters 

of intercst. In the case of the SI31 globular cluster system. these parameters include 

S and 1- (projectetf) positions. radial velocity r ,  and. possihly to a lesser tlttgree. 

metallicity [Fe/H]. The appropriate weighting of these parameters must be cleterminecI 

in advance in order to set the group linking criteria. For example. if S and E* each 

span a range of 100 arcmin. the velocities range over 600 kms-'. and metallicities 

span only 3 dex. an appropriate metric must be devised such that the group is not 

defined principally based on [Fe/Hl owing to its comparatively small numérical range. 

In essence. the metric puts al1 of the parameters onto the same effective scale. In 

addition to the metric. the groupfinding algorithm requires the input of a "Linking 

length" which defines the smaltest scaled distance between successive group members 

in parameter space. The linking [ength is expressed as a fraction of the mean inter- 

particle spacing. 

Therefore. for each particle. the algorithm links a nearby particle to its group if 
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where As is the total separation of the neighboiir tn the particle in qiiestion. -., is rhr 

scafing or weighting factor defined for parameter i, lx, is the separation hetween clic 

particle and its neighbour in parameter i. -1 is the specified linking LengtIi. and 5 is 
the mean incer-particle spacing for the entire collection of parricles. 

In ttiis manner. the procedure is able to follow grouping dong clongaced streams. 

Error bars on the input paramecers are accommodated by thc addition of an  ..imcer- 

triintu ellipsoid" around each particle. -4 particle's parameter space neighboiirç are 

grouped with it if the minimum distance between their uncertainty elIipsoids are Iess 

than the linking length. 

7.3.2 kfetric and Linking Length Determinations 

Since we have no a prion' knomledge of what noiild be a siritable metric or linking 

length for the definition of a proup in parameter spacc. a niethod r a s  devised CO test 

the groiip-fincting algorithm on known groups using a range of scalings and linking 

lengths. Groups of objects vith various spatial distributions (e.g. spherical. Iinear 

and curved streams) : rriembership sizes, galactocentric positions and orientations nere 

created with general parameters similar to those of Local Group clwarf galasies. The 

groiips were given interna1 velocity dispersions of u, = 6 to 12 knis-'. rnean metal- 

Iicities of ([Fe/Hl) = -1.2 to -1.6 dex  and [Fe/H] spreads of up;~! = 0.3 to 0.5 

delc (e-g. Mateo 1995; Da Costa et al. 2000). The particles in these groiips were then 

superimposed over a background of a few hundred particles consisting of a metal-poor 

randorn spherical halo distribution, a rotating metal-rich thick disk distribution in- 

cIined at 12.3" to the Iine-of-sight (i = 77.7")1 and a rotating incermediate-metaIlici& 

ellipsoidai bulge distribution. A sampIe plot of the projected positions of a set of 

these sinutated groups is shown in Figure 7.8. 

Projected positions, radial velocities and metallicities for the fabricated group 

rnembers and additional background objects were input to the groupfinding proce- 
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X (arcmin) 

Figure 7.8: A sample plot shmhg projected positions for a set of simulateci groups 
(coloured points) over a backgtound distribution of particles. A series of pa- 
rameter scalings and tinking lengths were tested to determine the optimal pa- 
rameters for the retrievai of these known groups. 
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dure. cycling throiigh a range of linking lengths (-1) and parameter scalings co de- 

termine the optimal combination for group retrieval. .\ minimum group membership 

of nec = 4 clristers i ~ a ç  specified to define a group. Setting the S and E' scaling to 

Y X  = -.y = 1.0 to define the baseline. it Kas found chat the best recoveq- rate occiirrecl 

when -\ = 0.1 and the velocities were scaled by YI, = 0.13 for cases n-hen rnetallicities 

were not considered. \Vith the addition of nietallicity information, the optimal veloc- 

ity and [Fe/H/ scalings were -r, = 0.14 and -fr~,/tri . . = 9.7. respectively. with a Linking 

length of -1 = 0.09. Raising the minimum group membership to nec = 6 cIusters did 

not significantly change t hese values. 

As a further test. some of the simulation results from Section 7.2 were then euam- 

ineci to v e r i l  these optima1 scalings and Iinking lengths for GC group retrieval over 

tinie. The globular cluster projected posicions and radial velocities at variotis stages 

during the simulation were superimposeci over a backgroiind of objects similar to that 

tised in the fabricated group procedure described above. The optimal settings were 

determined basecl on the fraction of satellite GCs wtiich Lvere correctly allocated into 

one or more groups with n ~ c  2 4 members. with as little backgrouncl contamiriation 

and false positive detections as possible. -4 sarnple of this variation in "optimal" 

Iinkirig length and ~ I o c i t y  scaIing with timestep is shou-n in Figure 7.9 for one of 

the simulations. Since the simulations did not include rnetallicity information, [Fe/H] 

scalings were not determined here. 

Encouragingly. the simulation resrtlts for early timesteps generally yielded optimal 

linking lengths and velocity scaling which were very similar to those determined 

from the fabricated groups (see Figure 7-91. Their magnitudes did tend to increase 

with time. and in some cases the l i n h g  length started at vaLues of - 0.15 - 0.18. 

Nonetheless? the somewhat more consemative linking length defined above n;as kept 

in order to minimize possibIe group contamination and the detection of false positik-es- 
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Figure 7.9: The variation of optirna1 linking length (solid Lue) and velocity weighting 
(dashed line) as  a ftinction of time for the simulation shown in Figures 4.4 
and 1.5. At timestep zero. the best group rccovery for the simulated dwarfs 
GCS occurred using X - 0.1 and y, - 0.14. simikir to the linking length and 
velocity weighting seiected based on the fabricated groiip testing. The veiocity 
weighting increases with time as the dwarfs  GCS disperses (spatialIy) in the 
externa1 potential. 

7.3.3 Grouping in the Simulation Results 

Gsing the scaling and linking Iengths determined in the previous step (h = 0.1, 

:ru = 0.13), the 3-body simutation results were anaIyzed to investigate the Iikelihood 

of identi-ing the cannibahed dwarf7s gIobuIar clusters as a group in parameter 

space, The three-dimensional positions and velocities were projected in an orientation 

simiiar to that of hi31 with i = 77.7, and were superimposed over the background 

cornponents described in the pretious section. The goupfinding algonthm rvas then 

appiied to the simulation results at wrious timesteps. 
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Two parameters. Q and Q,,,. are defined as FolIoms to reflect the retr ie~i l  effi- 

ciency of che satellite's GCS: 

where -Y is the total numbcr ofgroups containing globular clusters. nc;c is the number 

of globular clusters in group k. and n, is the total number of objects (including 

background) which were found in group k. The sum in Q is calcuIateti onIy over 

chose groups which contain one or more globular clusters. and reflects the general 

contamination of the GC goups by background objects. Q,, is the rna'rirniirn ratio 

of the niimber of GCs in any group to the total number of objects allocri~ed tu  that 

grotip. and more appropriateiy indicates whether a bona Jide groirp Iirrs been found. 

For perfect group recovery with no contamination, Q = Q,, = 1. 

To demonstrate. let us exmine il particiilar siniuIation with an initial divarf posi- 

tion angle 90" (a = 0.9: il = 0) witti MCi, = 109:1fG above the plane at a timestep of 

1.2 G-y. The group-fincling algorithm returned globiilar cltister group memberships 

as follows: 6 of the 10 dSph GCs were in the same group and hart 1 additional back- 

ground object included, 1 GC was allocated to a backgoiincl group with 3 addi~ional 

members, 1 GC mas allocated to a background group with 4 additional mernbers. and 

2 GCs were not identified as mernbers of any group. For this case with - 3 groups 

containing one or more globular clusters: 

The high Q,, indicates that it is very i ike l  that we can detect a group containing, 

by definition (nec > 4): a significant Fraction of the disrupting satellite's GCS. here 
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with only - 14% contamination bu backgroilnd objects. The nioderate to low Q ratio 

refiects the fact that some of the satellite's GCs were allocaced to other groiips to 

n-hich they do not truly belong. Plots of the evolution of Q and Q,,, nith cime for 

a series of initial conclicions are providetl in Figures 7.10. 7.11. and 1.12. 

The  orbital periods of the satellite debris within the potential of the parent galas!- 

are of order 1 Gyr. apparent in the periodicity seen in most of the Q plots. This 

periodicity is 1ar;ely dictateci by the initial galactocentric radius of the d m r f  in the 

potcntial of the parent galarcy. as well as by its initial velocity. The effects of va&g 

the starting raclius of the dwarf are demonstrated in Figure 7.13. in general. it 

appears that the GCSs of the sirnulatecl satellites given initial galactocentric clistances 

of r; 10 kpc are very difiicult to recover after one orbit. For instance. if a Sg 

clSph equivalent vas located i n  4131 at a radius of 16 kpc, it wouid be unlikely thac 

tve rioultl discover the rerrinant based on its globular clusters. The association of a 

stellar stream would be necessary in such a case. According to the simulation resiilts. 

satellite globiilar cluster groups would be more easily observable at galnctocentric 

radii of 2 60 kpc due to their significantry loiver degree of disruption over the' relevant 

t imescales. 

The probability of detection clearly depends to a large degree on the rclic's location 

in its orbit. as there is a decreaserl likelihood of finding a group if the GCS debris 

is fore or aft of the bulge. or obscured in the rotating disk particIes. Therefore. the 

likelihood that the detection of grouping in a galaxy's GCS reflects the remnant of a 

bona fide accretion event is cornparatively low if the goup  is superimposed over the 

dense part of the disk or the bulge of the gala.-. 

In reality? the orbital parameters of past or even present satellites are rarely known. 

Therefore, the average Q values of a large sampIe of sMuIations havîng a variety of 

initial position angles and incident t-elocities can be esamined to get some idea of 

the likelihood of group detection for a satellite on a random orbit. The mean and 
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Tirne Elapsed (Gyr) 

Figure 7-10: The Q ratio values for a representative sample of the simulations run using a 
dwarf half-mass radius of Rhm = 0.2 kpc and a globular cluster scale radius of 
Rcc = 2 Rhm- The solid Lines represent smoothed fits to the Q d u e s  obtained 
at each timestep, and the dotted lines are smoothed fits of Q,,. In each panel. 
the satellite masses, initial position angles ( O )  and velocity partitions (al fi  in 
parentheses) are provided. 
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Time ELapsed (Gyr) 

Figure 7.11: The Q ratio d u e s  for a representative sampte of the simulations run using a 
dm.15 haif-mass radius of Rh= = 0.3 kpc and a globuiar cluster scale radius of 
Rcc = L Rh,. The solid iines represent smoothed fits to the Q values obtained 
at each timestep, and the dot ted hes  are smoot hed fits of Q,,. In each panel, 
the sateUite masses, initial position angles (0) and velocity partitions (af ,LI in 
parentheses) are provided. 
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Figure 7.12: The Q ratio vdues for a representative sample of the simulations run using a 
dwarf half-mass radius of Rh, = OA kpc and a globular duster scale radius of 
Rcc = 1 Rhm- The solid h e s  reppresent smoothed fits to the Q d u e s  obtrtined 
at each timestep, and the dotted lines are smoothed fits of Q,,. In each pue l .  
the satefite masses, initial position angles (8) and velocity partit ions (a. ,3 in 
parentheses) are provided. 
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Tirne Elapsed (Gyr) 

Figure 7.13: The Q ratio (soiid line) and Q,n, values (dotted lines) of a series of simulations 
with different dwarf initiai distances. The galactocentric radius of the satellite 
at the start of the simuiation is provided in the corner of each panel. AU of 
the simulations shown were given similar initial conditions (other than initial 
distance): hfdw = 1 0 ~ ~ 1 / f ~ ,  Rh, = 0.3 kpc, RCC = 1 Rhm, 6 = 45O. a = 0 = 
0.45. 
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median Q and Q,,, d u e s  For satellites wich an initiai galactocentric radiiis of -40 kpr 

are shown in Figure 7-14. The average and median Q values decrease ïvith time. as 

espected. The 4 results indicate that it is not likely that the coniplete GCS of the 

sa~ellite dwarf can be recovered in a single uncontaminaced goirp. However. the Q,, 

plot shom that one significant grouping of clusters associated with the canniba!izecl 

clwarf cari generally be found up to several Gyr after the initial encounter. Again, this 

pmsiimes that the initial satellite galaxy was initially massive enough to form and 

retain at least a handful of globular clusters, and that these GCs are not destroyed 

cliiring the encounter. 

7.4 Substructure in the IV131 GCS 

Hwing shown that it is in principle possible to detect groiiping in the globuIar clus- 

ter svstem of a large galxq- which rnay have resulted from the recetit accretion of â 

dwarf satellite with its own GCS. the available data for the LI31 GCS were cested 

[or the preserice of sucti grouping. The "best spectroscopic sample" of atxilable ra- 

dial veloçities and spectroscopic metallicities defined in Section 6.1 was examined 

for substructure. Quoted errors on velocity and metalIicity were used to define the 

uncertainty ellipsoids about each data point in parameter space: rio position uncer- 

tainties were incorporated in the analysis. Sote that grouping based strongly on 

metallicity will not necessarily improve the quality of the substructure results. The 

tlwarf galaxies of the Local Group exhibit a wide variety of star formation histories 

and metallicities (Mateo 1998). For example, Grebel Sr Guhathakurta (1999) report 

a large (1 dex) spread in metailicity within both And VI and And \TI. 

Applying the parameter scdings and linking lengths determined in Section 7.3.2. 

the data were analyzed using the group-finding dgorithm. A minimum oFfour cIusters 

{vas required to define a group. The complete available sample of hl31 positions and 

velocities were examined For grouping both with and wïthout the inclusion of [Fe/H] 
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Figure 7-14: The average Q ratio (top plot) and Qmns values (bottom plot) of a series of 
simulations with a range of initial conditions at an initiai distance of 40 kpc. 
The dashed and solid Lines show smoothed Ets to the mean and median values 
in timestep bins. respectively. 
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information. These resiilts are shonm in Figures 7-15 ancl 7.16. The resiilts of a sirniiar 

analysis on the '131 5[31 globuhr dusters in the metal-poor population are shown in 

Figure 7.17 (without [Fe/H]) and Figure 7-18 (including [Fe/H]). 

Xot siirprisingly. at Ieast one group ivils found in the fiil1 sample of Figures 7-15 

and 7.16 which corresponded to a sizeablr portion of the metal-rich bulge population. 

Grotipings remained within the central region even for the metal-poor population of 

the gala-y's GCS shomn Figures 7.17 and 7.18. Several of these innennost groups 

are rejected here due to inconsistency in the rnembenhip allocations between the 

metal-poor and full sarnple determinations. -4s confirmed by the simulation results. 

cannibalizecl dwarf GCSs woulcl be extremely difficult to recover in the dense inner 

regions of the ga1a.q- regardless. Furthermore. final groiiping resiilts merc required to 

be resistanc to srnall changes in Iinking length and parameter scalings. 

Of the groupings shoan in Figures 7-15 to 7-18. there is convincing eviclerice For 

the preserice of four confirmed and four tentative globular cluster groups of ncc > 4 

members in position/velocity/metailicity parameter space. The positions of thcse 

final groups are shown in Figure 7-19. and the data for group rncmbers are providecl 

in Table 7.4. 

The association of a grciup of globular clusters with 3GC 303 is clearly evident in 

Figure 7.19. The rnean v e l o c i ~  of the YGC 205 group is u, = -255 kms-'. compa- 

rable to VGC 205's systernic velocity of -242 k 3 krns-[ (RC3). 

It is interesting to note that none of the groups recovered in this analysis over- 

lap mith the associations found by Ashman Sc Bird (1993). This is at least partly 

attributable to the Iarger sample size presented here. -4shrnan k Bird used the 144 

M31 cluster velocities and metalkities presented by Huchra, Brodie & Kent (1991). 

and then removed 49 of the metal-nch GCs from their grouping analysis as "non-halo" 

objects. OC the remaining 95 GCs in their sample, rnany had velocity uncertainties 

Iarger than S'70 kms-'. 
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Figure 7.1 5: The locations of groups found in position and veiocity parameter space for the 
entire sampie of M31 GCS data The blue ellipses represent the M31 com- 
panions NGC 205 (north) and M32 (southwest). Coloured symbols represent 
individual group members. 
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Figure 7.16: As in Figure 7.15 for the full M31 GCS, but with the addition of Fe/W infor- 
mation to the parameter space grouping. 
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X (arcmin) 

Figure 7.17: The Iocations of groups found in position and velocity parameter space for 
the 231 metd-poor M31 giobular clusters- The blue ellipses represent the 
M31 cornpanions NGC 205 (north) and M32 (southwest). Coloured symbois 
represent individuai group rnembers. 
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FiD- 7.18: As in Figure 7.17 for the metal-poor M31 GCS, but with the addition of Fe/q 
information to the parameter space grouping- 
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The rnajority of the cliisters in the inner and oiiter suhsystems forind by Sczito k 

Tue (2000) are included in the metal-rich (bulge) popdation inFerret1 from the K'cl'cI 

results discussed in Section 62.1. The bulk of inner subsystem found bu Saito S- lye 

rvas recovered here as two of the central groiips shown in Figure 7.13: the memberships 

of these inner groups were not stable and they are not Iisted in Table 7.4 for reasons 

tliscussed previously. 

Do the 1431 globular cluster groups listed in Table 7.4 represent the signatures 

of past accretion events.? CVithout distance information or the identification of a 

coincident stellar stream. the correlation of M31 GCS gouping with past accretion 

events is somewhat teniioits. For the Sagittarius dwarf merger occurring within our 

G a l q  we have three-dimensional data for a clear stcllar stream. It is somewhat 

easier to pick out the globular clusters which coincide with this stream basecl un 

their distances and velocities. although even here che results are controwrsial (see, 

for example. Shnniti, Lleylan & Kissler-Patig 1996). At the distance of M32. we 

have projected data and are only now beginning to iiricover signs of steilar streams 

(Ibata et a1.2001b). Note that this recently-discovered stream in hl31 extends beyonci 

the spatial Iimits of the observeil cluster sarnple on a line connecting XGC 205 and 

LI32 (Ibata et al. 3001b), and thus cannot be directly rnatched with any of the GC 

groupings found here. 
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X (arcmin) 

Figure %19: The positions of the confirmed groups (with members shown as coloured cir- 
cles) and tentative p u p s  (coloured squares) in the M31 globular cluster sys- 
tem. Group membership data are presented in Table 7.4. 
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Table 7.4: SI31 goups  in position/velocitg/metallicity 

B374-S306 41. 14 -10.50 -9fi 12 - 1.90 i 0.67 
Croup 2: YCC 205 

B 11463 3.1'1 33.7-1 - 7  = 52 - 1.54 + 0.34 
83?3-554 3.11 35.50 -2.13 = 23 - t..il i (1.28 
B32.L-S5 1 2-95 36.42 -199 r 35 -1.39 5 0.40 
B9-161 1.11 32.47 - 3  52 -t..if k 0.26 

Group 3 
B5FS 118 -24.94 -7.16 -437 5 12 -2.12 x 0.31 
B3.1-S36 -26.43 -?.40 -540 k L? - 1.01 & 022 

B458 -26.44 -6.37 -5'11 12 - 1. 18 0.67 
B4%S 1 12 -27.49 -7.4 I -48 1 rt 12 -?. 14 3- 0.55 
DAO48 -27.91 -6.55 -490 I 12 -2.01 C 0.99 

Group 4 
BLB-Si1 -10.63 -4.15 4 8 5  = 12 -1.63 2 0.77 

B+IS -13.13 &O1 -.ij2 = 12 -2.16 i 0.19 
8335 43.95 -4.87 -514 i 12 -1.05 0.26 

BoD 195 47.14 -4.38 5 1  -1.64i0.19 
8327-S53 -47.65 -3.51 -528 f 12 -2.33 f 0.49 

84-13 -50.41 4.85 -532 5 12 -2.37 k 0.46 
6313-S4-I -51.99 -1.81 -535 i 1'2 -2.27 2 0.47' 
6315-S38 -55.67 -1.13 -559 i 12 - 1.88 5 0.52 

tiraup 5:  tentative 
8229-S282 30.25 -2.30 -103?:88 -1.911;O.Ï-l 

- - -  - 

6223-S278 26..15 -3.68 -101 -L 12 -1.13 f 0.51 
Croup 6: tentative 

B L4 i-SI97 14.83 8.06 -180iL2 - 1 . 5 9 ~ 0 2 1  

8105SL66 9 .n  10.83 -238 k 12 -1.13 0.32 
Group ï: tentative 

B126SL84 -2.76 -2.04 -182 I 14 -1.20 + 0.47 
NB9 1 -2.93 -1.19 -187 * 10 -0.71 k 0.33 
Y883 4.23 0.84 -1SOf14 -1.26+0.16 

B 106-SI68 4.54 -0.43 -90 rt 43 -0.86 5 0.68 
B86SLJS -1.64 2.48 -168 i 21 -1.74 5 0.17 

Group 8: tentative 
V3 1 -19.06 7-11 -433 i 12 - 1.59 zk 0.06 



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This study ~ ; I S  presented a significant sample of new spectroscopie abscrvations O €  

4131 globular clusters. contributing .v 200 high-precision veIocities and [Fe/H] val- 

ues for what represents a large fraction of the  dynarnical tracers of the galuy. .\ 

comprehensive anaIysis of the kinerna tics and abunciance propcrties O€ SI3 1's GCS 

demonstrates both some interesting similarities and clifferences tvhen cotnpared with 

the Milky CVit:y's globuhr cluster population. 

The GaIactic and 313 1 globular cluster systems have comparable mean nietallici- 

ties of [Fe/HI - -L2 to -1.3. aithough it has been shom that the two distributions 

are not dran-n from the same parent population. A KlISI  rnktrtre-modeling test 

reveals that the SI31 GCS rnetallicity distribution can convincingly be separateci into 

trvo groups. a bimodaIity which is andogous to  that found in the Sfilky Way CCS. The 

petiks in the AI31 rnetallicity distribution lie a t  [Fe/H] = -1.44 and -0.50. Horvever. 

a KMAI test an the Mliq Way GCS metallicities returns peaks at [&/HI = -1.59 

and -0.56. indicating that the meta1-poor Galactic globulars have, on average. a 

somewhat lotver meta1 abundance than their U31 counterparts. 

S1317s rnetal-rich gIobular clusters appear to constitute a distinct kinernatic sub- 

system tvhich is centrall-concentrated, consistent a i t h  membership in a bulge p o p  

dation akin to the inner rnetai-rich clusters of the Milky Way (SIinniti 1995: Côté 

1999; Forbes, Brodie Sc Larsen 2001). Furthemore. the velocity dispersion of the 

metd-rich cluster system, uL, = 146 k 12 kms-', is indistinguishab1e kom the mean 

bulge dispersion of o, (buige) = 156 k 23 km s-' as cletennined From the Iirnernatics 

of faint planetary nebdae (Lanrrie 1983). The mean rnetallicity of this population is 
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qiiite similar to its Mil- Way counterpart and these mecal-rich dusrers rlenianstrnte 

no obvious abundance gradient with galactocentric radius. Contrary to obsenations 

in the Mill\?. \l'q hwever. there are no clear signs of Rattening in the metal-rich 

compownt of the 1131 GCS despite the sampling bias towartls major asis fielcis in the 

\\'YFFOS dataset. The rotation a i s  of the metal-ricb cltistcr population is tilted by 

an angle of - 10 - L5" with respect to that of the minor auis of 1132 and the rotation 

asis of the biilk of its GCS. This observation points to a disparate origin t'or these 

clusters. 

The origin of this metal-rich population represents an intriguing mystery. Did 

these clusters form in situ in a second phase of collapse in an enriched medium and. if 

so? how' Or do they instead represent a population that formed indepenclently of the 

parent gala.? (e.g. trithin the large procogalactic remnants) which Fe11 in towarcts the 

centre of the potential rvell? Furthcr searches for potential cluster candidates hidden 

by the bulge of h[31 ma? be helpful in providing a clearer unclerstanding of the origin 

and nature of these metal-rich inner cluscers. 

In M31. there are more than three times as many metal-poor clusters as ttiere are 

metal-rich. The peak of the metal-poor GC distribution is at  a significantly lower 

[Fe/H] than the rwerage field star metallicity within the (inner) halo of [Fe/H] - -1.0 

with a spread of D [ ~ ~ / ~ !  - 0.3 (Pricchet S- van den Bergh 2958). It is not clear if ic is 

necessary (or ewn possibIe) to further separate this larger. more spatially distended 

metal-poor popu~ation into subcornponents. If the metal-poor cluster distribution 

does indeed incorporate a thick disk component in addition to halo clusters. this 

would account for the relative1 high net rotation amplitude and large velocity dis- 

persion observed therein. While grouping the clusters based on rnetallicity remains 

an instructive esercise. [Fe/HI alone is not an adequate discriminatm of rnembership 

in the spatially or kinernatically defined cornponents of the galasy. This is prîmar- 

ily a result of the substantial spread and measurable gradient in [Fe/H] n-itliin the 
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metal-poor cliister system. 

There is evidence for a radial rnetallicity gradient of roughly - O . O G  des/arcrnin 

within the metal-poor popuhtion of 1131 out to about 60' from the gai- cencer. 

Despite a notable lack of cluster data beyoncl this radius. it does seem that mean 

metallicity levels off. althotrgh the scatter remains large. This gradient in the metal- 

poor clusters is not iriconsistent tvith a large-scale single collapse event in which the 

enrichment tirnescale is lpss than the collapse time (ELS). Homever. il metallicity 

gradient. in and of itself. is not sufficient to confirm an early dissipational collapse. 

Such a gradient could be mimicked by hierarchical halo formation if the metallicity 

of the accreting fragments correlates with their mass and mean density (Freeman 

1996). The search for substructure in position/velocity/metallicity parameter space 

is clearly of interest in the investigation of the accretion history of the galaxy. 

Yumerical simulations in the present study tiave shown that spatial ancl kinematic 

grouping in the globular cluster -stems of accreting cinarf satellites can be cietecced 

for several Gyr after the initial encounter. This is tnie even when considering only 

projected positions and radia1 velocities, provided the clunip is not on an excessively 

radial orbit. 

The discovery of grouping ivithin the II31 globiilar cluster systeni poirits to a 

formation bolstered by the accretion of sub-clunips or dwarf satellites. This scenario 

is supported by the recent detection of a stellar stream in the Andromeda Ca1a.q- 

by mata et al. (2001b), evidence of recentIy stripped material from 1131's dwarf 

cornpanions or of a past accretion event. The present-day disruption and accretion 

of the Sagittarius dwarf spheroidal in the 'lililky Way demonstrates that such rninor 

rnergers may be an ongoing process. Improved orbita1 parameters for the individual 

'1131 GCS group members are required in order to ascertain if these cIusters are 

dynamicaiiy correlated. The search for associated stellar or gaseous streams wouId 

provide usefuI corroborative evidence as to whether these groups do indeed reflect 
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recent merger events. or whether the- are rnere coincidental associations bornr of a 

rotacing globular cluster system. 

-4 comprehensive investigation of the kinematics of the ciparnical tracers iti .\ [:3 1 

woulcl not bc complete without the addition of planeta- nebtilae data. Fortiinacely. 

the study of a large sample of PSe in 1131 is currently undermy (Halliday. Carter. 

k Bridges in preparation). Noreover. these data can be cornbined mith the glob- 

tilar cluster sanipie to better probe the underlying m a s  distribution of the g a l u y  

(Wilkinson et al. in preparation). 

The ga1as.y formation question remains largely sri issue of tirnescale. .ige cleter- 

minations from hiph-resolution spectroscopy of a large sample 5131 globular clusters 

would rnake a valuable contribution towards characterizing the formation timescales 

involved. Fortunately an anaiysis of 1131 cluster ages is in progress (Bridges et aI. in 

preparation), which should provicie a better sense of the chronolog of GC formation 

within the galaq. 

Despite ics long and rich history of investigation. there is little doubt thac there are 

missing globulars in 'v13l's database ivhich are awniting discovey and identification. 

Ongoingsearches and surveys for hl31 cluster candidates (eg. Lee et al. '2001) promise 

to help remedy this situation and to further fiiel this "booming indust l" .  It is clear 

that detailed studies of the kinematics. rnetdlicities and ages of the globuIar cluster 

systerns of a large sampie of galaxies can provide us with the clues necessary for a 

more complete understanding of the mechanisms which form and evolve galasies of 

ail kinds. 
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A. W F F O S  TARGET DATA AND RESULTS 

Table -4.1: Target data for the iVYFFOS 3131 GCS sample. Column 1 listc the targec 
name(s), columns 2 and 3 list the sky coordinates. coiiimns 4 and 5 list the 
-Y and Y positions in the galaxy frame, columns 6 and 7 list the apparent I r  
magnitude and (B-V) colour (Barmby et al. 2000, and ceferences therein)? and 
colunin 8 lists the WYFFOS fibre(s) through which the target was observed. 

Target a ( ~ 1 9 5 0 )  J (~1950)  X (') Y (') V (B-V) Fibre' 
DAO1 00:32:36.85 39:52:40.6 -104.46 26.28 - - S2-117 
DAO3 
B294S12 
DA05 
B29ij-S 14 
DA06 
DAO8 
S 18 
DA09 
B419 
DAO11 
DAO12 
DAO13 
DAO 14 
DAO 16 
B298-S21 
B42.1 
B301-S22 
B427 
DAO20 
DA021 
B303-S26 
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Table A.1 (CONTINUED FROII PREVIOUS PAGE) 

Tatge t a(~1950) 6p1950i X (') Y (') V (B-V) Fibre 
DA023 00:36:11+34 4O:lO:18.4 -65.65 4.16 18-40 - S 1-107 

S2-78 
B305 00:36:15.91 40:00:04.0 -73.25 -2.75 18.11 1.02 S 1-95 

S2-46 
B306-S29 00:36:25.62 40:17:52.5 -57.98 6.59 16.30 1.2 1 S L-100 
DA025 00:36:30.37 39:51:03.8 -78.71 -10.42 18.80 - S2-62 
DA027 003633.28 40:24:36.5 -51.75 9.53 18.00 - S 1-84 
B435 00:36:35.20 40:3 1:5?.4 45.69 13.71 18.61 1.52 S 1-71 
B307-S30 00336335.34 40:16:29.9 -37.95 4.29 17.32 0.78 Sl-105 
B308 00:36:35.80 40:13:04.9 -60.60 2.14 - - S 1-9 1 
B309-S31 (00:36:40.42) (39:58:12.5) -72.01 -7.74 17.50 0.97 SI-98 

S2-67 
B3ll-SU 00:36:50.55 40:14:46.7 -57.55 0.94 15.48 0.90 S 1-92 
B439 00:36:56.78 40:45:46.0 -32.24 18.86 - - S 1-57 
B312435 00:36:56.82 40:40:34.3 -36.36 15.69 15.58 0.87 SI-59 
B3 l M 3 7  00:37:01.17 39:57:40.2 -69.88 -1 1.09 17.63 0.59 S2-64 
B3 13-S36 00:37:01.29 403626.9 -39.1 1 12.51 16.36 1.05 SI-61 
B3 L5-S38 00:37:05.29 40:15:02.5 -85.62 -1.13 16.32 0.35 S 1-97 
BI-S39 00:37:07.61 40:41:42.7 -34.31 14.76 17.06 1.37 S1-56 
DA030 00:37:07.65 40:01:47.4 -65.86 -9.56 18.40 - S1-111 

S2-68 
B316-S40 00:37:10.26 4O:25:ll.l -47.00 4.29 16.82 0.84 S 1-76 
B319-S44 00:37:19.72 40:17:30.7 -51.99 -1.81 17.49 0.21 SI-112 
B321-S46 00:37:32.05 40:11:18.6 -55.47 -7.46 17.78 0.23 SI-116 
S47 00:37:32.09 40:23:32.0 -15.78 -0.01 17.30 - 51-113 
€34-S30 00:37:34.27 41:06:12.6 -11.72 25.70 16.95 0.92 Cl-90 
BE452 00:37:36.71 40:2Ï:3O. 1 -42.10 1.72 15.71 0.97 S1-52 
B443 00:37:37.38 40:16:54.8 -50.41 4.85 18.43 0.97 SI-120 
B327-S53 00:3?:40.69 40:19:55.0 -47.65 -3.01 16-88 0.31 S1-121 
B6-S58 00:37:42.76 41:10:59.1 -6.96 27.35 15.53 0.96 CI-87 
B7 (00:37:43.03) (41:12:37.6) -3.63 28.31 - - C 1-8 6 
BoD195 00:37:45.92 40:19:47.4 -47.14 4.38 15.19 - S1-122 
B8-S60 00:37:46.61 40:59:41.3 -15.46 19.88 16.52 1.03 Cl-104 
B10-S62 00:37:4T.90 40:57:55.1 -16.72 18.61 16.66 0.84 Cl-106 

C2-85 
BIS-S64 00:37:48.75 41:05:16.7 -10.79 22.98 15.13 0.73 C2-ÏS 
B245 00:37:52.46 40:51:06.0 -21.59 13.76 - - Cl-93 

S 2-49 
B448 00:37:53.06 40:23:47.9 -43.13 -3.01 18.41 0.42 Sl-22 
DA036 00:37:53.77 40:32:17.5 -36.33 2.07 17 -80 - SI-36 

CONTIh7jEI) ON NEKT PACE 



A. iVkTFOS Taïxet Data and Results A2 . .,. 

Table X.1 (COSTIXGED FROM PREVIOCS PAGE) 

Target Q(~19so) 6(Blsso) X (') Y (') V (B-V) Fibre 
B I3-S6S 00:3754.70 41:08:56.4 -7.21 24.33 17-19 0.81 Cl-88 

1 .  18.09 1.57 C2-86 
-4.57 13-08 1-91) SI-LT - - 1.18 17.79 1 1  Cl-98 

S 146 
21.35 17.58 1.00 CL-89 

C2-74 
2.50 18-95 0.23 $1-39 

14-67 15.95 1.09 Cl-91 
-4.15 17.51 0.74 S1-71 
5.92 18.60 - C2-105 

S 1-H 
18.25 14.93 1.01 Cl-100 

C2-77 
20.84 17.36 0.73 C2-81 
9.18 17.54 0.80 Cl-96 

S 1-45 
-9.09 14.76 0.84 SI-10 
9.21 17-70 - C2-100 
5.64 17.30 0.57 Cl-110 

S I 4  
10.33 - - C-89  

-10.38 16.38 - SI-11 
7-11 L7.43 - Cl-97 

S L42 
3.99 16.86 0.95 CI-111 

S 1-40 
18.53 17.53 1.07 C2-80 
2.54 16.86 0.M Cl-112 
3.15 16.58 1.04 C2-107 
1.10 17AL 1.92 Cl-113 
1.88 17-71 1.37 C2-108 

13.10 17.61 1-14 C2-82 
-25.14 18-09 0.66 SI-123 
-12.27 18.35 0.06 SI-15 

1.78 17.86 0.99 SI-38 
-2.40 15.47 0.90 C2-95 

S 2-33 
-7.85 19.00 - SI-27 

CONTINUED ON .KYT PAGE 
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Table A.1 (CONTIXUED FROM PREVI0r;S PAGE) 

Target a(~1950) 6 ( ~ i 9 5 0 )  X (') Y ('1 V (B-V) 
835 0038:48.50 ~~~~~~~~~~O 9.39 24.58 17.48 0.89 

Fibre 
CI-7.5 
Cl-Y2 
C2-'1 
S 1-37 
CI-107 
CL-76 
C2-75 
SI-21 
Cl-117 
C2-87 
C2- 104 
SI-23 
Cl-73 
S 1-32 
Cl-72 
C 1-92 
S 1-30 
C--97 
C2-63 
C 1-79 
Cl-80 
Cl-85 
S1-35 
C2-90 
Cl-116 
Cl-119 
C2- 103 
C2-61 
C 1-71 
C2-38 
SI-20 
S 1-25 
'22-64 
C2-73 
S 1-34 
C 2-77 
C 1-68 
C 2-72 
Cl-121 
SI-29 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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Table A.1 (CONTINUED FROM PREWOUS PAGE) 

Target a(~i9so) &(Bissol X (') Y (') V (B-V) Fibre 
DAO53 00:39:26.04 -10:21:37.9 -34.00 -18.33 18.80 - SL-LY 

DA058 00:40:17.12 11:13:32.0 13.13 6.19 15.80 - ~ 2 4 5  
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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Table A.1 (COXTI>TED FR011 PREV?OIiS PAGE) 

Target Q ( ~ 1 9 5 0 )  6(B1950) X (') Y (') V (B-V) Fibre 
B148-S200 00:40:19.51 41:01:39.1 3.75 -1.69 L5.98 0.84 (22-26 



-4. S.VYFFOS T h e t  Data and Results ?:IG 

Table A.1 (COXTIXUED FROM PREVIOL'S PAGE) 

Targe t a ( ~ i s s o )  ~ ( B I ~ S O )  X (') Y (') V (B-V) Fibre 
BL99-S24Y 00:41:05.43 40:41:49.i -6.45 -20.76 17.60 0.77 Cl-12 

19.98 0.02 17.55 0.60 Nl-113 
18.07 - 5  18.55 - C2-36 

31-114 
3.25 -13.89 16.20 0.53 Cl-23 

21.19 -0.36 16.68 0.93 (22-37 
13.00 -7.00 15.75 0.92 Cl-39 
0.90 -17.27 17.33 0.74 CL-20 

14.33 -6.83 17.81 0.92 Cl-40 
16.39 -5.81 16.64 0.77 C2-29 - - f.i4 -12.67 17.57 0.52 Cl-28 
20.58 -2.71 16.78 1-05 N1-115 
17.22 -5.47 L7.65 0.61 NL-1LT 
27.37 2.32 16.90 - C2-39 

NL-1LO 
28.65 2.88 17.20 - C 1 - 2  
26.90 1.02 17.25 0.20 XL-112 
43.49 13-77 - - 'i 1-86 
16.07 -7.97 16.51 0.92 C2-27 
12.95 -11.32 14.79 0.87 C2-33 
-4.65 -25.40 16.39 0.94 Cl-15 
22.38 -5.10 16.55 0.79 NL-11s 

C2-33 
24-78 -4.06 16.86 0.90 C l 4 7  
10.22 -16.12 17.43 0.68 Cl-79 
26.45 -3.68 17.81 0.38 C2-35 
21.89 -7.30 15-45 0.74 Cl-44 

C2-3 I 
Nl- L 19 

16.50 -12.16 14.15 0.95 Cl-JS 
C2-25 

8.30 -18.88 17.65 1.05 Cl-26 
42.09 6.85 16.60 - 'I 1-100 
-1.96 -28.12 16.05 0.72 Cl-17 
61.01 21-44 16.73 0.79 Nl-70 
22.40 -9.65 17.30 0.69 C2-28 

N1-120 
12.58 -17.82 15.70 0.68 Cl-31 
32.78 -1.90 18.60 - X1-116 
16.91 -15.02 17-67 0.84 Cl-35 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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Table -4.1 ~ C O N T I ' ~ U E D  FROM PREVIOUS PAGE) 

s1-121 
11.57 16.23 0.78 KI-81 
12.55 18.45 0.32 ?il-80 
3.53 18.04 0.23 Nl-96 

-15.80 17-64 1.06 CS-20 
4.10 17.67 0.49 NI-103 

-11.48 16.27 0.85 Cl-41 
?il-123 

4.08 17.50 - N 1-84 
-6.64 18.46 - Nl-12  

-17.38 17.10 0.71 Cl-37 
30.41 17.50 1.09 N2-47 
3.71 16.24 0.92 Nl-G9 

-20.02 16.42 0.97 C l 4 4  
C2-22 

17.06 - - NI-63 

NP-50 
7.58 17.35 TL3 Nl-60 

11.75 - - N1-62 

32-55 
2.64 16.60 0.84 N1-59 

-4.09 - - NI-37 

-10.50 18.31 0.44 N1-11 
-8.18 17.91 0.28 N1-18 

-12.03 17.61 0.90 Nl-10 
-11.08 18.70 - N1-15 

0.84 18.71 0.29 N1-50 
-8.31 18.10 0.52 NT-24 
-5.12 17.65 0.58 N1-38 
16.22 - - N2-44 

-1.82 16.95 0.47 NT-49 
-16.92 17.36 0.79 NI-12 
16.83 - - N3-38 

-20.62 17.67 1.25 NI-14 
4.23 15.64 0.75 NI46  
3.18 16.09 0.67 NI-53 

N2-61 
2.24 - - N1-52 

N2-63 
CONTMUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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Table A.1 (CONTIXUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE) 

Target a ( ~ i 9 s o )  ~(BI%o) X ('1 Y ('1 V @-VI 
B389-S326 00:43:58.33 41:32:47.4 53.71 -14.60 17.3s 1-40 
BoD292 
DA089 
s334 
B391-S32Y 
B392-S329 
6493 
DA091 
s337 
DA092 
DA093 
DA094 
DAO95 
B.lOO-S343 
DA097 
DA098 
B402-S346 
B.411 
DA099 
DAO 100 
DA0 10 1 
B505 
DAO 104 
DAO 106 
DAO 107 
B406 
S353 

4204:53.1 
42:32:05.2 
-12:28:21.3 
-tL:LE34.4 
41:35:22.0 
42:00:43.3 
42:23:22.2 
41:%6:59.1 
42:32:32.0 
42:28:34. 1 
422739,7 
41:50:35.? 
-L'2:Og:ll.l 
42:38:57.S 
.12:02:20.4 
-Ll:45:13.5 
42:OT: 16.9 
42:16:24.1 
41:59:18.6 
42: lit: 12.4 
42:02:43.5 
41:59:56.0 
41:59:59.2 
42:29:11.2 
41:59:36.0 
42:19:24.6 

Fibre 
N 1-29 
32-38 
32-24 
N2-25 
Nl-17 
N 1-36 
X2-68 
Y2-22 
N 1-25 
N2- 15 
N2-14 
N2-12 
N2-76 
X2-95 
N2- 1 1 
N2- LOO 
N2-82 
N2-92 
-12-117 
N2-103 
N2- 112 
N2-107 
N2-105 
W2-106 
N2-122 
X2-108 
N2-113 

' The field name and fibre number are provided (e-g. "Cl-IO" designates Central 
Field 1, fibre number 10: "52-123" refers to Xortheast Field 2, fibre number 123 etc.) 
for cross-reference tvith Table 3.2. 



A. WYFFOS T-et Data and Results 039 

Table -4.2: WYFFOS Line Indices: H2100B grating 

GC H&K CNR Cd CEIG A 
BL 0.051 0.328 -0.119 0.200 1.213 
B4 - 0.022 0.085 0.319 - 
B5 0.350 0.105 0.013 0.153 1.176 
B6 0.449 0.129 0.032 0206 1.251 
B8 0.176 -0.004 0.048 0.255 1.056 
BI0 0.465 0.0005 -0.006 0.087 1.016 
B12 0.125 -0.007 -0.031 0.103 0.889 
B13 0.347 -0.020 0.125 0.137 L.208 
6 15 - - - - - 
B 16 - - - - - 
B17 0.199 -0.161 -0.153 0.290 1.065 
B18 0.314 -0.219 0.050 -0.019 1.152 
319 0.329 0.069 0.018 0.155 1.018 
B21 -0.076 0.0004 -0.043 0.167 1.473 
825 0.129 0.0'25 -0.007 0.116 0.733 
B26 - - - - 
B28 0.373 -0.020 -0.028 0.109 1.067 
B29 - - - - - 
B30 L - - - - 

631 - - L - 

B33 0.273 0.197 0.027 0.118 0.841 
B34 0.237 0.162 0.036 0.131 0.962 
B35 0.771 -0.082 0,154 0.275 1-74? 
B37 - - - - - 
338 0.238 0,072 0.041 0.180 1.033 
B39 0.150 7 -0.020 0.245 0.931 
B40 0.316 -0.186 - 0.231 0.662 
B41 -0.066 0.016 -0.002 0.144 0.396 
B42 - 0.003 -0.154 0.229 - 
B43 0.172 -0.130 -0.034 -0.048 0.672 
B45 0.435 0.003 0.030 0.289 1.064 
B47 - -0.183 -0.118 0.075 - 
B48 0.205 0.083 0.113 0.273 1.049 
B49 - - - - - 
Ba0 - 0.105 0.006 0.063 - 
B5L 0.413 0.025 -0.015 0.185 1.103 
B53 0.457 -0.143 0.091 0.205 1.163 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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Table A.% (CONTINUED FROiLI PREVIOL'S PAGE) 

GC H&K CNR Ca1 CHG A 

CON'MNED ON XEXT PAGE 
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Table A 2  (CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE) 

GC H&K CNR Ca1 CHG A 
8219 
0220 
0221 
B222 
B223 
B22.1 
B225 
B230 
B231 
0332 
B234 
B235 
B237 
B238 
B28 1 
B253 
B29.5 
B298 
BJO 1 
B303 
B305 
B306 
B307 
8311 
8312 
B313 
83 14 
B315 
B316 
B3 19 
B321 
B327 
B335 
B338 
B341 
B342 
B355 
B356 

0.063 0.004 0.143 1.267 
0.033 0.031 0.139 1.005 
- -0.020 - 0.459 

-0.024 -0.121 0.164 0.818 
0.042 -0.143 0.170 1.180 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 



Table X.2 (COXTIXUED FROM PREWOUS PAGE) 

GC H&K CNR Ca1 CHG A 
B365 0.202 0.117 0.020 0.065 0.894 

CONTIXUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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Table A 2  (CONTIYL'ED FROM PREVIOLIS PAGE) 

GC H&K CNR C d  CHG A 
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Table -4.3: WYFFOS Line indices: Rl200R grating 

0.024 0.099 0.058 0.032 0.033 
0.123 0.115 0.068 0.069 0.029 
0.098 0.160 0.088 0.059 0.059 
0.110 0.094 0.080 0.095 0.087 
0.012 0.020 0.003 0.055 0.029 

-0.064 0.019 0.009 -0.002 0.037 
0.167 0.044 0.014 0.141 0.089 
0.266 0.080 0.096 0.156 0.117 
0.091 0.148 0.051 0.065 0.051 
0.102 0.106 0.083 0.055 0.063 
0.036 0.079 0.041 0.068 0.071 
0.101 0.105 0.061 0.075 0.045 
0.062 0.131 0.079 0.046 0.051 
0.015 0.060 0.041 0.043 0.024 
0.205 0.240 0.121 0.063 0.076 
0.039 0.058 0.032 0.061 -0.011 
0.147 0.187 0.148 0.129 0.072 
0.226 0.133 0.084 0.123 0.090 
0.065 0.126 0.069 0.0002 0.024 
0.021 0.051 0.014 0.062 0.056 
0.069 0.106 0.058 0.054 0.066 
0.022 0.084 0.049 0.046 0.108 
0.030 0.084 0.040 0.113 0.055 
0.036 0.028 0.036 0.047 -0.004 
0.046 0.111 0.075 0.052 0.048 

-0.062 0.026 -0.0007 0.0009 0.057 
-0.033 0.051 0.042 0.056 0.057 
0.074 0.080 0.056 0.057 0.059 

-0.033 0.014 0.006 0.033 0.016 
0.098 0.059 -0.002 0.068 0.054 
- 0.011 0.018 0.031 0.058 

0.104 0.111 0.058 0.072 0.071 
-0.017 0.054 0.024 0.057 -0.022 
0.034 0.091 0.062 0.014 0.053 
0.122 0.105 0.062 0.078 0.041 
0.221 0.221 0.122 0.10L 0.064 

CONTiNUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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Table A.3 (COXTNUED €ROM PREvrous  PAGE) 

GC He MgH M g 2  M g b MgG Fe52 Fe53 
B54 0.065 0.137 0.196 0.174 0.123 0.099 0.081 

B140 0.0004 0.116 0.251 0.193 0.170 0.106 0.023 
CONTOiIlED ON NEXT PAGE 
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Table -4.3 (CONTIXUED FROhI PREVIOUS PAGE) 

B218 0.071 0.063 0.050 0.092 0.058 0.050 0.047 
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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Table -1.3 ( C O ~ I N U E D  FROM PREVIOUS PAGE) 

GC HP MgH Mg2 Mgb MgG 
B219 0.080 0.065 0.010 0.133 0.014 
B220 0.086 0.052 0.039 0.080 0.049 
B221 0.078 0.098 0.097 0.088 0.055 
B222 0.400 - - 0.027 0.013 
B223 0.191 0.111 0.114 0.102 0.079 
B224 0.110 0.058 0.009 0.030 0.026 
B225 0.073 0.098 0.139 0.148 0.089 
B230 0.117 0.016 -0.020 0.023 -0.0003 
B231 0.100 0.028 0.052 0.098 0.066 
B232 0.131 0.043 -0.015 0.034 0.020 
B234 0.051 0.069 0.095 0.124 0.076 
B235 0.085 0.050 0.062 0.102 0.061 
B237 0.342 0.088 0.008 -0.030 -0.070 
B238 0.051 0.098 0.114 0.092 0.066 
8281 0.245 0.148 0.132 0.091 0.086 
B283 -0.032 0.105 0.175 0.179 0.117 
B295 0.207 0.035 -0.048 0.057 0.038 
8298 0.110 0.025 -0.039 0.027 0.0004 
B301 0.075 0.138 0.109 0.087 0.053 
B303 0.256 0.032 0.075 0.019 0.069 
8305 0.108 -0.031 -0.016 0.094 0.066 
B306 0.095 0.121 0.084 0.071 0.051 
B307 0.255 -0.057 -0.015 0.131 0.088 
B311 0.113 0.034 -0.023 0.022 0.009 
8312 0.120 0.085 0.050 0.072 0.034 
8313 0.095 0.110 0.103 0.091 0.057 
B314 0.227 0.110 0.083 0.069 0.042 
8315 0.207 0.086 0.036 0.027 0.015 
8316 0.102 0.076 0.119 0.107 0.065 
8319 0.236 0.036 0.003 0.033 0.010 
B321 0.282 -0.002 -0.041 0.017 0.020 
B327 0.175 0.053 0.026 0.030 0.OL7 
B335 0.088 0.048 0.105 0.129 0.085 
8338 0.085 0.079 0.079 0.059 0.035 
B341 0.077 0.057 0.081 0.096 0.050 
B342 0.322 -0.001 -0.072 0.049 -0.005 
B353 0.189 0.077 0.038 0.070 0.038 
8356 0.138 0.073 0.018 0.050 0.031 

CONTiNüED ON NEXT PAGE 
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TabIe A.3 (CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE) 

GC H/3 blgH Mg2 Mgb MgG Fe52 Fe53 
8365 0.143 0.073 0.041 0.036 0.023 0.0'24 0.031 

DA058 0.074 0.064 0.066 0.118 0.072 0.047 0.061 
CONTGÿIJED ON NEXT PAGE 
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Table -4.3 (COXTIXUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE) 



B. ARGUS OBSERVING RECORDS 

Table BI: LI31 glotiiilar clusters observed with hIOS/I.UIGUS at CFHT 

Target Date Start (UT) Exp. Tirne (sec) Airmass 
B225 19/08/95 822  60 2.35 

I I 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 



B. XRGLLS O bserving Records - 952 

Table B.1 ( C O N T I ~ E D  FRonr PRE\~IOUS PAGE) 

Target Date Start(UT) Exp.Time(sec) Airmass 
B337 19/0S/9S 11:14 300 1.20 

- -- 

C O N W E D  ON NLYT PAGE 



B. +ARGUS Observing Records 23.3 

TabIe B.l (CONTIXL~ED FROBL P R E V I O ~  PAGE) 

Target Date Start (UT) Exp. Time (sec) Airmass 
B339 20/08/93 947 300 1.48 
B310 
B318 
BI49 
B 3 3  
B361 
BI41 
B l  lS 
B43 
B8 1 
BL1-L 
B 13 
B392 
B3Q 1 
B 188 
BL01 
B 1% 
B38T 
BSO 
BI94 
BI29 
BlSl 
B29 
B201 
B 170 
B239 
B382 
B292 
B394 
BI05 
B299 
B67 
B231 

r I 

CONTINUED ON XEKT PAGE 





Table B.1 (CONTINC'ED FELOM PREVIOUS PAGE) 

Target Date Start (UT) Exp. Time (sec) Airmass 
B389 21/08/95 1-59 300 1.08 

I I 

C O N T W E D  ON XEXT PAGE 





C .  GALLERY OF ARGUS WCONSTRUCTED 
IMAGES 

Reconstructeà globular cluster images fiom the MOS/ARGUS fiames, as discusseà 

in Chapter 5. Darker areas represent illuminated fibres. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERNIS AND UNITS 

': l h u t e s  of arc or arcminutes (1/60 of a degree). 

": Seconds of arc or arcseconds (113600 of degree). 

Right ascension in reference to a standard epoch (Besselian p a r  2950). 

Abundance: Term iised to refer to the metal abundance of a targec (e-g. star. 

globular cluster or ,aalu?-). as determined froni the strength of its spectral 

feattires. in astronomy. a. metal can be any element hcavier than hclium. 

ADU: Analog-to-Digital Unit. 

Airmass: (X) The length of the light path through the atmosphere in the direction 

of the target, cornpared to the width of the atrnosphere overhead. By definition. 

X = 1 for objects directly overhead. 

APM: Automatic Plate-bleasuring machine, a Xationai -4stronomy F-acility run by 

the lnstitute of -Astronomy in Cambridge. 

ARGUS: Fibre bundle spectrograph formerly used at CFHT in combination \rith 

the NOS instrument to perform integrd field spectroscopy. This instrument is 

described in Chapter 5. 

Bias Image: A zero duration esTosure used to read the bias level of the detector. 

See description in Section 3.2.1. 



CC: Cross-correlation coeffrcient. the peak vahie of the normalizeci correlation hinc- 

tion. 

CCD: (Charge-Couplecl Device) Light-serisitive detector midely iisecl in optical and 

infrareci astronomy. Astronomical CCDs consist of n tm-climensional array OF 

pixels on a thin wafer of semiconductor: electric charge is produced in response 

to incident photons. 

CFHT: (Canada-France Hawaii Telescope) A 3.6 m diameter opticaI/infrared teie- 

scope atop hiauna Kea. a dormant voIcano on the islancl of Hatvaii ~vtiich is 

(arguably) tlie hest obsetving site in the rvorld. 

CMD: (colour-magnitude diagrarn) A plot of the magnitude or luminosity of stars 

versus coloiir, spectral t g e  or temperature. Stars form tvell-defincd sequences 

in the CMD. See $3.2 of Binney and Menifield (1998) for more information, 

COBE: (COsmic Background Explorer) An orbiting satellite mission launchecl by 

Y-4S.k in 1989 to study the cosmic microwave background radiation. 

Cosmic Rays: Highly energetic particles (e.g. hydrogen nuclei? eIectrons. positrons. 

neutrinos) which are continuously bombarding the Earthrs atrnosphere. 

6(B1950): Declination in reference to a standard epoch (Besselian year 1950), 

Declination: (5,  Dec) The angutar distance to a celestial body measured north (OC 

to f9O0) or south (O0 to -90") of the CeIestial Equator (the projection of the 

Earth's equator into space). Typicall  espressed in degees, arcminutes and 

arcseconds. 

dex: ,ln increment in Loglo, uwd here as a unit of [Fe/H]. 
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DIRBE: (Diffuse InfraRed Background E'rperirnent) An esperiment concfuctccl ro 

search for the cosmic infrared backgoiind. Maps nrere macle of the siq- brighc- 

ness at infrared vaveIengths of 1.25 to 210 Pm. 

Dynamical E'riction: Transfer of energy from an object to the surrounding medium 

due to interaction. 

Elliptical Galaxies: Gala~ies with no disk component. Most are triaxial ellipsoids 

with no obvious interna1 structure. 

Ellipticity: ( E )  -4 parameter mhich specifies the Aattening of an orbit: c = ( 1 - t). 
where a and b are the Iengths of the semi-majorais and semi-minor-asis. re- 

spectively. 

[Fe/H]: The heavy-element abundance or metallicity of an object relative to solar 

(see Equation 2.1). 

Flatfield Image: An image of a uniformiy illurninated source trsed to memure the 

pixel-to-pixel differences in the sensitivity of the CCD. See description in Sec- 

tion 32.2. 

FWHM: The Fu11 Width at Half-Ma-xirnum. 

Gr The gravitational constant: 6.672 x IO-'' m3 kg-' sec--. 

Gain: The nurnber of ADU counts per electton (i.e. per photon) in the output signal. 

GC: (GlobuIar Cluster} Gratiitationall?--bound agglomerations of several tens of thou- 

sands to a few million stars. See Section 1.3 for more information. 

GCS: (GIobular Cluster Sgstem) The collection of al1 globular clusters belon,@g 

to a particular galay,  tpically describeci as a component of its steIlar popula- 

tion. 
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Grism: :l transmission diffraction gratina + prism combination, uscd to deficcr; die 

light to remain on the optical mis, and to centre a particiilar wavelength on the 

detector. 

Gyr: (Giga-year) Cuit representing 1 billion years. 

HI : Xeutral hydrogen. 

Heteroscedastic: (In reference to the K M N  misture modeling test of Section 6.2.1) 

A fit in which the populations are not constrained to have a common covariance. 

The opposite of homoscedastic. 

HST: (Hubble Space Telescope) NAS'L's orbicing 2.4 m diameter telescope, Lnuriched 

in 1990. Its instrumentation includes IVFPC2, a \vicie-field planetap camera. 

IFS: (Integral Field Spectroscopy) Specttoscopy of a two-dimensional area on the 

sky? resulting in three dimensions of output: cr. 9 and X ( e g .  see Vanderriest 

1993). 

Irregular Galaxies: Galaxies of irregular shape and structure. mith large amounts 

of interstellar rnattcr. 

kpc: (kiloparsec) One thousand parsecs (pc). 

A: The wavelength of Iight. 

Lenticular Galaxies: Galaxies nrith a large bulge and small disk. The disk in a 

lenticular (SO) galaxy shows no evidence of spiral arms. 

Linear Correlat ion Coefficient: (r )  A statistic used to test the quality of a Iinear 

fit y = a + bx to a set of N data points (xi,yi): 



LMC: (Large SIagelIanic Cloud) See Magellanic Clouds. 

LSR: The local standard nf rest is the frarne of refereace centred on ~ h e  Sun in whicti 

a11 of the nearby stars are at rest. The rotational velocitu of the local standard 

of rest is - 220 km/s. 

ntk: '1Iass of the Sun (2 x ld0 kg). 

MIL: 5Iass-CO-Light ratio, generally measured in sohr  units. 

Magellanic Clouds: Two relativelu small irregiilar galasies which are nearby neigh- 

boum of the ?JiIky LCray+ The Large and Srnall h,Iagellanic CIouds can be seen 

with the nakecl eye in the Sotithern Hernisphere. 

Magnitude: A measure of brightness. A difference in the apparent magnitude of 

two objects (e.g. stars) is proportiona1 to the differcnces in the log of their 

brightness: 

~ h e r c  ml and rn2 are the apparent magnitudes of objects 1 and 2, and fl and f2 

represent the energy f lues  from the objects. Therefore. a magnitude difference 

of 5 corresponds to a factor of 100 in the ratio of the radiation fluxes- Brighter 

objects have lower magnitudes. 

Metal: In an astronomical context, a meta1 refers to any element heavier than hclium. 

This includes light elements such as oxygen and nitrogen. 

Metallicity: The logarithmic abundance of iron relative to hydrogen. as expressed 

in term of soIar abundance (see Equation 2.1). 

MOS: (Multi-Object Spectrograph) Instrument which permits the spectroscopic study 

of muitipIe objects at once- 
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Myr: (Mega-year) Unit representing 1 million years. 

Order-sorting filter: -4 blocking filter used to prevent higher-orcier spectral light 

beond  a certain wavelength from falling on the detector. This light resiiltu 

frorn the fact that for any given angle of diffraction. the grating equacion 

mX = d(s.ini + sin O )  is satisfied for several values of m and X (m is the gat ing 

order, d is the spacing of the grating etches. i is the angle of incidence of the 

light and B is the angle of diffraction rneasured frorn the normal). See hralker 

(1987) for more details. 

Overscan/overclock strip: Rcgion OF an output CCD image wtlich reflects the b i u  

level of the cliip. 

PA: (Positiori Angle) T-ypically! position angle refers to the angle from north CO the 

object (or auis) , measured eaçcrvard. 

pc: (parsec) Unit of distance (3.26 light yars or 3 x 10'"rn). 

pix: (pixel) Picture eIement (see CCD). 

Photometry: The measirement of the brightness of a source within specific wave- 

lengt h ranges. 

Proper motion: The apparent angular mocion of an object per year in a direction 

perpendicular to the iine of sight. 

r:  See Linear Correlation Coefficient. 

%r Galactocentric radius of the Sun (- 8.5 kpc). 

Readnoise: (Readout noise) The number of electrons per pixel introduced upon 

readout of the device, caused by the electronics of the CCD and noise introduced 

by the conversion of an analog signal to a digital number. 



Right ascension: (a.  Ri) The angiilar distance to a cclestial body. meastircd east- 

mrds  dong the Celestial Equator (the projection of the Earth's eqiiator intn 

space). Typicallj- expressed in hours. minutes and seconds. 

S/N: Signal-to-Soise ratio. 

SGMC: (SuperGiant Siolecular Cloud) Large (10"1.1;,, 1 kpc cliameter) versions of 

giant rnolecular clouds (sec Section 1.3.1). 

SMC: (Small SIagellanic CIoricl) See Magellanic Clouds. 

Solar: Of the Sun. 

Solar cirde: A circle of radius about the centre of the Galaxy. 

UT: (Universal Time) Equivalent to Greenwich mean tirne, 

V: Apparent magnitiide of an object in the visual photometric wave-band (centrecl 

on - 5500 .A)- 

Vignetting: Restriction of the Field of view due to incomplete illumination of the 

detector, generallÿ resulting From the interna1 optics of the system. 

WHT: (William Herschel Telescope) -4 4.2 m telescope in La Palma. Canary Islands. 

WYFFOS: Wide-Field Fibre Optic Spectrograph at the WHT. 




